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Using the Law to Save the Planet: Legal Options to Address Climate Change and Ecological Destruction

Frank Weerman, Alessandra Arcuri & Lieselot Bisschop*

Abstract

Climate change and ecological destruction are among the most pressing issues of our time. In this special issue, academics from various legal and empirical disciplines contribute to providing an answer to whether, when and how different fields of law can be used as tools to enhance sustainability and to address climate change and ecological damage. These include (international) criminal law, liability and tort law, European law and regulations, competition law, corporate law, private law and tax law. These contributions were initially presented and discussed at a seminar held at the Erasmus University Rotterdam in May 2022. This editorial introduces the subject, discusses recent international developments and legal achievements to address the current ecological crisis, and describes how the law is increasingly mobilised from the ground up, by non-government organisations and individual legal professionals. It then progresses by summarising the keynote lecture of the seminar, given by the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Toxics and Human Rights. After this, all contributions to this special issue are shortly introduced and summarised.

Keywords: climate change, sustainability, ecocide, environmental justice, human rights.

Climate change and ecological destruction are among the most pressing issues of our time. The global climate has warmed up considerably during the last century, and increasingly so in recent decades. Consequences of climate change can be experienced across the globe, with melting ice caps and glaciers, rising sea levels and more extreme weather events. The dire state of the environment is also evident from the critical endangering of species and the dramatic decline in biodiversity, which some refer to as the sixth extinction. Pollution of water, air and soil is at historically high levels and has seriously disrupted the self-regulatory capacity of the planet. The scale of deforestation of the past 100 years equals that of the previous 9,000 years, owing to the continued expansion of land for agriculture, following from humanity’s request for food. The planet is crossing more and more boundaries, impacting the stability and safety of the complete earth system.

In response to the foregoing issues, national and international government organisations, non-government organisations (NGOs), companies and citizens have been developing policies and practices to increase awareness and enable a lifestyle and economy that preserves the environment. At the international level, there have been various attempts to come to agreements aiming to decrease carbon emissions and calling unsustainable production and consumption patterns to a halt. Important landmarks are the 2012 Rio de Janeiro Summit on sustainability, the Paris Agreements of 2015, under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) to mitigate climate change, and the 2015 adoption of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, with its seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and seventeen targets to tackle climate change and ecological damage, as well as poverty and inequality. These efforts have in some cases re-

7 UN GA Resolution, A/RES/70/1, adopted by the General Assembly on 25 September 2015.
sulted in meaningful actions and improvements in various countries over the world. At the same time, the SDGs framework has been criticised for being under-ambitious, entrenched in a paradigm of growthism and ill-suited to enhance sustainability.\(^8\) The high ambitions at the Sharm El-Sheikh climate change conference\(^9\) to reach agreements about further reductions in carbon emissions have also been largely neglected.

Despite the limited achievements of contemporary (international) law and policies to address the current ecological crisis, the law remains a potentially powerful instrument to enhance sustainability and to address climate change and ecological damage. Global agreements and treaties but also domestic laws can create binding obligations on companies and governments and drive much needed action. While, traditionally, environmental law has been the main focus of environmental action, today we are witnessing an increased awareness that a wide variety of legal fields can contribute to the protection of the environment and increase sustainability. Private and commercial law, for example, can be reimagined as tools to create legally binding obligations to preserve natural habitats. Tort law can be leveraged to create liabilities for environmental or ecological damage, obliging polluters to pay compensation or undertake restoration. Criminal law may help to prosecute and deter major polluters, poachers and traders in natural resources and other environmental offenders. And even tax law, which has been often shaped to serve the interest of capital, can also become a powerful instrument to counteract damaging economic activities and to enhance a sustainable lifestyle. At a more fundamental level, using the law to save the planet requires attention to issues of substantive and procedural justice,\(^10\) to establish new grounds for reinvigorated legal institutions acknowledging and protecting the rights of nature.

It is also worth noting how the law is being increasingly mobilised from the ground up. In recent years, citizens and NGOs have used the law to enforce climate action. Several initiatives for climate change litigation for not adhering to international agreements (particularly the Paris Agreement) emerged.\(^11\) A remarkable example is the Urgenda case in the Netherlands, in which the Dutch state was ordered to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases originating on Dutch territory to a certain level within a year, to respect its human rights obligations.\(^12\) Many other countries also saw similar cases brought to court. Moreover, after governments were sued, climate change litigation was also used to target corporations. In a historic ruling following a collective action of six (environmental) NGOs\(^13\) together with 17,379 citizens, the Hague court held Royal Dutch Shell liable for possible future environmental hazards and ordered this company to reduce its CO2 emissions.\(^14\) These are hopeful developments bearing witness to the fact that legal professionals can use their expertise to address climate change and ecological damage.\(^15\) They can be part of NGOs (e.g. Urgenda, Client Earth, Stop Ecocide International) that have made it their mission to use the law to protect life on earth. But there are also more and more individual legal professionals, from academics to practising lawyers, who are orienting their efforts to reimage laws to save the planet. For example, in June 2021, legal experts from across the world drafted a definition of ‘ecocide’,\(^16\) which they hope will be adopted by the International Criminal Court. On 21 March 2023, the European Parliament’s Committee on Legal Affairs unanimously voted for ‘ecocide’ to be condemned under EU law, with a definition that closely resembles the one proposed by the legal experts. On 28 March 2023, the European Parliament declared its support to include ecocide-level crimes in the European Union’s revised Directive on protection of the environment through criminal law.\(^17\) These developments follow a decade-long campaign, instigated by the late Polly Higgins, to demand that ecocide be recognised as a crime against humanity.

Using the law to save the planet will likely require thinking ‘outside of the box’ to enable courts to rule on cases about pollution and climate change based on human rights, government obligations or ‘rights of nature’. At the same time, deploying different legal avenues to address climate change and ecological destruction raises questions, among others, about the underlying judicial principles and legal foundations that allow legal action to be taken by citizens, companies and governments. Another important question is whether and when the law is the most effective instrument to achieve change and what idiosyncratic limits exist.

In this special issue, academics from various legal and empirical disciplines have contributed to providing an


\(^11\) For an overview of climate change litigation cases, please see the Global Climate Change Litigation Database, which has been operational since 2011 and currently contains 686 cases from over 55 countries. http://climatecasechart.com/ (last accessed 24 April 2023).


\(^13\) Action Aid NL, Both ENDS, Fossilvrij, Greenpeace NL, Jongeren Milieu Actief, Waddenvereniging.


\(^15\) R. Cox, Revolutie met Recht (2011).

\(^16\) “Ecocide means unlawful or wanton acts committed with knowledge that there is a substantial likelihood of severe and either widespread or long-term damage to the environment being caused by those acts.” Independent Expert Panel for the Legal Definition of Ecocide, June 2021.

answer to whether, when and how different fields of law can be reimagined and mobilised as tools to enhance sustainability and address climate change and ecological damage. The contributions were initially presented and discussed at a seminar that was held at the Erasmus University Rotterdam in May 2022, in close collaboration with and financial support from the Erasmus Initiative on Dynamics of Inclusive Prosperity and the research initiative on Rebalancing Public & Private Interests of Erasmus School of Law. Together, the articles illustrate that most, if not all, fields of law can be reoriented and reimagined as legal tools to address climate change and ecological destruction.

The keynote lecture of the seminar,18 by Marcos Orellana, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Toxics and Human Rights, offered valuable reflections on the paradigmatic shifts needed for addressing the ‘triple crisis’ of pollution, climate change and biodiversity loss. In this address, Marcos Orellana took a critical stand towards international environmental law because of its ‘too diluted norms’: these ‘norms which do not oblige’ are leading to the incapacity of achieving its objectives. Orellana argued that the ‘state-centric’ approach of international environmental law needs to be injected with a rights-based approach. Throughout his talk, he used the surpassing of the planetary boundary of chemical pollution to illustrate international environmental law ‘ineffectiveness’, explaining how several conventions failed to address this sufficiently. He referred to the ways in which multilateral environmental agreements utilise national action plans or equivalents thereof to determine the contributions of each member state to the global mitigation goals. These offer states flexibility to cater to national circumstances and priorities. Orellana posited that this allows for ‘legalizing the gradual destruction of the planet’. The rights-based approach he proposed would then focus on, first, the right to science and, second, the right to a healthy environment. As to the former, he noted the ‘gulf existing between the science on chemicals and waste and the regulatory responses’. As further illustrated in his Report, the right to science is deemed essential to bridge this gap.19 Notably, this gap is ‘no accident’, but the result of a ‘deliberate action against science and against scientists’, including delaying tactics of the industry when ‘faced with the prospect of regulation’. The right to science refers both to access to and dissemination of scientific results and to the inclusion of citizens, indigenous communities and their knowledge and experiences in the scientific process. ‘Scientific knowledge is essential to confront and reverse the toxic pollution of the planet, but in order for those tools to be realised, science needs to be transformed into policy’. The right to science thus alludes to the importance of a science policy interface, which can be protected from corporate capture so that there are ‘no inappropriate financial relationships that would undermine the authority and confidence in science’. ‘Benefits to society do not occur without the translation of knowledge into actual policy … and that is the link that we are missing’. As to the second right, to a clean, healthy and sustainable environment, Orellana remarks that this was only recognised by the Human Rights Council in October 2022, while it has, in fact, a much longer history at regional levels and in jurisprudence of human rights courts and bodies. He illustrated the importance of this right with examples of the disproportionate burden of pollution faced by indigenous communities. Moreover, he addressed the clean-up of historic pollution and repairing harms, for which he also sees an important role for the law. He explained that this right has both substantive and procedural elements to it, which he considered paramount to address the environmental crisis we face. He ended his keynote by asking the audience of lawyers to help answer the question of how the human rights-based approach can be injected into multilateral environmental agreements to change the dramatic trajectory of the status quo.

In the first article of this special issue, Francesca Leucci and Robert White present a critical and radical view on the legal possibilities in (international) criminal law to address large-scale ecological damage and destruction. The authors plead for an ecocentric model of law and policy in which natural resources have their own value (and rights) aside from their instrumental value for human use. Based on this, the authors discuss three ways in which climate justice can be further developed: by using the ecocentric model and ‘rights of Nature’ in legal discourse, by adopting a general environmental duty of care, and by explicitly establishing the offence of ‘ecocide’ in (international) criminal law. Various existing and new ideas are synthesised to develop these three strands, together with illustrative cases. The term ‘ecocide’ is suggested for a broad range of actions and processes on a large geographic scale and emphasises the harm of the acts and not the illegality of it. This definitional strategy facilitates the criminalisation of companies and governments who intentionally damaged or enabled or allowed damage to accrue to complete ecosystems.

In the next article, Francesca Leucci addresses liability and tort law as a tool to deter business from engaging in conduct leading to large-scale ecological damage. An important problem in achieving this is the difficulty in quantifying environmental damage in ways that induce optimal deterrence. Drawing on law and economics, this article aims to investigate and evaluate several approaches to quantifying ecological damage. The article

---

18 M. Orellana, The Unfinished Agenda of Stockholm 1972: A Rights Based Approach to International Environmental Law, keynote lecture to the Conference Using the Law to Save the Planet, held at Erasmus School of Law in May 2022, www.youtube.com/watch?v=YefMoQjLzouQ (last accessed 24 April 2023). In the following text, we use quotes and illustrations from his keynote address.

innovates the field by showing how next to traditional methods to assess environmental damages, the field of ecological economics can offer novel ways to value nature. The author compared advantages, drawbacks and practical uses of these methods. While there appears to be no one-fits-all solution, and the most meaningful method may be determined based on the specificities of the case, the recently developed ecosystem service approach to damage assessment promises to offer accurate damage estimation of large-scale accidents.

The next two articles focus on European laws and regulations. Candice Foot offers a lucid analysis on a proposal of the European Commission for a new regulatory instrument that aims to address ecological damages of economic activities, the Proposal for a Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive, particularly in relation to freshwater issues. This instrument would introduce an obligation for large EU companies to make sure that they will not harm human rights and the environment. The author observes that freshwater preservation is not an explicit part of this directive, while companies can do substantial damage to this and have caused substantial water pollution in the past. In this article, the ideas behind the draft are explained, and new ways to improve freshwater protection are explored. In its current form, the draft could achieve this only to a limited extent, owing to an unfortunate reformulation of the human right to water and an acritical transposition of international environmental obligations. The article concludes with various recommendations on how freshwater issues can be more comprehensively included in the Directive.

Maria Campo Comba investigates the potential and possibilities of European competition law to enable collaboration between companies to pursue sustainability goals and combat climate change. Agreements between competitors are generally prohibited, but cooperation among market actors pursuing sustainability objectives might fall under a cartel exception. The possibilities and conditions under which this is possible have been debated heavily in recent years. This article adds to this debate in various ways, by addressing the current assessment methods of agreements between companies and by adding a broader interpretation of the European legislation. Central to the discussion is an emphasis on the objectives of agreements themselves and their contribution to sustainability. Campo Comba argues that in particular agreements pursuing sustainability objectives that were not previously mandatory for the companies involved should be exempted from prohibition. Such an exception can be a powerful facilitator of investments and measures to combat climate change that would otherwise be avoided.

Seniha Irem Akin argues that it is necessary to use corporate law instead of relying on stakeholder theory to ensure that companies will take sustainability and environmental interests into account. Many companies already adopt environmentally sustainable corporate strategies as they see it as their public duty. This is often justified by referring to the stakeholder theory, a management concept that was introduced almost 40 years ago. However, Akin demonstrates that there are several problems connected to this reasoning and argues that stakeholder theory is actually not the most optimal tool to integrate environmental sustainability into corporate activity. Instead, a legal reform in the area of corporate law focusing on the key concepts of corporate interest and directors’ duties may better serve the job. This would also provide a more fundamental alternative for the European proposal on Sustainability Diligence Duty. In the next article, Laura Burgers and Kinanya Pijl address two legal innovations that may fundamentally change private law to support environmental sustainability. These are the Community Land Trust model, which adds a steward function to certain property rights, and the recently developed Zoöp model, trying to add non-human interests to corporate governance structures. A Community Land Trust is a non-profit and community-led organisation that typically develops and manages homes for low- and middle-income groups of the population. A Zoöp can be any organisation in which non-humans are represented on the board by someone working for a so-called Zoömonic Foundation. The background and content of these innovations are further described as well as their actual application in the city of Amsterdam. Further, the authors evaluate the extent to which these legal innovations are supporting the well-being of humans as well as the environment on both a local and a global level. According to the authors, these innovations demonstrate that little change of the legal hardware of society is required for a meaningful change for the sustainability of the city and beyond.

The next two articles explore the possibilities of tax law to counteract environmental damage and enhance sustainability. Ilona van der Eijnde reviews three fiscal policy measures that have been taken or that have been initiated by the European Union and various member states to tax goods and services that are detrimental to the environment: a European carbon tax on imports, the Dutch air passenger tax and the Spanish tax on plastic packaging materials. Based on various indicators, the author reviews potential behavioural changes that could result from these measures and the existence of unintended side effects. It appears that the three measures have various shortcomings that limit their effects: they have conflicting objectives, are limited in scope and have exemptions that could lead to tax avoidance. Nor do the measures include an obligation to pass on the taxes to the consumer. Van der Eijnde provides various recommendations to increase the potential effect of these tax measures.

Arjen Schep, Anne Monsma and Robert Kastelein address the question of how local taxes can contribute to sustainability and pursuing climate goals. On the one hand, this can be accomplished through their primary purpose of funding government spending, for example by creating sustainable facilities, while, on the other hand, local taxes can provide financial incentives for
certain behaviour or make unsustainable behaviour more expensive. Several examples are described, mainly at the level of the municipality, but also related to provinces and water boards. These include property taxes, waste collection levies, betterment levies (e.g. to stimulate sustainable heating in houses), parking taxes and sewerage levies. The authors analyse the factors within the Dutch context that are limiting and that are contributing to the effectiveness of the use of local taxes in the pursuit of climate goals. The examples provided illustrate that local taxes do offer opportunities to contribute to climate goals. However, under the current legislative restrictions in the Netherlands, local taxes appear to play a modest role within the sustainability policy of local governments, also because taxes can be evaded if neighbouring local governments have different taxes.

Overall, the contributions to this special issue reveal different ways in which the law can be deployed or reimagined to combat climate change and environmental destruction and to stimulate sustainability and contribute to international climate goals. Possibilities can be found in multiple laws and legal arrangements and at different levels. The articles in this issue provide various examples of legal arrangements with potentially promising effects on sustainable behaviour and environmental conservation. At the same time, many of the existing arrangements appear to be limited in scope and effectiveness and face challenges in balancing environmental interests with those of trade and the economy. Together with technological innovation and changes in human attitudes and behaviour, adapting and fine-tuning legal arrangements may be pivotal in saving the planet. The contributions to this special issue show that there are many possibilities for doing that and, above all, we hope that they contribute to raising the awareness of the necessity to re-centre the law around sustainability. Hopefully, this special issue will provide inspiration and stimulate further research on the critical nexus of law, ecology and environmental justice.
Ecocide, Ecocentrism and Social Obligation

Frances Medlock & Rob White*

Abstract

The cataclysmic consequences of climate change and biodiversity loss are revealed in the climate disruptions and escalating extinction of species around the globe. The causes of global warming are directly associated with carbon emissions, the result of the fossil fuel industry and deforestation. Species extinction stems from unfettered resource extraction and the contamination and modification of Nature linked to the growth imperatives of global capitalism. These are crimes of ecocide, crimes that involve foreknowledge, government-provided legitimacy and unprecedented harms to humans, ecosystems and non-human environmental entities such as rivers, mountains, trees, birds and koalas. This article synthesises ideas about ecocentrism, rights of Nature and ecocide within a general framework of criminal law (e.g. prohibition via criminalisation) and social obligation (e.g. prescription via a general environmental duty of care). How best to bring carbon criminals and environmental vandals to justice is the crucial question of our age. As with crimes of the powerful generally, there are profound difficulties in dealing with corporate criminality and state-corporate crime. And yet climate justice demands nothing less than transformative change in circumstance. There is an obvious and pressing need to embed and institutionalise social and legal obligations that better protect against environmental harm and that hold climate and environmental criminals to account. From the point of view of law, the key question is how best to do this and to identify potential legal mechanisms for achieving the desired social outcomes. With a focus on climate justice, this article synthesises ideas about ecocentrism, rights of Nature and ecocide within a general framework of criminal law (e.g. prohibition via criminalisation) and social obligation (e.g. prescription via a general environmental duty of care). An ecology-based general duty of care provides a framework whereby social obligation is entrenched in a manner that simultaneously reinforces the criminality of ecocide.

Keywords: climate, justice, duty of care, ecocentrism, ecocide, social obligation.

1 Introduction

The cataclysmic consequences of climate change are revealed in the climate disruptions, extreme weather events, habitat loss, soil degradations and escalating extinction of species around the globe. The climate crisis is likewise affecting, often in dramatic fashion, human communities worldwide, with the most marginalised and those in the Global South especially vulnerable to its consequences. Global warming is fundamentally driven by corporate fossil fuel interests supported by or in collusion with governments. In effect, any mitigation of the crisis has so far failed to adequately address primary causes. The crucial question of our age is how to bring these carbon criminals and environmental vandals to justice and/or, at the very least, to minimise the harms they cause. As with crimes of the powerful generally, there are profound difficulties in dealing with corporate criminality and state-corporate crime. And yet climate justice demands nothing less than a transformative change in circumstance. There is an obvious and pressing need to embed and institutionalise social and legal obligations that better protect against environmental harm and that hold climate and environmental criminals to account. From the point of view of law, the key question is how best to do this and to identify potential legal mechanisms for achieving the desired social outcomes. With a focus on climate justice, this article synthesises ideas about ecocentrism, rights of Nature and ecocide within a general framework of criminal law (e.g. prohibition via criminalisation) and social obligation (e.g. prescription via a general environmental duty of care). An ecology-based general duty of care provides a framework whereby social obligation is entrenched in a manner that simultaneously reinforces the criminality of ecocide. This article argues that a triumvirate of these principles relating to ecocentrism, ecocide and an ecological duty of care are essential not only to create the necessary criminal and social obligations for radical climate action but also to ensure that the content of these obligations reflects the principles of climate justice.

The article has five sections. After this introduction, Section 2 outlines the current state of play in regard to climate change, introducing the concept of ecocide as a descriptor of the degradation and destruction of environmental well-being accompanying global warming. Ecocide has several different meanings. For instance, one usage concentrates on quantifiable measures of harm, and the term ecocide is used to emphasise the seriousness of the environmental harm. Another is premised on legal considerations, and the focus here is on the criminalisation of those who cause environmental harm.¹ The latter is considered later in the article, although the first descriptive use of the term - consisting of indicators of environmental threats, risks and damage - informs legal constructions of the proposed crime. Section 3 evaluates the concept of ecological sustainable development, arguing that as presently construed, this notion facilitates ‘business as usual’ rather than addressing the

* Frances Medlock works at the Environmental Defenders Office (the largest environmental legal centre in the Australia-Pacific region), Melbourne, Australia. Robert White is Emeritus Distinguished Professor of Social Sciences at the University of Tasmania College of Arts Law and Education, Australia.

fundamental underlying trends and issues that contribute to climate change and its consequences. In Section 4, we outline what we call a triumvirate of social obligation, measures that together provide a framework of accountability designed to prevent environmental harm and forestall further global heating. This section includes discussion of ecocentrism and the rights of Nature, duty of care variously conceived and applied, and ecocide as a crime. It is the combination of these initiatives that gives them potentially substantive legal weight. Section 5 provides a summary and conclusion.

2 Climate Change and Ecocide

Global temperature rise is caused by increased greenhouse gas emissions that are largely the result of the fossil fuel industry and deforestation. Species extinction stems from unfettered resource extraction and the contamination and modification of Nature linked to the growth imperatives of global capitalism. These have been rhetorically referred to by scientists and journalists as crimes of ecocide, crimes that involve foreknowledge, government-provided legitimacy and unprecedented harms to humans, ecosystems and non-human environmental entities such as rivers, mountains, trees, birds and koalas.

Climate change science demonstrates that global heating is escalating rapidly and is primarily due to specific types of anthropogenic (or human) causes. The last major IPCC Reports were released in 2022. They confirm, along with other sources, that the world has gotten hotter and temperatures continue to rise. The effects of this are manifest in climate disruption, involving high-impact and extreme weather events. These include heat and cold waves, unusually dry conditions or unusually high precipitation amounts, heavy rainfalls and floods, above average tropical cyclone activity and intensity, severe storms, drought and wildfires. Some measure of heating is locked in already, regardless of mitigation efforts deployed now, which means these climate disruptions will continue to increase in severity, frequency and duration.

As temperatures rise, so too will risks and harms to human and their environs. This includes all life on the planet as well as non-living environmental entities such as rivers and mountains. For example, key risks identified by the IPCC in 2014 include increased damage from wildfires, heat-related human mortality and increased damage from river and coastal urban floods. They include a distributional shift and reduced fisheries catch potential at low latitudes; compounded stress on water resources; increased mass coral bleaching and mortality; reduced crop productivity and livelihood and food security; and the loss of livelihoods, settlements, infrastructure, ecosystem services and economic stability. Other risks include spread of vector-borne diseases - the global coronavirus pandemic illustrating just how quickly future risks can translate into present harms. Social inequality and environmental injustice will undoubtedly be the drivers of continuous conflicts for many years to come, as the most dispossessed and marginalised of the world’s population suffer the brunt of food shortages, undrinkable water, climate-induced migration and general hardship in their day-to-day lives. Global temperature rise is generated primarily by the activities of governments and corporations that rely on or involve pumping greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. This is an established scientific fact. Collective, these forces are diminishing emission controls and environmental protections, burning forests and fracking oils and in some instances encouraging violence against Indigenous peoples and local farmers. Even with foreknowledge of consequence, greenhouse gas concentrations are continuing to reach new highs. Yet, in the midst of these increasing greenhouse gas emissions, “[global] fossil fuel consumption subsidies increased by 50% over the past 3 years, reaching a peak of almost US$430 billion in 2018.” We are in fact paying the perpetrators to pollute. This bears repeating: ‘Even today, States subsidize the fossil fuel industry to the tune of $5.2 trillion per year, or 6.5 per cent of global GDP. Another trillion goes to support natural resource overexploitation’.

In 2022, the United Nations UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres observed that one of the critical actions to jump-start the renewable energy


4 IPCC (2018), above n. 2.

5 IPCC (2022), above n. 2.

6 World Meteorological Organisation (2022), above n. 2; World Meteorological Organisation (2020), above n. 2.

7 World Meteorological Organisation (2020), above n. 2; IPCC (2018), above n. 2; IPCC (2022), above n. 2.


10 IPCC (2022), above n. 2.

11 R. White, Climate Change Criminology (2018); R. Kramer, Carbon Criminals, Climate Crimes (2020); J. Heydon, Sustainable Development as Environmental Harm: Rights, Regulation, and Injustice in the Canadian Oil Sands (2020).


13 Total net anthropogenic GHG emissions have continued to rise during the period 2010-2019, as have cumulative net CO2 emissions since 1850. Average annual GHG emissions during 2010-2019 were higher than in any previous decade, but the rate of growth between 2010 and 2019 was lower than that between 2000 and 2009. IPCC (2022), above n. 2, at 4.

14 R. White, Climate Change Criminology (2018); R. Kramer, Carbon Criminals, Climate Crimes (2020); J. Heydon, Sustainable Development as Environmental Harm: Rights, Regulation, and Injustice in the Canadian Oil Sands (2020).

transition is to put an end to subsidies on fossil fuels, which amount to roughly $11 million per minute.16 Governments continue to use public taxpayer monies to fund activities that directly cause climate damage. Alongside companies, nation-states are therefore the main culprits. As the UN Human Rights Council has pointed out, despite the urgency of the problem, the response has been appalling and involved the active collaboration of governments in wrecking environmental regulatory structures as well as contributing to global warming directly.17 In countries such as Brazil, Australia and the United States, for example, there has been a broad shift in recent times in government administration away from the public interest and in favour of specific private industry and firm interests. Increased global heating is preventable, and every fraction of a degree of avoided heating matters. Climate change is not immutable. But powerful interests are making it inevitable.

2.1 Ecocide as Description of Destruction

The term ecocide is used in varying ways depending on legal and sociological context. It can relate to descriptions of ecological harm; how such harm is or might be criminalised within a given legal system; and in a way that includes principles of eco-justice.18 For example, as a descriptor of ecological harm, ecocide refers to processes whereby specific geographies (a landscape, the Earth) experience harm in that their ecological integrity is damaged. Ecocide here therefore refers to serious destruction or damage to the environment at substantial scale. This can occur naturally or due to human actions.19 In this sense, ecocide refers to the harm, not the criminality or legal status of the actions that resulted in it. Secondly, ecocide is used in a legal sense, referring to criminal harm that results from human actions. As it relates to human intervention, the crime of ecocide has been variously defined. The term has been applied to extensive environmental damage during war, as in the case of the use of defoliants (for example, Agent Orange) in the Vietnam War, and the blowing up of oil wells and subsequent pollution during the first Gulf War in Iraq and Kuwait by Saddam Hussein’s retreating army. These actions involved intent to produce environmental destruction in pursuit of military and other goals.20 While the notion of ecocide has been actively canvassed at an international level for many years, from at least the 1960s,21 more recent discussions have emphasised ecocide as a crime that happens in times of peace, not just war. For example, ecocide has been defined as ‘the extensive damage, destruction to or loss of ecosystems of a given territory, whether by human agency or by other causes, to such an extent that peaceful enjoyment by the inhabitants of that territory has been severely diminished’.22 Where this occurs as a result of human agency, it can be argued that such harm can be defined as a crime. Crucially, environmental crime is typically defined on a continuum ranging from strict legal definitions to broader harm perspectives. The matter of legality does not prevent criminologists and others from critiquing certain types of ecologically harmful activities that happen to be legal, such as the clearfelling of forests or the continuing high levels of industry-related carbon emissions.23 Critical scholarship is oriented towards exposing activities that cause significant damage to the environment. It is also aspirational in the sense of arguing for the formal criminalisation of behaviour that is particularly destructive of ecology and species. Both endeavours involve attempts to shift community thinking away from active or tacit acceptance of acts (and omissions) that are environmentally harmful to seeing these as morally wrong, as illegal and/or as criminal.24 These tasks may be linked to public pressures that encourage virtuous rather than destructive behaviour on the part of governments, similar to discourses about states and human rights.25 These concerns are especially pertinent in regard to global heating and associated processes of climate change contrarianism (which refers to intentional self-interested denial). From a critical perspective, the focus is on those individuals, corporations, industries and governments that, even in the light of overwhelming scientific evidence, through acts or omissions, continue to contribute to the problem of global heating. State-corporate collusion, in particular, is viewed as intentional and systematic ecocide. Environmental harm is most often associated with exploitation of natural resources that bring profit to powerful companies (both privately owned and state owned). The science of climate change tells us that the environment cannot bear the weight of these exploitations any longer, yet sectional self-interest is preventing the application of the fire hose. Environmental collapse

18 White, above, n. 1.
19 Natural processes of ecocide can be found where, for example, kangaroos denude a paddock of its grasses and shrubs to the extent that both specific environment and the kangaroo ‘mob’ are negatively affected.
is occurring across many different fronts, and time is rapidly running out to prevent ecocide on a grand scale. Ultimately, therefore, preventing further global heating is about politics as well as policies and laws.

3 Sustainable Development Is Business as Usual

The strategies that nation-states use to deal with environmental concerns are contingent on the social and class interests associated with political power. The power of transnational corporations finds purchase in the interface between the interests and preferred activities of the corporation and the specific protections and supports proffered by the nation-state. The latter can be reliant on or intimidated by particular industries and companies. Tax revenue and job creation, as well as media support and political donations, hinge on specific state-corporate synergies. Politicians also financially benefit from knowledge they obtain and decisions they make while in office. This undermines the basic tenets of democracy and collective deliberation over how best to interpret the public or national interest. Critics have noted that ‘sustainable development’ is frequently at the centre of government policy and has guided development of environmental law in ways that have clearly not protected against harm. That is, the principles and practices associated with sustainability and development have largely failed to address these environmental harms or even create a system of social obligation that punishes (whether socially, criminally or economically) these actions. Rather, sustainable development as a concept has achieved the status of a philosophical proposition but lacks a transformative political programme. Sustainable development, and associated principles, have historical roots in international fora such as the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), also known as the Rio Conference or Earth Summit, and may have been subject to ‘radical’ or ecocentric interpretations that lead to better environmental outcomes. However, at the core of sustainable development is the explicit acknowledgment of the environmental rights of humans, rather than any intrinsic rights or values of Nature (or the ‘environment’). In contrast to critical scholarship that aims to expose environmental damage while aspiring to climinalise behaviour that causes it, in terminology and in practice, sustainable development in most circumstances has been co-opted as an economic strategy and a tool to ensure business as usual. The taken-for-granted framework of ‘sustainable development’, often expressed through the language of ‘ecologically sustainable development’ (ESD), is itself part of the problem that needs to be addressed if we are to counter climate change and widespread environmental degradation. In practice, ESD is generally considered in terms of ‘sustainable management’ or ‘sustainable use’. The goal of sustainable use or sustainable development (as distinct from ecological sustainability) reflects the anthropocentric instrumentalism that confounds the ecco-centric objective. The emphasis or weighting of underlying values thus shapes the ends to which an ecosystem approach is used. Where there are competing values embedded in legislation, multiple interpretations of statutory obligation are possible. Such configurations are a natural pathway to green growth and green capitalist mindsets, which do little to address the social and political causes of environmental degradation. This instrumental view has been, broadly, ineffective at protecting Nature.

For example, the principles of ESD provide a guiding framework for many of the deliberations about natural resource use and environmental protection in countries such as Australia. Duties and obligations will vary depending on whether ESD is an object of legislation, a relevant consideration or a strategic concept applied by administrators. A significant practical issue is whether the procedural use of ESD principles is obligatory (that is, required) or advisory (simply encouraged). For example, in the Australian Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, Australia’s overarching environmental framework, ESD is listed as a preambular principle to be considered in decision-making and to guide application of the act. Given that economic considerations must be taken into account under a separate heading, it is clear that environmental protection is not the primary intention. This has been made clear in recent years, with activists trying and failing in the courts to find legal hooks to prevent development to the benefit of the environment. The intention of the EPBC Act to ‘promote’ ESD principles is a legally weak framing, which does little to underpin action.

The composite principles of ESD, in addition to the way these concepts are embedded in actual legislation, prioritise an instrumental viewpoint. Key principles of ESD, such as the integration principle (integration between long- and short-term economic, environmental,
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social and equitable considerations) have the effect of watering down environmental protection. That is, where economic or development principles are considered within ESD analysis, the importance of environmental protection is diluted. Unless it is embedded in legislation as an environmental bottom line, it tends to be weakened in ‘overall judgment approaches’ that weigh the economic, the social and the environmental as if they were equal. With little analysis of what ‘development’ looks like in this context (i.e. divorced from an international obligation to raise people out of poverty and instead focused on growth and profit maximisation), and based on legislative wording that waters down ecological considerations, sustainable development becomes a tool that simply facilitates exploitation of natural resources and generates even deeper social inequalities.

ESD may be deployed primarily in a methodological sense - that is, as a tool to achieve sustainable development - rather than for the purposes of preservation. Nature, in this view, is conceptualised primarily as a resource and service provider and ESD and ecosystem approaches merely as tools for its further exploitation. For example, carbon offsets have emerged as a new strategy to manage carbon emissions and promote sustainable development. Internationally, this has implications for ‘carbon colonialism’ as Northern countries and companies profit from Southern resources. Overall, these processes simply provide excuses for business as usual, with the tokenistic acknowledgment of sustainability principles and an emphasis on development outcomes. Wanner writes:

Sustainable development emerged as a passive revolution to maintain capitalist hegemony and economic growth in the light of environmentalist critiques about disastrous social and environmental consequences of industrial modern capitalism and calls for ‘limits to growth’. In this way, by diverting the counter-hegemonic challenge of environmentalism, the sustainable development discourse has been part of the sustainable development of capitalism.

The current model of ESD is predicated on an anthropocentric view of humans and natural resources. What is needed is an ecocentric model of law and policy development. That is, not simply natural resource management in the context of capitalist growth but an understanding of the inherent values that exist aside from human use. The concept of ESD has, so far, failed to do this. The rest of this article puts forward three intersecting modes of legal reasoning that could provide new ways of moving forward.

4 The Triumvirate of Obligation

A key underlying concept of this article is ‘obligation’, which means different things to different people, and which is highly context-bound. For example, it refers to a moral obligation to Nature (as suggested by environmental activists); it is embedded as part of Indigenous cosmology (that is, obligation stems from holistic relationships with Nature), and it refers to legal obligations to act/not act in certain ways, as specified in legislation and case law. Our concern herein lies mainly with how obligation, as manifest in various legal initiatives, can be mobilised to leverage political debates and institutional practices in favour of climate justice and ecological responsibility.

Climate laws provide an important focus for legal interventions pertaining to global warming. For example, as noted by the IPCC:

Climate laws enable mitigation action by signalling the direction of travel, setting targets, mainstreaming mitigation into sector policies, enhancing regulatory certainty, creating law-backed agencies, creating focal points for social mobilisation, and attracting international finance. By 2020, “direct” climate laws primarily focussed on GHG reductions were present in 56 countries covering 53% of global emissions. More than 690 laws, including “indirect” laws, however, may also have an effect on mitigation. Among direct laws, “framework” laws set an overarching legal basis for mitigation either by pursuing a target and implementation approach, or by seeking to mainstream climate objectives through sectoral plans and integrative institutions.

Climate litigation is also growing and likewise can affect the outcome and ambitions of climate governance. Protection of the environment may be based on either one or a combination of conceptions of the rights of Nature (both as subject with rights or object worthy of protection) and duties to Nature (its intrinsic worth, which therefore imposes a moral obligation and duty of care). Criminalisation is related to these violations of rights and obligations as well as gross destruction of environments. Environmental protection laws, while not necessarily reflecting movement towards legal status per se,
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4.1 Ecocentrism, Rights of Nature and Ecological Sustainability

Ecocentrism refers to the view that the environment ought to be valued for its own sake apart from any instrumental or utilitarian value to humans. A fundamental aspect of ecocentrism is that it views entities such as animals, plants and rivers as potential rights-holders and/or objects warranting a duty of care on the part of humans because non-human entities’ interests are seen as philosophically significant - that is, deserving greater respect and formal recognition by humans than has hitherto been the case. Earth Jurisprudence is a philosophical expression of ecocentrism within legal studies that places moral weight on the worth of non-human environmental entities. One way to implement Earth Jurisprudence is through ‘wild law’, which refers to an approach to human governance that seeks to prioritise the long-term preservation of all Earth’s subjects by regulating human activities exterminated (that is, invasive species eradicated), and the Tuhoe people and the Crown are to work together in a stewardship role. Similarly, the Te Awa Tupua Act 2016 grants legal recognition to the Whanganui River and, while neutralising ownership issues pertaining to the Whanganui Iwi (who sought recognition of their authority over the river), provides for a co-management regime involving the Whanganui Iwi and the Crown. Nature as subject does not, however, preclude Nature as an object also being a beneficiary of law, as demonstrated in the UN Convention of Natural Heritage.

The notion of stewardship (or custodianship) is central to the granting of personhood rights to non-human entities. This raises the question of who the legitimate proxies and spokespersons are or should be for entities that cannot otherwise articulate their claims to intrinsic value, legal status and social protection. One might agree, for example, with the sentiment that we need to ‘hear’ what the voiceless have to say, whether this refers to trees, soils, bees or orchids. This, in turn, should involve active listening, by humans, to the non-verbal communication from Nature, the signals emanating from trees, soils, bees or orchids. This raises the question of who the legitimate proxies and spokespersons are or should be for entities that cannot otherwise articulate their claims to intrinsic value, legal status and social protection. One might agree, for example, with the sentiment that we need to ‘hear’ what the voiceless have to say, whether this refers to trees, soils, bees or orchids. This, in turn, should involve active listening, by humans, to the non-verbal communication from Nature, the signals emanating from the natural world and its inhabitants that denote things such as the impacts of climate change (e.g. oceans warming, insect eggs hatching earlier). But to translate this into suitable deliberative processes and practical outcomes is complicated.

One way to approach this issue of stewardship (and, related to this, adjudication that weighs up rights, interests, harms and justice) is to initially describe those who speak for Nature as advocates and those who speak about Nature as experts. There is an overlap between those two groups, and the composition of each is diverse. Abstractly, when we talk about speaking for Nature, there is a need to explain why certain groups are or characteristic, including abiotic or non-living entities, such as the right of a river to flow. The constitution of Ecuador is often cited as an example of this type of legal initiative. Adopted in 2008, it has provisions that explicitly refer to the ‘rights of Nature’. The intrinsic rights of Nature have also been acknowledged in special laws recently passed in New Zealand. These pertain to Te Urewera (land) and Te Awa Tupua (water). The laws acknowledge this land and this river as having their own mana (its own authority) and mauri (its own life force). In a similar vein to developments in Ecuador, the landscape/river is personified - it is its own person and cannot be owned - and this is established through legislation that acknowledges their status as a legal ‘person’. This means that Nature (in its various manifestations) is recognised as a subject within law. In the case of the Te Urewera Act 2014, the land is to be preserved in its natural state, introduced plants and animals exterminated (that is, invasive species eradicated), and the Tuhoe people and the Crown are to work together in a stewardship role. Similarly, the Te Awa Tupua Act 2016 grants legal recognition to the Whanganui River and, while neutralising ownership issues pertaining to the Whanganui Iwi (who sought recognition of their authority over the river), provides for a co-management regime involving the Whanganui Iwi and the Crown.

The intrinsic rights of Nature have also been acknowledged in special laws recently passed in New Zealand. These pertain to Te Urewera (land) and Te Awa Tupua (water). The laws acknowledge this land and this river as having their own mana (its own authority) and mauri (its own life force). In a similar vein to developments in Ecuador, the landscape/river is personified - it is its own person and cannot be owned - and this is established through legislation that acknowledges their status as a legal ‘person’. This means that Nature (in its various manifestations) is recognised as a subject within law. In the case of the Te Urewera Act 2014, the land is to be preserved in its natural state, introduced plants and animals exterminated (that is, invasive species eradicated), and the Tuhoe people and the Crown are to work together in a stewardship role. Similarly, the Te Awa Tupua Act 2016 grants legal recognition to the Whanganui River and, while neutralising ownership issues pertaining to the Whanganui Iwi (who sought recognition of their authority over the river), provides for a co-management regime involving the Whanganui Iwi and the Crown. Nature as subject does not, however, preclude Nature as an object also being a beneficiary of law, as demonstrated in the UN Convention of Natural Heritage.
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should be privileged over others when institutionalising who speaks for what, when and why (e.g. Indigenous elder, scientist, government official, environmental activist). Here we can point to concrete examples of how this might be achieved, for instance, where Indigenous rights and standing are embedded in legislation; this then provides a legal platform for the recognition of their relationship with the land, which also thereby opens the door to official acknowledgment of their voice. In regard to speaking about Nature, it likewise needs to be acknowledged that there are different knowledges of Nature. For example, a river is defined quite differently by an ecologist and by a geomorphologist and by an Indigenous person. They each have a very different construct of what the river means, utilising different analytical, scientific and spiritual lenses. In a similar vein, there are hunters and foresters who know the woods and who want to protect what they do in the woods, and fishermen who want to protect the oceans and the fish, even though in each case, to others, they may be seen as part of the problem. Expertise and the right to speak are not only varied but subject to ongoing political contestation. Moving forward, a blend of expertise and ideas from many different quarters (including scientists, traditional users of land, environmental activists and laypeople, among others) should ideally be part of the continuing dialogue around stewardship, custodianship and protection of Nature generally.

There are then complexities and conundrums associated with ecocentrism - both conceptually and in relation to its translation into practical contexts. Not the least of these difficulties is the fact that Nature, itself, is dynamic and ever changing. How ‘harm’ is conceived depends very much on the yardstick by which worth is determined. To assess the severity of harm requires criteria linked to value, scale and measure. Value is measured through quantitative assessments (the extent and type of harm) and moral or qualitative assessments (whether to include some types of activities as harm). Assessment of ‘worth’ is partly dependent on the scale at which evaluation occurs. Is the focus on individual species or entire ecosystems? Should value also be applied to individual organisms, and, if so, should this apply to every, and all, plant and animal? Ecosystems incorporate the biotic (plants, animals) and the abiotic (water, soil) that have value in their own right as self-maintaining and self-perpetuating systems. How does one determine the relative value of individual organism, particular species and overarching biotic communities relative to each other? Interconnection and overlapping interests are as important to consider as discrete needs, rights and concepts of justice. Determining the nature of the harm refers to efforts to put a value - monetary, ecological, aesthetic, cultural - on the harm. This involves attempts to make the harm visible and assess the type and magnitude of the harm (e.g. as minor, major or catastrophic, and in relation to what or whom). The key questions here are who is doing the valuing and what tools are utilised to assign value.

A major challenge, therefore, is how to measure ecocentrism – to have suitable ecological metrics – if and when it is manifest within the criminal justice institutional sphere. With respect to this, in theoretical terms we can identify five key indicators of ecocentrism:

- The extent to which the intrinsic value or worth of the non-human environmental entity is taken into consideration
- The use of ecological perspectives to estimate the degree of harm to non-human environmental entities
- The kinds of expertise mobilised within and demonstrated by a court to capture adequately the nature and complexities of environmental harm
- The gravity of the offence against the non-human entity as reflected in the penalties given, and
- The measures taken to ensure the maintenance, restoration or preservation of ecological integrity.

An example of how ecological metrics are utilised in practice is provided by the New South Wales Land and Environment Court (NSWLEC) - one of the oldest specialist environment courts in the world. As part of its proceedings, the court carries out assessments of environmental harm, as well as sentencing offenders for criminal offences pertaining to environmental laws. The Court needs to be cognisant of the elements constitutive of ‘ecologically sustainable development’ as outlined in the Protection of the Environment Administration Act 1991 (NSW). The PEA Act provides that ESD can be achieved through the implementation of particular principles and programmes (such as the precautionary principle, intergenerational equity, conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity).

At the heart of this evaluation of circumstance is ecology, involving a holistic understanding of the natural world. For judicial officers this requires a modicum of specialist expertise on environmental matters and an appreciation of the importance of ecological integrity. For instance, in assessing harm arising from offences associated with the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW) the Court uses indicia such as direct damage (e.g. changes in a landscape or particular biotic community), the status of species damaged or destroyed (e.g. endangered and vulnerable species), the re-establishment time before damage is redressed (and whether the damage can be redressed at all) and so on. Fundamentally, this process requires the elevation of the intrinsic worth of Nature (and its various component parts) to the level of environmental protection.
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of first principles.\textsuperscript{63} This assessment process and application of ecological metrics also extends to direct and potential harms stemming from climate change. For example, ecological and economic concerns were apparent in Gloucester Resources Limited v Minister for Planning [2019] NSWLEC 7. In this instance, a mining company, Gloucester Resources Limited, proposed an open cut coal mine to produce 21 tonnes of coal over a period of 16 years. In assessing this mining development, the NSWLEC drew on a wide range of social, economic and ecological criteria. Significantly, in Gloucester Resources Limited, there were several climate-related issues that needed to be tackled. In Australia, a litigant typically needs to convince a court that the proponent is responsible for the ultimate burning of coal, even if it is burned by a third party, and that this will result in increased greenhouse gas emissions, which in turn contribute to climate change. Judge Preston of the NSWLEC took a broad view of these matters, ruling that:

The project’s cumulative greenhouse gas emissions will contribute to the global total of GHG concentrations in the atmosphere. The global total of GHG concentrations will affect the climate system and cause climate change impacts. The project’s cumulative GHG emissions are therefore likely to contribute to the future changes to the climate system and the impacts of climate change.\textsuperscript{64}

The Court also resisted the ‘market substitution’ argument, the notion that if the proponent does not mine and sell coal, someone else will. Among other reasons, this was rejected in light of increasing global momentum to tackle climate change and therefore reject future coalmine proposals.

Overall, the NSWLEC concluded that:

In short, an open cut coal mine in this part of the Gloucester valley would be in the wrong place at the wrong time. Wrong place because an open cut coal mine in this scenic and cultural landscape, proximate to many people’s homes and farms, will cause significant planning, amenity, visual and social impacts. Wrong time because the GHG emissions of the coal mine and its coal product will increase global total concentrations of GHGs at a time when what is now urgently needed, in order to meet generally agreed climate targets, is a rapid and deep decrease in GHG emissions. These dire consequences should be avoided. The Project should be refused.\textsuperscript{65}

This was the first time that contributions to climate change were cited as a substantial reason for stopping the mine development from proceeding. As indicated previously, the Court also undertook systematic assessments pertaining to ecological and social considerations. The importance of this is that it provides a concrete example of how courts can use ecological metrics of harm in their decision-making. Ecocentric theory can be translated concretely into institutional practice.

\subsection{4.2 Duty of Care}

Protection of the environment may stem from a variety of practical imperatives and philosophical considerations. It may be motivated by anthropocentric concerns insofar as good environments are associated with healthy conditions for the flourishing of human interests, including, for example, aesthetic and recreational values. It may be linked to a ‘rights of Nature’ emphasis on the intrinsic value of species, ecosystems and the abiotic components of Nature. The impetus might be simply a concern to care for that which is vulnerable to human degradation and exploitation for the benefit of both natural object and human subject. Conventional treatments of environmental protection, for example, focus on the rights of humans and that basically define the ‘environment’ in human-centred or anthropocentric terms. For example, the Council of Europe’s Manual on Human Rights and the Environment, which reflects legislation and case law across the European Union, is concerned with the impact of environmental changes on human individuals, rather than human impacts on the environment per se.\textsuperscript{66} In other words, the central concern is with human interests and human rights. These emphases are also reflected in recent commentary on the application of human rights law to provision of a decent or healthy environment (including considerations pertaining to climate change), as well as explicit interest by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights in human rights obligations relating to the environment.\textsuperscript{67} Anthropocentrism privileges humans and human interests over and above those of the non-human.\textsuperscript{68} Like the concept of ecocentrism, it too, involves a range of philosophies and practices - from disregard for the environment to stewardship models of environmental care. Nonetheless, the defining characteristic of anthropocentrism is that humans are ends-in-themselves, while other entities are only means to attain the goals of humans. This is the case even when ecologically benign measures or ‘ecosystem approaches’ to natural resource management are adopted insofar as these methods are employed primarily for human-centred purposes.\textsuperscript{69} From an anthropocentric perspective, harm to the environment is thus only of consequence when it is meas-
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ured by reference to human values and interests (e.g. aesthetic, cultural, economic). 70

Thus, while privileging the human over the non-human, anthropocentrism nonetheless can express a moral concern for Nature. This can involve an ethic of responsibility to Nature as well as responsibility for Nature, albeit framed in terms of human interests. 71 Protecting the environment for human benefit, for example, is evident in international agreements, such as the UNCED, which explicitly acknowledges the environmental rights of humans, not intrinsic environmental rights as such (Principle 1, for example, states that ‘[h]uman beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable development’). Nonetheless, regimes of environmental protection increasingly incorporate elements of both anthropocentrism and ecocentrism. 72

Regardless of underlying eco-philosophy, recent legal developments speak to the importance of a duty of care to the environment. In Australia, for example, amendments to the Victoria Environmental Protection Act [2018] introduced a ‘general environmental duty’. 73 This sets out responsibilities and obligations as this pertains to citizens and residents of the State of Victoria. It is linked to specific types of activities and potential harm: ‘A person who is engaging in an activity that may give rise to risks of harm to human health or the environment from pollution or waste must minimise those risks, so far as reasonably practicable’. 74 There is an offence for aggravated breach of the general environmental duty. Moreover, this provision is expressly future-focused in that the environmental general duty of care is a form of preventative or precautionary regulation or risk management in that a regulator need not wait until harm has occurred before taking action. It does not require a demonstration of harm but rather a demonstration that ‘reasonably practicable’ measures have been taken to prevent or minimise harm. 75

The matter of duty of care is not only pertinent to ‘environments’ or to a general individual obligation but also central to notions such as intergenerational equity. In this instance, the obligations are specific to nation-states (and to their citizens and residents) and are linked to protections of basic human rights, for which states are held accountable. Public trust and public interest law have been used selectively worldwide to establish future generations as victims of environmental crime. 76

Intergenerational equity, usually linked to consideration of the prospects of children and young people, has three core ideas. These are summarised by Weiss:

The basic concept is that all generations are partners caring for and using the Earth. Every generation needs to pass the Earth and our natural and cultural resources on in at least as good condition as we received them. This leads to three principles of intergenerational equity: options, quality and access. The first, comparable options, means conserving the diversity of the natural resource base so that the future generations can use it to satisfy their own values. The second principle, comparable quality, means ensuring the quality of the environment on balance is comparable between generations. The third one, comparable access, means non-discriminatory access among generations to the Earth and its resources. 77

These constitutive elements of intergenerational equity - conservation of options, conservation of quality and conservation of access - are seen to form the foundation for legal protections of environments, essentially for human benefit, now and into the future. Intergenerational equity is acknowledged in a number of international instruments, such as the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe’s Aarhus Convention. Interest in the concept stems from the Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment, which in turn led directly to the creation of the UN Environment Programme. 78 It is of continuing interest today. As members of the present generation, we hold the Earth in trust for future generations, while at the same time we are beneficiaries of its resources. Equity must flow to present generations from past generations, while, simultaneously, present generations must ensure that equity flows to future generations. Moreover, the dynamics of Nature (both human and non-human) demand attention to the vagaries of change that naturally occur over time.

Weiss makes the point that intergenerational planetary rights may be regarded as group rights, as distinct from individual rights, in the sense that generations hold these rights as groups in relation to other generations - past, present and future. 79 That is, these are 'generational rights' that must be conceived in the temporal context of generations, rather than rights of identifiable individuals (although there are identifiable interests of individuals that the group rights protect). These generational rights can be evaluated by applying objective criteria and indices to the planet from one generation to the next.

---
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Ecocide as an outcome of the failure to address global warming is not just a theoretical debate about abstract propositions. The casualties of climate change are disproportionately found among the most vulnerable population groups. Intergenerational equity refers to ‘vertical equity’, which cuts across generations over time, and to ‘horizontal equity’, in which equality of rights extends across population groups as well as time. There is a close connection between intragenerational and intergenerational rights (under the rubric of ‘conservation of access’). The health and well-being of the next generation is entirely contingent on how children of the present generation are cherished and nurtured. Climate change challenges the planet’s capacity to do this. When it comes to matters specific to the rights of children in regard to intergenerational equity, there are occasionally instances when children’s interests (both as vulnerable and as the future generation) have come to the fore. For example, in Minors Oposa v. Secretary of State for the Department of Environment and Natural Resources, the issue of intergenerational equity was considered by the Philippines Supreme Court. Two issues, in particular, had to be decided: whether future generations should have standing and how to respond to the claimants, who in this case were a group of children, and who sought an order to the government to discontinue existing and future timber licence agreements: ‘The claimants alleged that deforestation was causing environmental damage which affected not only young but also future generations and they sought to establish standing for both present and future generations.’ The Supreme Court held that standing be granted to the claimants and that they had adequately asserted a right to a balanced and healthful ecology. How intergenerational obligations are constructed is subject to various legal contestations. For example, in a recent case in Australia, the Minister for the Environment, Susan Ley, successfully appealed the Sharma decision, which had imposed a new duty of care to protect Australia’s young people from the harmful impacts of climate change.

This case was filed by eight teenagers in a class action in the Australian Federal Court, seeking an injunction against ministerial approval of a coalmine expansion, on the basis that the expansion endangered the applicants’ future by exposure to climatic hazards. In the original case, the judge held that in deciding whether to approve the development, the minister owed a duty of care to Australia’s young people not to cause them physical harm in the form of personal injury arising from climate change. However, the Appellate Court’s decision was not based on whether the minister ought to have a duty of care to future generations. Rather, it was based on the notion that the duty could not be implied under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act. As one commentator pointed out:

While appealing the decision might seem like a callous and ludicrous move from the Minister for Environment, the trial, together with the appeal judgment, exposes a vital truth - our environment law framework is not designed to protect our environment. Instead, it serves to legitimise development, and in doing so, it ultimately fails to protect our environment and humanity.

In His Honour’s judgment, for example, Chief Justice Allsop noted:

The [EPBC] Act is not concerned generally with the protection of the environment nor with any response to global warming and climate change.

There has been no attempt by the Commonwealth Parliament to translate international agreements concerning climate change, particularly the Kyoto Protocol ... or the Paris Agreement into Commonwealth law. This legal interpretation dovetails with our earlier discussion of ‘ecological sustainable development’ as currently construed by governments and businesses in Australia. For instance, permit systems are designed precisely to allow pollution to occur, setting thresholds and limits as to what is acceptable. They do not function to stop or prevent the pollution. Environmental harm is generally constructed through the lens of malum prohibitum (regulatory infringement) rather than malum in se (intrinsically harmful). The green light for ‘business as usual’ continues, and this recent High Court case only serves to confirm this tendency. It also confirms the central importance of politics in determining the parameters of legal intervention and highlights the bastardy of the social forces behind continued global warming.

A final comment on duty of care acknowledges that it is not only citizens and states that are being held to account under potential and emerging legal regimes. The same concept is also being applied to company directors. Specifically, there is growing interest in the idea of using company and securities law to highlight disclosure requirements regarding foreseeable climate risk and viewing climate obligations as linked to director duties and liabilities. This is also manifest in the insurance industry and ongoing interest in and debates over whether and to what extent companies can be held accountable for the economic consequences of climate change. Thus, disputes over obligation and duty of care

range across a variety of substantive areas of law, economics and politics.

Of recent concern, however, is the pushback by governments against environmental, social and governance investment policies that involve companies excluding energy companies in their investment decisions (presumably because of perceived social and environmental obligations, responsibilities and consequences). The Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, for example, has published a ‘blacklist’ of companies judged to have ‘boycotted energy firms’. As a result of being included on the blacklist, Texas governmental bodies such as the hundreds of billions dollar teachers’ retirement system are prohibited from investing in these firms and must divest from any holdings in them that they currently own. This is a clear case of divestment in favour of the status quo, one that is in direct opposition to the goals of climate and social justice.87

4.3 Ecocide

Global heating is mainly due to the continued collusion of key political leaders with the fossil fuel industries and other degraders of the environment. Collectively, they are actively ‘doing bad’. As such, their actions can be analysed through the lens of criminal law, albeit from a critical perspective.

Conceptually, crime involves several elements. It involves actus rea that refers to acts and/or omissions. In this instance, global heating is generated by the activities of governments, corporations and individuals that rely on or involve pumping greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. It is also fostered by the failure of governments to regulate carbon emissions, for example, letting the dirty industries continue to do what they do best - which is to continue to profit from irresponsible and destructive behaviours. Crime involves serious harm. Climate disruption is serious in itself and must therefore be considered serious enough to warrant criminal laws and criminal prosecutions for those contributing most to the problem.

Crime also involves mens rea or the guilty mind. Among other things, this involves foreknowledge. In this regard, there has been public knowledge and governmental agreement on the negative impacts of climate change since the United Nations Rio Summit in 1992, while corporate entities like ExxonMobil have known of the effects of carbon pollution from at least as early as 1977. Thus, the problem and its consequences have been known for decades.

These observations mean that we can frame climate change to include discussion of perpetrators and offenders, victims and survivors and to speak of threats, risks, prevention and precaution. It also means that those perpetrating the harms need to be held to account. Who this ought to include is rightfully a core concern of those perpetrating the harms need to be held to account.

Additionally, the carbon criminals are those who fail to prevent and stop the activities and policies that are killing the planet and life as we know it. Delayed action is in effect a green light to even greater climate disruption happening at an even greater pace. Time is of vital concern here. Global temperature rise is accelerating, and in-built biophysical feedback loops (such as melting ice sheets) mean that it is likely to happen even faster than it already is today as time goes by. Moreover, each delay now means that deeper cuts to carbon emissions are needed.90

Discussions of ecocide from a legal standpoint describe an attempt to criminalise human activities that destroy and diminish the well-being and health of ecosystems and the species within these, including humans. Climate change and the gross exploitation of natural resources are undermining existing ecosystems and habitats. This is the essence of ecocide on a planetary scale. In 2021, the UK-based campaign ‘Stop Ecocide International’ (through the Stop Ecocide Foundation, 2021) commissioned an independent expert panel to put together a legal definition of ecocide relevant to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (building on the earlier work of Polly Higgins90). This proposed definition describes ecocide as follows:

1. For the purpose of this Statute, “ecocide” means unlawful or wanton acts committed with knowledge that there is a substantial likelihood of severe and either widespread or long-term damage to the environment being caused by those acts.

2. For the purpose of paragraph 1:

   a. “Wanton” means with reckless disregard for damage which would be clearly excessive in relation to the social and economic benefits anticipated;

   b. “Severe” means damage which involves very serious adverse changes, disruption or harm to any element of the environment, including grave impacts on human life or natural, cultural or economic resources;


88 Kramer, above n. 11; White (2018), above n. 11.


90 UNEP, above n. 12.

91 Higgins (2010), above n. 46; Higgins (2012), above n. 22.
c. “Widespread” means damage which extends beyond a limited geographic area, crosses state boundaries, or is suffered by an entire ecosystem or species or a large number of human beings;
d. “Long-term” means damage which is irreversible or which cannot be redressed through natural recovery within a reasonable period of time;
e. “Environment” means the earth, its biosphere, cryosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere, as well as outer space.\textsuperscript{92}

Previously, there had been a major attempt to include ecocide among the crimes associated with the establishment of the International Criminal Court (ICC), although the final document refers only to war and damage to the natural environment.\textsuperscript{95} Recent efforts have been directed at making ‘ecocide’ the fifth International Crime Against Peace. Debate continues over what precisely ecocide as a crime should entail. For instance, the expert panel definition is oriented towards the ICC and, accordingly, it reflects a human rights emphasis. Others argue for a more expansive definition, one that incorporates an ecocentric perspective that views the environment as having value for its own sake. Ecocide, from this viewpoint, should be framed as a crime not only against humans but against non-human environmental entities.\textsuperscript{94} Ideally, then, cases should be able to be brought to court on behalf of entities such as rivers, mountains, trees and birds, if they are affected by ecocide-related acts and omissions. The matter of ‘intent’ is also contentious.\textsuperscript{96} Strict liability may be applied to more severe risks and harms, given the seriousness of the harm, in which case mens rea (the mental element) is less important than actus reus (the act itself) (although subjective factors are nonetheless taken into consideration as part of the sentencing deliberations). Proving intent in cases where ecocide occurs can be extremely difficult (for instance, corporations are affected by ecocide-related acts and omissions. The urgency and impetus for making ecocide a crime has been heightened by the woefully inadequate responses by governments, individually and collectively, to global warming and to threats to biodiversity. Climate change is rapidly and radically altering the very basis of world ecology; meanwhile, one million species are considered to be at threat of extinction.\textsuperscript{96} Ecocide has become a global phenomenon rather than being limited to specific zones and geographical territories. Yet very little action has been taken by states or corporations to rein in the worst contributors to the problem. Importantly, states continue to enable corporate criminals through regulatory and policy failure, as well as by continuing to provide tax incentives and ministerial approval. A comprehensive crime of ecocide must be broad enough to incorporate state-sanctioned criminality, as well as acts that are already subject to civil sanction (such as a licence breach). Carbon emissions are not decreasing, and habitat is being destroyed as pollution continues to contaminate land, air and water, affecting all that live on the planet. Underpinning this systemic destruction and degradation are specific corporate and elite interests. And these are inseparable from the dominant global mode of production - capitalism - the driver of which is an inherent growth imperative.\textsuperscript{97}

A key defining feature of ecocide perpetrated by the powerful is that such crimes involve actions (or omissions and failures to act) that are socially harmful and carried out by elites and/or those who wield significant political and social authority in the particular sectors or domains of their influence. Such harms are inseparable from those who have power, how they exercise this power, and who ultimately benefits from the actions of the powerful. These social interests not only perpetuate great harms but also obscure and mask the Nature of harm production. They are also best placed to resist the criminalisation process generally.\textsuperscript{96} Under these social arrangements, ecocide is inevitable. Ecocide describes an attempt to criminalise human activities that destroy and diminish the well-being and health of ecosystems and species within these, including humans. Climate change and the gross exploitation of natural resources are leading to our general demise - hence increasing the need for just such a crime.

\textsuperscript{92} Stop Ecocide Foundation, ‘Independent Expert Panel for the Legal Definition of Ecocide: Commentary and Core Text’, (2021) June 2021. https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ca2608ab9144936c64ef16d/t/60d7479cfbe7e5461534d0d/1/6d24721114430/SE+Foundation+Commentary+and+Core+Text+revised+%282%29.pdf.


\textsuperscript{94} R. White, ‘Theorising Green Criminology: Selected Essays’ (2022), White, above, n. 1.


\textsuperscript{97} Kramer, above n. 11; Van der Velden and White, above n. 3; D. Whyte, Ecocide: Kill the Corporation before It Kills Us (2021).

5 Conclusion

Social obligation as a legal phenomenon may be found in statements of general obligation (e.g. environmental duty of care), but the status of this partly depends on whether the sanction includes criminal provisions – denoting that failure to carry out this obligation is regarded as socially and institutionally serious. It may also be found in express commitments not to do harm, as in, for example, proposed ecocide laws that impose penalties for doing the wrong thing. It may also surface in the form of 'rights of Nature' discourse, for example when personhood (and equivalent protections) is granted to the Earth or a particular river or mountain as a legal person. Violation of the integrity of these legal persons therefore constitutes a breach of law and thereby prevents fulfilment of the social obligation to treat the 'other' with full legal respect.

At a practical level, the concept of social obligation also requires some sense of threshold. That is, there must be a metric by which to measure when someone has not fulfilled their legal obligations - i.e. to carry out their duty of care or to not engage in ecocidal activities. This requires a grounded sense of how to determine the nature and quantum of harm, as well as a moral compass. This is certainly feasible, as demonstrated in concrete examples of how ecocentrism is currently being translated into institutional-level practice (for example, the deliberations and assessments by specialist environment courts). A core consideration is how to further embed or institutionalise social obligations to Nature such that environmental harm is minimised. As part of this, it is important that administrative and civil measures interact with criminal law remedies to ensure compliance and to foster the prevention and repair of environmental harm. All these considerations are vital to combating climate change and enhancing climate justice.

Law reformers argue that the law itself must be radically altered and that fundamental social transformation is required to reset the ecological clock. The push to introduce ecocide as a crime parallels other legal developments such as climate litigation and the use of public interest law to establish future generations as victims of environmental crime, the victims including humans as well as non-human environmental entities such as rivers, for which surrogate victims or stewards (such as NGOs or Indigenous communities) provide representation. Threats to Nature's rights can be conceptualised as, in essence, a crime of ecocide and thus punishable by law. These developments are adding to the complexity of the law and challenging many long-standing assumptions about the Nature-human relationship.

If we imagine the harms of climate change at the fulcrum of legal initiative and future prospects (see Figure 1), then a triumvirate of responses becomes not only evident but also essential. New ways of thinking - incorporating concerns with ecocentrism, duty of care and ecocide - are important because these concepts can shape the content and substance of obligations, rather than just provide an avenue for recourse. For instance, they provide a platform for holding a government not just to its own legislated targets but, in order to avoid committing ecocide, to the need for stronger targets. Acknowledging ecocentric worldviews within policymaking and legal determinations will lead to better laws and better implementation of our current laws. Enacting and implementing reforms underpinned by these ideas and practices require persistent legal activism that substantially challenges the status quo. Such calls for legal reform are simultaneously aspirational as well as designed to shape the wider political agenda.

On their own, climate laws and legal reforms are not enough to fundamentally change the dire circumstances...
in which we find ourselves, given the strength and range of elite forces ranged against us. Yet rights of Nature laws reinforce the intrinsic value of Mother Earth and particular rivers and mountains, as well as the centrality of stewardship. They also highlight Indigenous claims to custodianship of land and water. Similarly, climate laws do help to set targets and make governments accountable within narrow terms of reference (e.g. carbon emission policies); climate litigation does help to put pressure on governments and companies to change their policies and activities in ways that positively impact on global warming (e.g. industrial processes, deforestation and intergenerational equity); and ecocide laws alert us to the gravity and scope of the harms even if they do not provide immediate workable remedies (e.g. see the history of the ICC). Laws, courts and government policies are fundamentally and inherently political in terms of content and composition. Accordingly, our focus needs to be on the power and interests that perpetuate the global calamities now besetting our planet.

Countries are made up of citizens and residents who have differential access to the levers of power and who command uneven access to and mobilisation of resources. It is governments of nation-states that bear responsibility for climate change policy, but they do so in the context of the interpenetration of corporate and state power. Critical discussion of responsibility, accountability and prosecution must privilege these factors and relationships. Most importantly, there is a need to understand the close structural relationship between states and incorporated entities (that include both private and state corporations) as a fundamental feature of global capitalism. To tackle climate change through law reform is, therefore, inevitably a struggle against elite privilege and structural power. With stakes this high, however, this too is an unavoidable feature of the class dynamics determinate of climate change and attempts to mitigate its causes and adapt to its consequences.
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Abstract

Ecological destruction is one of the greatest challenges of our times. When it is human-based and directly caused by risky activities, liability can play a role in addition to all other regulatory and market-based tools. From a legal perspective, liability primarily aims for victim compensation, whereas, from an economic perspective, its main goal is deterrence. This can be achieved by inducing potential polluters to invest in care (ex ante) in order to minimise expected losses (ex post). Yet, several issues might undermine the possibility to achieve either compensation or deterrence. The aim of this article is to examine how different methods of damage assessment in litigation can enhance or undermine the goal of environmental liability from an economic perspective. More precisely, the overarching research question is whether the available methods of damage assessment are likely to pursue deterrence in an efficient manner. The article is thus structured in the following way. First, the theory of tort law and economics is reviewed to explain how damages should be theoretically assessed to achieve deterrence. Secondly, drawing on the scholarship of environmental economics, advantages, drawbacks and practical use of traditional methods of environmental damage assessment are illustrated. Lastly, conclusions will be drawn based on the comparison of these methodologies in view of providing judges with a cost-effective and ‘on average’ accurate valuation technique, taking also into account the recent ecosystem service approach to damage assessment.
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1 Introduction

Recent widespread damage of oil spills in Europe suggests that the current legal and economic framework does not provide a mechanism for preventing oil spill damages.1 It hardly needs explanation that environmental accidents lead to huge costs for the society and, thus, they require adequate measures to prevent and compensate them. If we look at the existing tools to tackle the environmental harm from the perspective of an environmental economist, we can see a general distinction between command-and-control regulations and market-based instruments. They all play a role to control environmental pollution when, due to high transaction costs, private parties cannot bargain and address market failures.2 However, the two classes of instruments largely differ. Command-and-control tools (conventional approach) consist of regulations to force firms and individuals to uptake a share of pollution-control burden irrespective of the costs.4 They include uniform standards (technology and perform-based standards).5 On the other hand, market-based instruments aim to induce firms and individuals to undertake pollution control in a more cost-effective way through price signals, such as tradable permits and pollution charges.6 Private liability laws belong to this last category since they can provide potential polluters with strong incentives (implicit pric-

---

2 W. Pfeningstorf, ‘Environment, Damages, and Compensation’, 4(2) Law & Social Inquiry 247 (1979). When market decisions affect third parties (those who are not involved in that specific market transaction) by causing negative externalities, a market failure occurs. Pollution is a typical example of market failure. Actors causing negative externalities should take into account the full social costs of their production, otherwise they keep engaging in activities leading to pollution levels that would be higher than what is socially optimum. Externalities might be internalised through private negotiation or (oftener) government intervention. Indeed, pollution is considered to be the ‘fundamental theoretical argument for government intervention’. See R.N. Stavins, ‘Environmental Protection and Economic Well-Being: How Does (and How Should) Government Balance These Two Important Values?’, in J.A. Riggs (ed.), How Do Business, Government and Media Balance Economic Growth and a Healthy Environment? (2003), at 1.
5 Design standards require the use of technologies, while performance standards determine the maximum amount of pollution that firms or individuals are allowed to emit (ibid., at 4).
6 At least in theory, market-based tools to control pollution are more cost-effective because they induce behavioural changes while minimising the social costs to pursue the predetermined levels of pollution. For an in-depth view of costs of regulation versus liability, see S. Shavell, ‘Liability for Harm versus Regulation of Safety’, 13(2) The Journal of Legal Studies 357 (1984).
to consider the consequences of their actions and, thus, to efficiently prevent accidents. According to the theory of tort law and economics, the primary goal of liability laws is therefore to induce polluters to adopt optimal levels of care and activity so that the total social costs of accidents are minimised. In other words, the first aim of liability laws is the optimal deterrence of environmental accidents and not only victim compensation. Scholars of law and economics have been writing for years on how liability laws should be designed to induce optimal deterrence. In this article, one of the possible causes of inefficiency is addressed, i.e. the mismatch between (expected) liability and (expected) harm. Although the meaning of these terms is readily summarised in the next paragraph, it is sufficient to underline this crucial fact: if the liability falls short of the harm, the incentives to minimise the total costs of accidents are expected to be inadequate. The problem is that environmental accidents pose serious issues of uncertainty about the level of losses and these issues become clear especially when assessing damages in litigation. This is due to a number of reasons that will be illustrated in depth in this article. Although environmental economists developed methods to quantify the harm to nature, they all present pros and cons in terms of accuracy and costs. Possible inaccuracies are likely to undermine the possibility to achieve optimal deterrence of environmental accidents through liability, hence leading to more pollution. The aim of this article is therefore to determine whether, from a perspective of law and economics, there exists a methodology of environmental damage assessment that can be regarded as sufficiently accurate but also cost-effective to induce optimal deterrence in environmental liability laws. In order to respond to this question, some basic notions of environmental tort law and economics, such as ‘accident’ and ‘expected liability’, are first introduced. Then, the theory of tort law and economics is reviewed to clarify how damages should be assessed to achieve optimal deterrence. Building on this theoretical framework, existing techniques to value natural resources in environmental economics are illustrated, with special regard to their advantages, shortcomings and use in real cases. Thereafter, they are compared in view of pursuing deterrence in an efficient way. In conclusion, despite the inexistence of a general consensus in economics for a fully accurate and cost-effective methodology of environmental damage assessment, it can be argued that there is possibly room for improving the deterrent effect of environmental liability laws by relying on the recent ecosystem service approach to damage assessment.


8 Schäfer and Ott, above n. 9. When deciding whether among many policy options socially preferable, there may be different approaches. For instance, the Pareto efficiency is that state of efficiency where it is not possible to make one more person better off without making at least one other person worse off. However, Pareto-efficient situations suffer from well-known limitations; for instance there can be many Pareto-efficient situations at the same time. An alternative to Pareto efficiency is Kaldor-Hicks efficiency, for which a social state is efficient if it is no longer possible to increase the total welfare of a society. The most common criterion to choose which law is more efficient in the economic analysis of law is Kaldor-Hicks and the primary goal of the law is considered to be the maximisation of the total social welfare (S. Shavell, Foundations of Economic Analysis of Civil Law (2004), at 2; Schäfer and Ott, above n. 9, at 47). As to the measurement of social welfare, there might be various views. Basically, it is possible to measure it in terms of money, utility or wealth. See R.A. Posner, ‘Wealth Maximization Revisited,’ 2 Notre Dame Journal of Law, Ethics and Public Policy 85 (1985). Money is a more objective standard, but it suffers from decreasing marginal utility. On the other hand, utility makes impossible to make interpersonal comparisons. Unfortunately, there is no general consensus on the best way to measure welfare. Yet, it is very common to use money as a measure for ‘maximising social welfare’, given that subjective preferences can be also converted in monetary terms. See: H. Kerkmeester, ‘Methodology: General’, in B. Boudewijn and G. De Geest (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume I. The History and Methodology of Law and Economics (2000), at 386ss.

9 According to Calabresi, the primary function of tort law is to reduce the sum of accident costs and costs to avoid accidents (minimisation of social costs). This reduction goal then applies to three categories of costs. The first category (primary costs) concerns the costs of accidents themselves and the costs to avoid accidents; the second category includes the costs of inefficient distributions of costs within the society and the costs to spread the risk of accidents (distribution). Tertiary costs lastly refer to the cost of administering the treatment of accidents (costs of litigation, for instance). See G. Calabresi, The Costs of Accidents: A Legal and Economic Analysis (1970), at 26–27.

10 An increase in prices normally produces a decrease in demand, an increase in legal price, e.g. tort damages, should theoretically induce potential polluters to a decrease in unlawful behaviours (Ulen, above n. 8). Knowing that a certain amount of damages has to be paid as a consequence of the accident, potential polluters will be induced to adjust their levels of activity and the reduction in such a way that the additional private cost (including the probability of future damages) is lower than the additional benefit. See A.M. Pacces and L.T. Vischer, ‘Methodology of Law and Economics,’ in B.M.J. van Klink and S. Taekema (eds.), Law and Method. Interdisciplinary research into Law (Series Politica, nr 4) (2011), at 95.

11 A central goal in the valuation of the environment is to produce accurate value estimates (see infra). Since the ‘true value’ is unobservable, like in many other disciplines, criteria need to be developed as indicators of accuracy. Reliability and validity are the common criteria of accuracy in environmental economics. Reliability has to do with variance and erratic results, whereas validity refers to unbiased results. For the sake of clarity, this article adopts the mainstream approach to the economic analysis of law, i.e. the ‘rational choice theory’ (see above n. 9).

12 Alternative approaches (e.g. the behavioural one) would deserve separate examination and they are not considered here.
Starting from the Economic Meaning of Terms

From an economic perspective, the term ‘accident’ generally refers to the harmful outcome (i.e. loss of utility) of events that neither the injurer nor the victim wanted to occur, although they might have affected its likelihood and severity. ‘Accidents’ occur without being intentionally induced and between parties that are not previously bound by a contractual relationship. Moreover, they hold a peculiar reciprocal nature, meaning that both parties (injurer and victim) are responsible for the resulting harm. In environmental cases, injurers (e.g. the polluting companies) unintentionally cause harmful effects that could have been reduced by adopting ex ante optimal decisions on the levels of care and activity. Other important terms to define are those of ‘liability’ and ‘expected liability’. With ‘liability’ (or damages) we mean the amount of monetary compensation for which the injurer is legally liable towards the accidents’ victims, whereas the ‘expected liability’ (or expected damages) is the loss multiplied by the probability of suffering that loss. According to the theory, injurers are expected to behave optimally if the liability (damages) equals (or is approximately the same as) the harm. If, for instance, there is more than one possible level of harm (stochastic loss) and the liability equals the actual level of harm, also the expected liability will match the expected harm and parties’ behaviours will be optimal. The next section will delve more into the economic rationale underlying this theory.

Accuracy in Environmental Damage Assessment

Incentives to minimise accidents’ costs are theoretically optimal only where the expected liability equals or is approximately the same as the expected harm. The economic rationale for the match between expected liability and expected harm is that polluters tend to invest in care up to the point where the marginal cost of risk reduction (or precaution) equals the marginal benefit (avoided loss or expected liability). The logical consequence is that if the liability is lower than the harm (not all social costs are internalised), potential polluters will underinvest in care, which turns out into underdeterrence and higher likelihood of accidents. Conversely, if the liability exceeds the loss resulting from the accident, potential polluters will invest in care more than what is socially desirable, which means for instance a too low level of activity. As a consequence, deviations between the level of (expected) liability and the level of (expected) harm will distort the incentives to minimise the total social costs of accidents. It thus makes sense to understand why deviations would occur and how much accuracy is socially desirable. Possible causes of divergence include information asymmetries between parties about the magnitude of harm, courts’ errors, low levels of polluters’ assets and difficult-to-estimate components of harm, such as non-pecuniary losses. Non-pecuniary losses are components of losses which have no economic price or value on financial markets (i.e. health damages). Nevertheless, they are regarded as compensable with money in tort law, hence raising either fundamental (why compensate non-pecuniary losses) or more practical questions (how to value non-pecuniary losses) that have been largely debated in law and economics. Set aside the ‘why’ that has been already examined (deterrence purposes) and the ‘how’ that will be the object of the next section, it is now important to understand how much accuracy is socially worthwhile.

References:

16 For instance, the decision of the victim to buy a house close to a polluting factory might raise the probability of the accident.
19 Shavell (2004), above n. 10, at 236. However, under the negligence rule the optimal magnitude of damages can be even higher or lower compared to the magnitude of harm, because injurers can avoid liability by taking due care (as long as the due care is set optimally). For this reason, law and economics scholars agree that only under a strict liability regime economic efficiency requires that the injurers pay for all the losses they caused. See R. Cooter 1984, ‘Prices and Sanctions,’ 84(6) Columbia Law Review 1523, at 1542 (1984); W.M. Landes and R.A. Posner, The Economic Structure of Tort Law (1987), at 64; R.A. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law (1986), at 176; A.M. Polinsky, An Introduction to Law and Economics (1983). On the other hand, even under negligence a too low level of expected liability might induce injurers to prefer being liable rather than taking due care.
20 Shavell (2004), above n. 10, at 236. The underlying assumption according to the rational choice theory is that parties have an optimal amount of information about the level of harm and they know in advance if the accident may result in more possible levels of harm.
22 This is specifically true under strict liability (see above, n. 19) and for unilateral accidents, i.e. when it is assumed that only the injurers’ behaviours (and not the victims’ ones) can influence accident risks. See also Kaplow and Shavell (2002), above n. 21.
23 For more detailed examples, see Kaplow and Shavell (2002), above n. 21.
24 However, negligence rules represent an exception to that, see above n. 19.
27 Ibid., at 217 for references to studies that show the importance of nonpecuniary losses in awarding tort damages.
28 Awarding compensation for nonpecuniary losses is socially desirable to give parties the right behavioural incentives. ‘All costs of accidents should be charged to those who could avoid them by taking precautions’, see M. Adams, ‘Warum kein Ersatz von Nichtvermogensschaden?’, in C. Ott and H. Schäfer (eds.), Allokationseffizienz in der Rechtsordnung (1989), at 213.
29 For a review of approaches to nonpecuniary losses referred to personal injuries, see Lindenerbergh and van Kippersluis, above n. 26, at 223ss.
considering that parties in liability lawsuits hold opposite private interests.\textsuperscript{30}

A first largely agreed point in tort law and economics is that there is no one optimal rule for all situations.\textsuperscript{31} The efficiency of damage awards necessarily relies on the specific circumstances. Arlen proposes five main criteria\textsuperscript{32} to classify and analyse these situations: harm to replaceable versus irreplaceable goods; unilateral versus bilateral risk; strict liability versus negligence; individual versus vicarious liability; lastly, further issues: information costs, uncertainty, judgement proof\textsuperscript{33} problems. For instance, a strict liability regime requires that the injurers pay for all the losses they caused, whereas this is not true under negligence.\textsuperscript{34} Slightly inaccurate assessments are acceptable provided that the expected liability is on average correct.

The third point is that accurate assessments of damage levels increase the administrative costs to handle related cases.\textsuperscript{35} In order to save costs in litigation, abstract assessments might help and they should be preferred to the extent that they provide a good approximation of real losses and that the saved costs (benefit) outweigh the costs of small mistakes (accidents’ costs that go uncaptured).\textsuperscript{36} Consistently, difficult-to-estimate components of harm would be correctly replaced by average estimates if the cost of their precise estimation outweighs the benefit of their inclusion (for instance, they are too small compared to the harm).\textsuperscript{37} This is also applicable to the non-use values of nature (see next section).\textsuperscript{38}

The fourth point is that it is important to take into account the information held by injurers when they decide on precautions.\textsuperscript{39} If injurers know exactly the level of harm they will cause when taking decisions on care and activity levels, accuracy in damage assessment influences their behaviours and it makes economic sense for the court to measure harm accurately.\textsuperscript{40} Conversely, if injurers lack knowledge in advance (like in many environmental accidents), very accurate assessments in litigation would increase the administrative costs without providing injurers with better incentives (social loss).\textsuperscript{41} Lastly, it is also true that accuracy incentivises injurers to learn about the harm before they act, for that they can adopt a level of care in line with the expected harm.\textsuperscript{42} Then, ex post accuracy in assessing damages is socially desirable if injurers can anticipate the magnitude of loss ex ante and it is socially optimal for the injurers to get that piece of information.

To conclude and going back to the original question (how much accuracy is socially worthwhile), broadly speaking, injurers should pay for all the harmful effects of their actions (including pecuniary and non-pecuniary losses) under strict liability. Rough estimates have to be preferred if they considerably lower administrative costs and they serve to assess components of loss that are not big enough to overweigh the costs to assess them.\textsuperscript{43} Rough estimates should be also preferred if injurers lack ex ante information about the loss. These conclusions carry over to the difficult-to-estimate components of environmental losses that will be analysed in the next section.

4 The Challenge of Valuing Natural Resources in Economics

Having reviewed the fundamental scholarship of law and economics on the accuracy of damages, the next step would be to understand why issues of inaccuracy may occur when dealing with environmental damages. It might be helpful to begin from a general understanding of how values are assessed in economics. Value has been the topic of different disciplines: philosophy, anthropology, sociology, psychology and economics. Because of that, it is not surprising that value has many

30 ‘The primary objective of the plaintiff is to collect as much as possible and that of the defendant is to pay as little as possible’ (L. Kaplow and S. Shavell, ‘Accuracy in the Assessment of Damages’, 39(1) Journal of Law and Economics 191, at 191 (1996)). Also, consider that what will be said is applicable both to accidents resulting in trials and to settlements (ibid., at 198).
32 Ibid.
33 Ibid.
34 Parties who cause harm to others may sometimes turn out to be judgement proof, that is unable to pay fully the amount for which they have been found legally liable: from S. Shavell, ‘The Judgement Proof Problem’, 6 International Review of Law and Economics 45 (1986).
35 See above n. 19.
37 Ibid., at 379.
38 Ibid.
40 Kaplow and Shavell (1996), above n. 30.
41 Ibid., at 194 (proposition 1), but this is true ‘if it is not too costly for the harm to be observed by courts’.
42 In the words of Faure and Visscher: ‘A more accurate damage assessment ex post would therefore not necessarily result in better behavioural incentives ex ante because polluters adapt their behaviours to the “estimation” of the losses they expect to cause’ (see above n. 35, at 379).
43 Kaplow and Shavell (1996), above n. 30.
44 If the law totally excludes these elements from the magnitude of liability, a social loss might occur. Indeed, the injurer will not invest in optimal care to avoid the loss that nobody is legally entitled to claim. As a consequence, part of the magnitude of harm is likely to remain unprevented unless other tools are set down by the legal system to respond to the undeterred negative externality (regulations, criminal fines, taxes, etc.).
Meanings. When it comes to ‘environmental’ values, philosophers specifically examined the notion of intrinsic values, psychologists developed methods to assess how much people believe in intrinsic values and economists tried to measure economic values that could be used to take decisions on how to manage natural resources. Economics defines the environment as valuable in two senses: in terms of its direct impact on individual utility and in terms of its impact on production. Utility is an economic concept used in neoclassical economics to measure the well-being of people; it refers to happiness or satisfaction of individuals when consuming products. For instance, people derive utility from buying certain goods and, thus, the value of goods is given by their change in utility (marginal utility). This is also applicable to environmental goods. People can indeed derive utility from carrying out activities in nature, such as birdwatching or swimming. As a consequence, the level of individual utility can increase or decrease if the quality of the environment changes. If an accidental event pollutes a beach, visitors will not be able to swim and they will see their utility reduced as a consequence of the accident. This change in utility can be regarded as a measurement of the environmental value and, namely, of the ‘use value’ of the environment. However, even people not using natural resources might suffer a loss of utility due to the accident. This is because we value our future possibility of using that environment or we care about the fact that future generations will benefit from the same possibility. More precisely, economists refer to these as ‘non-use’ or ‘passive-use’ values of environmental goods and services. Drawing on this wider approach, in 1985 Boyle and Bishop laid the foundation of the concept of total economic value (TEV) of the environment. Figure 1 provides an easy-to-read taxonomy with some examples.
As can be seen above, the TEV includes both 'use values' and 'non-use values' (or passive-use values) within the category of human values for the environment. Use values\(^5^4\) are based on the actual, future or possible use (option value) of environmental goods, whereas non-use values\(^5^5\) refer to the social preference for the mere existence (existence value)\(^5^6\) or for the possible/actual use from future generations (bequest value). Intrinsic values, which are independent from human preferences, are by definition not encompassed by the TEV, although they may influence non-use values.\(^5^7\)

Within this traditional framework, the next step is to understand how to assess the various values. Since in neoclassical economics values are linked to utility, valuation techniques aim to measure utility changes. Let us now assume that individuals enjoy the same level of utility when a reduction in the quantity of one good is compensated by an increase in the quantity of another good, that may be anything but in practice it is often money.\(^5^8\) The obvious consequence of this common assumption is that a measure of the trade-off between the object of valuation and something else in exchange can be regarded as the 'true value' of the good whose value needs to be assessed. With environmental changes, the problem is that it is often impossible to directly infer their value from market prices. How to measure the value of a polluted beach after an oil spill if there is no market price to look to? Environmental goods that are not bought and sold in the marketplace, such as beaches, wildlife, rivers and fresh air, are known in economics as non-market goods\(^5^9\) and the tools developed to measure their value are called non-market valuation techniques. Their goal is to measure the 'true value' for a change in the quality of environmental goods and services.\(^6^0\)

Before introducing them, why they were developed needs to be clarified. According to Segerson, the first techniques to value natural resources in the US appeared in the 1950s and they were used by federal agencies in benefit-cost analyses of water projects, such as...
The cost-benefit analysis is a popular technique aimed at identifying, quantifying and keeping the same utility level as before (equivalent welfare measure or willingness to accept, WTA). It depends on the entitlement prior to the accident: if people had the right to enjoy a pre-loss level of utility from the environment, then it would be appropriate to measure the WTA. But, how to measure the WTP (or the WTA) in practice? The next section will explain in more detail which techniques of non-market valuation have been developed to assess use and non-use values of the environment.

5 The Methods of Nature Valuation in Environmental Economics

As stated earlier, environmental goods and services are usually not traded in the marketplace. Indeed, it rarely happens that goods, like timber or fruits, can be bought and sold. Only in these relatively few cases, it is possible to elicit the value of the environment from prices. This type of valuation technique is thus called market-based. If instead there is no market price for natural resources, then it is necessary to resort to non-market valuation methods. The methods of non-market valuation in environmental economics are grouped into two main categories: revealed and stated preferences. Revealed preference methods indirectly imply values from observed behaviours in surrogate markets (e.g. house market) or existing markets (e.g. how many people buy the ticket to visit a park), whereas stated preference methods directly extract the maximum WTP or the minimum WTA from answers to survey questions (hypothetical market). The main difference between the two classes is not only the technique, but also the components of TEV which they can capture. Revealed preference methods only capture use values, while stated preference techniques are ideally able to capture both use and non-use values. However, each existing method captures use or non-use values limited to a specific category of goods (e.g. hedonic pricing only looks at goods with a price, such as houses).

Figure 2 provides a synthesis of the relationships between TEV, methods and proxies.67

---

62 The CERCLA and the Oil Pollution Act (OPA) of 1990 triggered the improvement of non-market valuation techniques because they allowed accidents’ victims to sue for damage compensation.
63 The cost-benefit analysis is a popular technique aimed at identifying, quantifying and weighing the costs and benefits of projects and policies, including the environmental impacts (costs and benefits).
64 In principle, the good used as term of reference could be anything. In practice, economists have generally used money to measure values.
65 Much attention in the economic scholarship revolved around the difference in size between the two measurements, given by the fact that the WTP is bound by income (it is influenced by the income of the valuator), whereas the WTA is the minimum money that individuals would be willing to accept in order to tolerate a lower value of the environment.
66 WTP depends on the entitlement prior to the accident: if people had the right to enjoy a pre-loss level of utility from the environment, then it would be appropriate to measure the WTA. But, how to measure the WTP (or the WTA) in practice? The next section will explain in more detail which techniques of non-market valuation have been developed to assess use and non-use values of the environment.
67 Source: D. Pearce, G. Atkinson & S. Mourato, Cost-Benefit Analysis and the Environment. Recent Developments (2006), at 88. Under this framework, production functions play a central role because there is a link between policy change, a change of the environment and some responses. For instance, a change of air quality (dose) would bring about a response in the number of sick people (output). Therefore, production functions should be taken into account to determine the TEV.
Some observations based on the figure above are needed. Non-use values, which are highly relevant for natural resources with few or no substitutes (e.g. a unique natural place), can only be estimated through stated preference methods (questionnaires). Revealed preference methods cannot elicit non-use values for the simple reason that non-use values are not linked to behavioural changes in the marketplace (e.g. a change in the demand or the supply). Whether a valuation method is likely to elicit both use and non-use values of the environment is pretty relevant from a perspective of law and economics. Let us assume that an environmental good has been damaged and it held a huge non-use value compared to the use value (e.g. a natural area used not used either for recreation or for other goals). In this case, neither prices nor revealed preferences would capture its total value. As a consequence, liability laws are expected to send to potential polluters wrong incentives of precaution (and activity), hence causing under deterrence and pollution beyond optimal levels. A stated preference method would instead allow to obtain estimates that should be closer to the 'true value' of the lost environment, provided that questionnaires have been properly designed to ensure reliable and accurate answers (see Section 5.3.2). Therefore, the latter methods have to be preferred if one wishes to internalise the full cost of environmental accidents. Revealed and stated preference methods are called of primary valuation and they differ from benefits transfer, which refers to the process of applying the results of other studies (primary valuation) to assess similar natural resources. Their validity has been highly debated but they can be considered valid under certain circumstances and they allow to save time and money. In addition to use and non-use values, further issues need to be taken into account in view of minimising the total social costs of accidents, such as the reliability, the validity and the same costs of valuation. A central goal in the valuation of the environment is indeed to produce accurate value estimates. Reliability and validity are the common criteria of accuracy in environmental economics. Reliability has to do with variance and erratic results, whereas validity refers to unbiased results. These concepts will be clarified in the following subsections which briefly illustrate the advantages and shortcomings of each category of valuation techniques, followed by examples of their uses in practical cases. Within each category, the focus will be on the main methods that have been employed by judges in liability cases, rather than tackling all the existing non-market valuation techniques. For this reason, methods like choice models and averting behaviour will not be examined.

5.1 Market-Based Approaches
When environmental goods and services can be traded in markets, such as fruits and timber, it is possible to infer their values directly from market prices.

---

68 In the words of Pearce and Mourato, a 'behavioural trail' (ibid, at 86).
69 See above n. 60.
To be more precise, market-based approaches may look at either the cost side or the benefit side.\textsuperscript{70}

Cost-based valuation is based on the assumption that expenditures on producing and maintaining environmental goods or services provide net benefits and these benefits correspond to the original level of benefits. It requires the elaboration of hypothetical scenarios that respond to the question: what would be the cost to bear if the environmental good or service had to be artificially recreated? Figure 3 illustrates the cost side of market-based approaches.\textsuperscript{71}

The opportunity cost approach derives from the idea that the opportunity cost of unpriced uses (e.g. forest conservation) can be inferred from the foregone income of other uses (e.g. forestry).\textsuperscript{72}

The replacement cost approach looks at the expenditures incurred to replace the impaired natural resources with substitutes. The underlying idea is that replacement costs provide a measure of the minimum WTP to keep receiving a certain benefit (assuming that individuals have correct information about the damage).

The restoration cost approach, like the preventive expenditure method, estimates the cost of activities to maintain a certain level of enjoyment or output, including the relocation of individual activities, households and firms or adjustments to maintain an activity in the existing location.

The damage cost avoided infers the value of the environment from the costs incurred to avoid an environmental damage. Yet, not all agree that the damage cost avoided is a cost-based approach because it is based on the assumption that the cost of damage is a measure of value.\textsuperscript{73}

The preventive expenditure technique or mitigation cost approach looks at the costs that households are willing to pay to prevent future environmental damages and keep stable their existing level of utility. Presumably, individuals are willing to spend up to the point where the costs equal the benefits derived from a protected environment. Their WTP can be then inferred through stated preferences (contingent valuation or CV) or revealed preferences (from similar events in the past). Market-based valuation techniques from the benefit side look instead at the market value (price) or the change in income of productive factors. The underlying rationale for using prices is that if natural resources physically contribute to the production of other commodities or services traded in markets (e.g. fishing, hunting and farming), changes in ecological functions (improvement or deterioration of environmental quality, e.g. water quality) may affect the quantity or price of certain goods.\textsuperscript{74} On the other hand, changes in income can be used to measure the value of the environment given that there is a correlation between environmental pollution, sicknesses (or premature death or increased medical expenses) and the income of workers. Conversely, increases in wages can be used to measure the benefits of pollution control.

5.1.1 Advantages

Market prices are usually considered to provide accurate information on the value of natural resources since they embed market preferences and marginal costs of production, which means data from actual markets. This may have three well-known advantages. First, data on prices, quantities and costs are easy to obtain, less resource-intensive and not expensive. Secondly, market prices reflect the actual WTP for costs and benefits that are traded, so they are considered to be sufficiently accurate to reflect the ‘true value’ of nature. Thirdly, these data are generally regarded as sufficiently objective and thus more reliable than other tools to elicit social preferences.

5.1.2 Limitations

The main limitation of these approaches is that they are applicable to the extent that markets exist and data on prices or costs are available. More often, choices on environmental goods and services are not observable in market transactions because they are public goods and

\textsuperscript{70} This is a traditional classification from IIED (International Institute for Environment and Development), ‘Economic Evaluation of Tropical Forest Land Use Options: A Review of Methodology and Applications’ (1994).

\textsuperscript{71} The table can be found in the notes prepared by A.N.A. Ghani for the lecture on ‘Market-based Techniques’, at 4. See www.blogs.ubc.ca/apnet04/module-5/topic-1-market-based-techniques/

\textsuperscript{72} For instance, the time spent harvesting may be valued in terms of foregone rural wages (opportunity cost of labour). See E.B. Barbier, M. Acem & D. Knowler, ‘Economic Valuation of Wetlands: A Guide for Policy Makers and Planners’, Ramsar Convention Bureau, at 42 (1997). Note that the information about opportunity costs can be then obtained also through stated or revealed preferences (hypothetical or surrogate markets).

\textsuperscript{73} Barbier et al., above n. 73, Appendix 3, at 11.

usually not traded in markets.\textsuperscript{75} For instance, even if we value bats and we would be willing to pay for their conservation,\textsuperscript{76} there is no market where we can express our preference for their preservation.

The second limitation is that, even if market prices are available, they might be distorted by policy interventions (e.g. subsidies or taxes),\textsuperscript{77} monopolies,\textsuperscript{78} seasonal variations, etc. This limitation can be overcome by adjusting prices (so-called ‘efficiency shadow prices method’) so that they reflect the true WTP. Yet, shadow pricing might face further criticism due to the artificial nature of data, the fact that it is based on assumptions and it might suffer from inaccuracies.\textsuperscript{79}

Last but not least, prices only refer to the preferences of those who use non-market goods and with whom there is a clear demand link (see above the distinction between value of use and value of exchange). However, there are cases when the demand is unidentifiable and this does not mean that people do not value non-market goods.\textsuperscript{80} Simply, market-price approaches cannot capture non-use values by those who do not use environmental goods (so, there is no demand link) but would be still willing to pay for their conservation or improvement.

Further limitations specifically relate to some approaches. For instance, Barbier warned that the replacement cost method should be used with caution because it is unsure whether the benefits of the replacing resource are equal to the benefits of the original damaged resource if data on the original ecological functions are not available.\textsuperscript{81} Moreover, Daily pointed out that direct relationships between resources and economic outputs are often difficult to estimate.\textsuperscript{82} Additional issues of inaccuracy are given by the fact that restoration costs might exceed the benefits of the original resources if data on the baseline are missing and/or restoring previous conditions might be difficult. Likewise, it is unlikely that relocated environmental commodities can provide the same benefits of the lost ones in the original location.\textsuperscript{83}

5.1.3 Practical Application

Nowadays the restoration cost approach is the most widespread method to quantify environmental damages in liability lawsuits. Its use became compulsory in the EU after the entry into force of the European Directive on Liability (ELD)\textsuperscript{84} and it is one of the allowed – but most used – methods under US law.\textsuperscript{85} Particularly, it has been applied in the largest oil spill in the US, the Deepwater Horizon (DWH) case. The accident happened in the northern Gulf of Mexico (64 km from mainland Louisiana) in April 2010 with the explosion and subsequent fall of the British Petroleum’s (BP) drilling platform (DWH), which ultimately led to the release of 200 million gallons of oil for a period of 87 days, affecting 1,500 miles of shoreline and coastal wetlands, an incredible number of birds, sea turtles, marine mammals, fishes, etc. Hundreds of claims and litigations were filed against BP. In October 2010, five Gulf States filed civil claims for natural resource damages and civil liability. In January 2015, a federal court established that BP was legally responsible for the discharge of 5.19 million barrels into the Gulf for failure to perform safety tests. In April 2016, BP agreed to pay $ 20.8 billion in settlements, much less than the estimated costs of clean-up ($ 61.1 billion).\textsuperscript{86} Regarding more specifically natural resource damages, it took several years to find an agreement between BP and the States.\textsuperscript{87} In the end, BP incurred almost $ 9 bil-

\textsuperscript{75} In economics, public goods are those commodities or services which are available for the whole society, non-excludable (there is no technology available to exclude others from using the same good) and non-rivalrous (individual consumption does not reduce the quantity available for others). The fact that we breath air does not exclude others from breathing and does not consume the quantity available for the others.

\textsuperscript{76} It might be interesting to know that the faith of bats has been at the forefront of a recent case before the Hawaii Supreme Court due to a contentious wind farm. According to the plaintiffs, a local community for which bats hold cultural and spiritual values, the wind farm project did not follow the standards set by the law to protect endangered species, hence causing the death of 51 bats per year. How to weigh the social benefit of a windfarm with the social cost represented by the ecological and cultural loss of 51 bats per year if they have no price? For more details, see this short commentary with useful references: www.jindalsocietyofinternationallaw.com/post/bat-fatallities-at-ahakuli-windfarm-making-a-case-under-international-environmental-law.

\textsuperscript{77} It is quite well known that subsidies distort market prices and they thus interfere with the conduct of economic agents. Technically, subsidies can reduce the marginal costs of recipients or raise their marginal revenues. In this way, subsidies provide the ability to produce at lower costs, so that recipients enjoy a competitive advantage and they can increase the production. As a consequence, prices might inefficiently increase. An exception is given by subsidies for Research and Development (R&D). This category of subsidies addresses a typical market failure, since the provision of knowledge created by programs of R&D is publicly available. For this reason, the private revenues would not equal the costs and its provision would be lower than efficient. See R. Diamond, ‘Privatization and the Definition of Subsidy’, 11 Journal of International Economic Law 649 (2008).

\textsuperscript{78} Monopolies without government interventions lead to higher prices and a consumer welfare lower than efficient levels (more welfare for the monopolistic producer).


\textsuperscript{81} Barbier et al., above n. 73, Appendix 3, at 10.


\textsuperscript{83} Barbier et al., above n. 73, Appendix 3, at 10.


\textsuperscript{85} The legislative history of ‘natural resource damage assessment’ (NRDA) in the United States dates back to the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline Authorization Act of 1973. This Act, for the first time, empowered national authorities to sue compensation for damage caused by oil spills. The so-called Superfund legislation (the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, CERCLA of 1980) extended this possibility to the case of environmental damage caused by the release of hazardous substances (in addition to the discharge of oil). Later, the US Department of Interior adopted some guidelines to implement the law. All methods of damage assessment are allowed (market-based, revealed and stated preferences), provided that they are feasible and reliable for a particular incident, cost-effective, performed at a reasonable cost and they avoid double counting.

\textsuperscript{86} NOAA 2019. This amount is based on the assessment of the liable party (BP).

lion environmental costs (based on the restoration cost approach) and $39 billion litigation costs for environmental claims.88 Assessing the costs of post-spill restoration was defined as ‘a monumental task’ because the values of all affected environmental services and goods had to be estimated, the different economic methods of economic valuation ‘reconciled’ and, also, the costs of clean-up started to get bigger and bigger as time went by.89 Alternative estimates were proposed but not applied, such as $145 billion90 and $2 trillion based on annual sales of coast businesses.91 Concerning the restoration cost approach, it raised criticism among ecologists in connection with the principle of ecological equivalence, especially when applied to wetlands (as in the DWH).92 This principle refers to the capacity of restored environments to reproduce the ecological structures provided by the natural resources in the pre-accident state. The main point of criticism was that little attention was paid to site location within the surrounding landscape, natural patterns of plant communities, wetland hydrological regimes and long-term ecological functions.93 In other words, long-term economic benefits resulting from restored natural resources had to be better considered rather than just the actual costs of restoration for equivalent ecological functions. Ecologists further stressed that relying on post-crisis restoration assessments means to make the success of restoration depending on the money available from government and corporations94 with the risk that long-term restoration goals are replaced by short-term goals of elected politicians or appointed corporate directors.95

5.2 Revealed Preference Methods

When prices of environmental goods and services are not available, but there are markets closely related to them, revealed preference methods can be applied. These techniques are based on the observation of preferences shown, i.e. ‘revealed’, in actual market transactions which have a correlation with the natural resource to value. Two main methods are used to elicit revealed preferences: travel cost models (TCMs) and hedonic pricing (HP).

TCMs are used to value recreational uses of natural resources, such as fishing, rock climbing, boating, swimming and hunting.96 The underlying insight is that the cost of the trip to reach a site corresponds to the individual’s price for recreation (lower bound). Therefore, individuals reveal their WTP for recreation through the number of trips they do and the site they choose to visit. Changes in the demand function for recreation can indeed provide a measure of changes in preferences for the quality or quantity of environmental goods and services. The use of TCM has been largely motivated by the need to conduct benefit-cost analyses of environmental regulations or for damage compensation after accidents.97

HP is used to estimate the implicit prices of characteristics over heterogeneous or differentiated products (distinct varieties of one product).98 Imagine that a product is sold in one market but characteristics vary in such a

90 See Lee et al., above n. 89.
93 Ibid.
94 Also, note that the national fund (Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund) can cover only up to $1 billion per accident, of which no more than $500 million can compensate natural resource damages (1/60th of the needed amount in the DWH accident).
102 Ibid.
103 Also, note that the national fund (Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund) can cover only up to $1 billion per accident, of which no more than $500 million can compensate natural resource damages (1/60th of the needed amount in the DWH accident).
105 doi: 10.5553/ELR.000234
way that there are distinct product varieties. It is possible to indirectly observe the monetary trade-off which individuals are willing to make by observing the difference in price between two product varieties which vary only by one characteristic (e.g. two identical houses, but one has an additional room). For this reason, HP is an indirect valuation method that infers values from observable market transactions. In the environmental domain, it is commonly applied to the housing market. Let us take an example. If there are two identical houses in front of two different lakes (one with improved water clarity), the price differential determined by the increasing demand for the house in front of the lake with better water is the implicit price consumers are willing to pay for that environmental amenity (water clarity). Implicit or hedonic prices allow therefore to elicit the WTP for that specific environment.

5.2.1 Advantages
The first advantage of revealed preference methods is that there is broad agreement among researchers on the steps that need to be followed to achieve minimal accuracy in estimating true values. The TCM is considered to be a high-ranking tool among revealed preference techniques and there is widespread confidence on its validity, whereas HP is one of the most popular methods thanks to the minimal data requirements and its easy empirical implementations. Scholars emphasise the existence of a clear procedure that starts from the search of a surrogate market close to the environmental goods and services to be valued. The procedure follows with the choice of the appropriate method (TCM or HP). Then, the needed data are collected according to the relative procedures in order to build the demand function. Subsequently, the value of a marginal change in the quality or quantity of environmental good is deducted from the demand function. Lastly, values are aggregated and discounted. For the HP, information on sales prices is always readily available, with considerable savings of time and costs. Moreover, data acquisition costs have been decreased, hence making both stages of HP cheaper.

5.2.2 Limitations
There are various limitations to revealed preference methods. Studies on TCM have been much concerned with accuracy issues, starting from the 1960s. Yet, such research has never been explicitly revolving around the topics of reliability and validity. Apparently, Bishop and Boyle made a first attempt in this regard and their conclusions shall be applicable to all revealed preference methods. Regarding reliability, it seems that: 'using recreation-participation data with long periods of recall could tend to increase the variance of reported participation and hence reduce the reliability of the travel cost method, all else being equal'. In other words, the time of recall (i.e. the time to reconstruct the behaviour on which respondents to surveys are supposed to report) might make the method less reliable with long recall periods. Therefore, for reliable data it is essential to ensure short recall periods. As to the validity side, there are still a number of partially unresolved issues that have been not directly addressed. Parsons identifies a list of 'soft spots' that need to be improved in TC modelling, such as the current way of measuring time, overnight trip modelling, multipurpose trips, integration of site choices with trip frequency, the inclusion of more welfare-revealing choices, the error introduced by the recall bias and, finally, more integration with stated preferences studies. Another important aspect is that most of the research on TCM ignores dynamics in decision-making (intertemporal substitutions) that would allow people to substitute sites over time or to base current decisions on expectations about future trips. Most models consider instead individual trip choices day by day over a season independently of decisions on future trips. Consideration of interdependencies between different trip choices would indeed require more complex ways of gathering data, more surveys and, in general, higher costs. Furthermore, trip costs are considered to be given but they can be also the result of subjective choices. Another issue is the ‘recall bias’, occurring when people report visiting sites more frequently than they actually do. The validity of the TCM might be considerably reduced by all these issues. In order to offset possible biases and ensure validity, it is important to carefully follow all the well-established steps of the method and to clarify all the assumptions in advance. It has been also warned in the literature that travel cost studies may give higher values than stated

100 Bishop and Boyle (2017), above n. 58, at 489.
102 In TCM, recreation surveys are designed, sent around and analysed according to a precise step-wise guide (Parsons, above n. 98, at 203). In HP, there are two subsequent steps: collection of marginal price information and then estimation of the demand function by combining information on prices and data on household characteristics (Taylor, above n. 99, at 237).
103 A typical set of questions in TCM surveys is: 1) trip count and location; 2) last trip; 3) stated-preference question; 4) respondent and household characteristics.
105 Bishop and Boyle (2017), above n. 58, at 487.
106 As already said above at footnote n. 13, reliability and validity are criteria to assess the accuracy. Reliability has to do with variance and erratic results, whereas validity refers to unbiased results.
107 Bishop and Boyle (2017), above n. 58, at 487.
108 Ibid, at 488.
109 Parsons, above n. 98, at 225.
110 For instance, people should receive reminders to respond to several seasonal surveys.
111 For instance, current models use the behaviour of those with higher travel costs in order to predict the behaviour of those with lower costs in case the price of visits increases. Yet, people might choose to live closer to a recreational site and this approach would underestimate their preferences. See Bishop and Boyle (2017), above n. 58, at 489.
preferences studies, hence raising the need for more research on convergent results. In addition to the limitations related to accuracy, revealed preferences require the existence of surrogate markets and, if data are not already available, the process of gathering good-quality data might take time and costs. Lastly, it needs to be considered that revealed preferences cannot capture non-use values and, thus, the total value of natural resources with high non-use would not be accurate (even on average).

5.2.3 Practical Application
Revealed preference methods have been used to estimate the environmental damage to recreational site users – where pollution affects fishing, visiting natural areas, etc. For instance, the damage caused by hazardous waste can be assessed by looking at the decline in real estate prices and multiplying it for the number of houses affected. Hanley reports that the HP has been frequently employed in the US to estimate the economic costs of waste disposal sites or in the UK to estimate the economic costs of noise pollution. A very important example of application of these methods to the environmental damage assessment is represented by the California v. BP America (American Trader) oil spill in 1990. After the oil tanker spilled 416,598 gallons of crude oil near the coast of Huntington Beach in California, several beaches and local fisheries were closed for more than two weeks. The State of California decided to go to trial against the owner of the tanker (Attransco) for lost recreational use of six different activities under the California Water Code. Additionally, the state appointed a group of economists to quantify the value of lost recreational use (number of lost beach visits multiplied by the value of a lost beach day) due to the beach closure. The court case lasted ten weeks in 1997 and the defendant (BP) hired another team of economists to challenge the damage estimate. The main issues of disagreement between the two teams of experts concerned the possible substitution of polluted beaches with more distant sites and the value of each lost trip. Indeed, assuming that no substitution would occur, the claimant’s experts estimated 454,280 lost trips during the beach closure, whereas the defendant’s experts contested the lack of substitution. As to the value-per-beach-day, the claimant’s experts proposed to employ the results ($13.19, after being adjusted for inflation) from a travel cost study of beaches in Florida (benefit transfer approach) to save time and money, whereas the defendant’s team of experts proposed $2.17-5.38, which was the final estimate of a CV study of some Californian coasts. At trial the claimant’s economists presented predictions for up to $15 per trip and a final estimate of $14.5 million versus $607,200 proposed from the other party’s experts. In the end, the court awarded the claimant $12,753,071 in lost recreational values, $5,311,624.50 in civil liability and $4.37 million in costs. The case shows how many issues of disagreement may be raised when practically implementing non-market valuation methods (especially with data collection and analysis). Even when claims for environmental damages include recreational values, judges might prefer to employ a benefits transfer approach instead of primary valuation studies to keep the costs down in litigation.

5.3 Stated Preference Methods
Stated preference approaches are based on surveys that try to elicit social preferences about policies that may change the provision of natural resources. Three types of techniques fall in this category. The most popular methodology is CV, where people are asked how much money (maximum) they would be willing to spend in order to increase the provision of environmental goods or services or, alternatively, how much money (minimum) they would need to receive in order to be willing to accept their loss. The second popular method is choice modelling (CM), which tries to model the decision process of individuals in the face of two or more alternatives about the goods or services to value. Lastly, group valuation combines stated preference techniques with deliberative processes from political sciences in order to capture components of values others than those elicited through surveys.

5.3.1 Advantages
Stated preference methods of valuation ideally allow to directly elicit preferences about the values of natural resources and to obtain the best theoretical measures of WTP or WTA. Moreover, these are the only techniques to

112 See Bishop and Boyle (2017), above n. 58, at 491.
114 Hanley, above n. 48, at 33.
115 Case n. 64 63 39 (Cal. Super. Ct. 8 December 1997).
117 Beach use, surfing, private boating, charter boat fishing, whale watching, excursions to islands off the coasts (ibid). Lack of ready data about the value of other recreational activities (e.g. biking, wildlife viewing) brought to the exclusion of these activities from the State’s claim.
120 In the words of Chapman and Hanemann: ‘Measurements rely on models and involve judgements about matters of model specification and estimation, that are inevitably open to disputes’ (Chapman and Hanemann, above n. 117, at 366).
121 Chapman and Hanemann, above n. 117, at 321.
122 The main difference between contingent valuation (CV) and choice modelling (CM) is that in a CV respondents have only one option and they are asked whether they would agree on paying for it or they would rather stick to the status quo, whereas in a CM study respondents are given several choices.
estimate non-use values (option and existence values) and estimate the TEV. Furthermore, a CM study allows to derive marginal values for changes of specific attributes of environmental resources induced by different policies (options). Each option in the survey consists indeed of a different balance of impacts on the environment, such that choosing one option rather than the other reveals preferences about a specific change of attributes. Differently from the other techniques, group valuation has the potential of overcoming limitations of traditional monetary valuation methods. Lastly, Adamowicz pointed out how stated preference approaches turn out to be more useful than other methods because they provide information regarding perceptions, attitudes and previous knowledge. All these additional pieces of information may help us to understand better preferences for the assessment. For instance, stated preferences may show the relative importance given by respondents to different environmental services as well as conflicts among stakeholders about alternative policy options.

5.3.2 Limitations
Stated preferences valuation methods raise several concerns in terms of accuracy (reliability and validity) which challenge the truth of the estimated WTP/WTA. First of all, answers to survey questions depend on the way questions are designed and four main causes of errors might lead to biased answers: hypothetical bias (poorly thought out answers to questions that present events as mere possibilities), free riding (the belief that others will take on the responsibility of paying for public goods), strategic bias (the assumption that the stated answer will lead to adopt a specific environmental policy), embedding bias (error given by, for instance, the order of questions). Secondly, scholars stress the discrepancy between WTP and WTA. It has been proved that the WTA is higher than the WTP for identical resources. Various causes may explain this divergence: questionnaire designs, strategic behaviours and psychological effects, such as ‘loss aversion’ and the ‘endowment effect’. Another issue that may affect the validity of the estimates is the ‘embedding bias’, or the fact that people tend to express the same WTP for an environmental change in a small area and in a bigger area because they are truly insensitive to the scope of the survey. In any case, stating preferences about the environment is as challenging as valuing public goods for which preferences are not well defined and responses tend to lack sufficient accuracy. Admittedly, upfront information in questionnaires and valuation workshops held in advance may help respondents to reflect on their preferences and overcome their cognitive constraints during surveys. Likewise, deliberative monetary valuation methods seem to further reduce biases and non-response rates, while raising the level of engagement of respondents. Moreover, it is now possible to develop well-designed surveys to reduce the risk of error, although they might be highly expensive. The last fundamental limitation concerns the controversy still existing around the incommensurability of non-use values. More specifically, the issue is whether non-use values (e.g. bequest values) can be put under the framework of the TEV together with recreational values and other economic values. The issue is still largely debated in the literature.

5.3.3 Practical Application
The Exxon Valdez disaster (more than 10 million US gallons of crude oil spilled) is the most famous example of application of a stated preference method for environmental damage compensation. The accident occurred in 1989 in Alaska. It affected 1,500 miles of beaches that were closed to fishing, boating and surfing for one year, 250,000 seabirds died and entire livelihoods were destroyed. It triggered much debate around the methods of damage assessment in US courts (twenty-four-year...
litigation). Just four months after the Exxon Valdez oil spill, the famous *Ohio v. DOI decision* came in the spotlight to trigger the (already lively) debate. Here, Ohio and other States challenged the new regulations issued by the US Department of Interior (DOI) aimed at specifying the techniques for the assessment of environmental damage under US law. The issue at stake was that damages had to be limited to ‘the lesser of the costs’ of restoration, or the lost use value under the environmental damage assessment regulations. In addition, the DOI provided a hierarchy of techniques to estimate use values and market-based techniques were given priority over non-market valuation techniques. Lastly, the DOI included CV as a possible technique adding that ‘estimation of option and existence values (i.e., non-use values) shall be used only if...no use values can be determined’ (43 CFR § 11.83(b)(2)). Ultimately, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia challenged the regulations by explicitly stating three main principles: first, the main purpose of the environmental damage assessment should be to restore the damaged environment and, for this reason, damages should be based on restoration costs (the cost of a restoration project) rather than use values (unless they are ‘grossly disproportionate to use values’); secondly, judges should be always allowed to order tortfeasors to compensate non-use values, since it would be unreasonable to prioritise use values and exclude non-use values; thirdly, non-market valuation techniques (CV) should be used as much as market-based techniques. The ruling was extremely relevant because it overturned the regulation by putting on the same level of importance market-based and revealed preference methods, which, in turn, led the government to introduce guidelines for their use in litigation. In this way, the court wanted to overcome the previous trend of calculating environmental damages based on market prices and it opened the way to the calculation of non-use values through the CV method. After the Ohio court expressed its favour for the use of the CV, it was applied in the Exxon Valdez case and it led to a final amount of damages around US$ 9 billion. The decision triggered considerable debate among legal scholars. Scholars were split between those supporting the use of CV (Montesinos, Dobbins, Brookshire, McKee, McConnell, Baker), those limiting its use to exceptional cases where restoration could not be applied (Cross) and those clearly against because the costs of assessment outweighed the benefits (Niewijk) or because they were clearly flawed (Cummings, Harrison, Bohm, Binger, Copp, Hoffman). The former emphasised the advantages of CV (the most complete technique to monetise environmental damages) and the latter its shortcomings (especially overestimation of the damage). In 2002, Thompson made a first review of all cases after the Ohio decision to see how much judges have been using stated preferences in the US after the adoption of new guidelines on environmental damage assessment. Very few cases after the Exxon Valdez relied on market-based techniques, like the *California v. BP America (American Trader)*. When cases concerned instead non-use values of nature, a restoration cost approach has been more frequently implemented by judges. Apparently, judges prefer methods on which parties more or less agree and that do not raise too many issues of validity. On the other hand, achieving high scientific standards in CV is extremely expensive for plaintiffs, so parties are disincentivised to propose a methodology that might be rejected in the end. Indeed, higher accuracy in valuing non-use values means higher administrative costs (the cost of CV analyses for the Exxon Valdez accident has been calculated around $5 million). From a law and economics perspective, the CV should be still preferred when the environmental damage includes non-use values of natural resources and they are proved to be quite large. Other methods, such as the choice experiment, have been applied to issues such as forest design, wetland conservation and river water quality, but never in environmental damage cases.

### 6 Comparing Environmental Valuation Methods from the Efficiency Perspective

After reviewing the law and economics of damages and presenting the existing methods of environmental dam-
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143 In these guidelines, the DOI referred to: market price, appraisal, factor income, travel cost, hedonic pricing, benefits transfer, conjoint analysis, habit equivalence analysis, resource equivalence analysis, random utility modelling.
144 In other words, the D.C. Circuit held that the lesser of the cost was invalid since in contrast with the intentions of the Congress. By contrast, the Parliament clearly expressed preference for restoration costs as a measure of recovery (880 F.2d 432 D.C. Cir. 1989, par. 459).
145 Giving priority to market-based valuation and appraisal techniques would be unreasonable (ibid., par. 463).
147 However, the case was settled for US$ 1 billion in the end, plus $3.4 billion in fines, compensation and clean-up costs, plus a lawsuit for punitive damages that were reduced to $500 million in 2008 by the Supreme Court.
149 Kopp and Smith examined all the issues of validity that may be raised in litigation when dealing with non-market valuation techniques in the famous Eagle Mine case. In particular, the economists commented that: ‘the level of economic expertise available to judges to evaluate the facts of each side’s evidentiary claims probably needs to exceed what many analysts of judicial behaviour have argued can be expected’. See R. Kopp and K. Smith, ‘Eagle Mine and Idarado’, in K.M. Ward and J.W. Duffield (eds.), *Natural Resources Damages: Law and Economics* (1992), at 381.
150 Goodstein and Polasky, above n. 66, at 85.
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age assessment, it is now possible to compare and draw conclusions on their relative advantages and disadvantages. The following four dimensions shall be considered based on the previous analysis: accuracy, assessment costs, total value of nature and disagreements between parties in litigation.

From the perspective of validity and reliability (accuracy), market-based approaches are considered to be the most accurate, whereas revealed and stated preferences are expected to achieve a sufficient level of accuracy provided that very scrupulous assessments are conducted.

When it comes to the assessment costs, market-based approaches are surely the least resource-intensive and cheapest tools, whereas stated preference techniques are more expensive due to the need of experts, time and money to run surveys and to process the answers. These costs can be considerably cut down only when studies on similar natural resources exist and their outcomes can be transferred to the damaged environment that has to be valued (benefits transfer).

In terms of values of nature captured, market-based approaches and revealed preferences only reflect use and exchange values, while stated preferences also embed the values of those who do not use the natural resources in object but still gain utility from their existence.

Lastly, if we look at possible disagreements that may delay litigation, the restoration cost approach is arguably the least open method to disputes, whereas both revealed and stated preferences can raise controversies about the validity and reliability of their final estimates.

In addition to the above, according to consolidated literature all methods may suffer from four main issues of inaccuracy. The first one relates to the relevant population whose values need to be estimated: should that be a limited group of people locally affected by the accident or the global population? If the aim of the valuation process is to compensate individuals for their post-accident losses, then it makes sense to limit the assessment to that people affected by the accident and those legally entitled to compensation. The second issue concerns how individual values are aggregated. Normally, aggregated measures of benefits are not weighted based on the income, even if preferences expressed by wealthier people are higher compared to low-income people and this should be considered when interpreting the results of valuation processes. The third issue refers to the discount factor. The rationale for discounting is that people assign higher utility to immediate rather than future benefits (or they assign lower marginal utility to future benefits if an income increase is expected). Environmental policies pose an additional issue since future benefits are associated with future generations whose preferences should not to be weighted differently compared with present generations. The appropriate discount rate should thus depend on how utilities of different generations are weighted in a specific society and how consumption rates are expected to change over time. The fourth issue is the uncertainty of environmental changes over time and the fact that factors, like climate change, might change future outcomes. Uncertainties can be incorporated to increase accuracy by means of models that identify all possible scenarios and then assign probabilities based on risk attitudes. Yet, these models are highly resource-intensive and time-consuming.

It is clear from the above that there is no one-fits-all solution for any environmental damage assessment and that the most efficient method shall be determined based on the specificities of the injured environment, the data and the resources available, but also the expertise of the court. Some takeaways can be further inferred from the practice. It can be argued that the employment of market-based and revealed preferences should be avoided if a considerable share of the TEV of the damaged resource is given by non-use values. That is particularly true for unique, irreplaceable and irrecoverable natural resources, whose value (especially the non-use component of TEV) is so high that it outweighs the assessment costs. Concerning the restoration cost approach, it can end up in underestimation and under-deterrence if the equivalency analysis is not sufficiently accurate (like in the DWH accident). Therefore, judges should pay more attention to the way replacing resources are valued and weighted with the damaged ones.

Having said that, the last issue to tackle is whether the debate on the environmental damage assessment can be considered exhausted or instead something new might still contribute to change the way environmental damages are valued in courts. The next section will delve into this final point.

7 Did the Well Run Dry or Is There Another Novel in There?

After the big accident of the DWH and given its complexity, the US Congress asked the National Academy of Science to evaluate the impacts of the DWH spill. Additionally, it was asked to determine how exactly the ‘ecosystem services approach’ could help to achieve full 154 Increased consumption should bring to lower marginal utility in the future (ibid., at 18).
155 Resource constraints and data collection options normally influence the choice of valuation techniques. See Barbier et al., above n. 73, at 40.
156 The term of ecosystem services intended as benefits that people can get from functioning ecosystems dates back to the 1980s (P.R. Ehrlich and A. H. Ehrlich, Extinction: The Causes and Consequences of the Disappearance of Species (1981)), whereas ecological economists have been working on their monetary valuation since the 1990s (Daily, above n. 83). See R. Costanza, R. d'Arge, R. de Groot, et al., The Value of the World’s Ecosystem Services and Natural Capital, 387 Nature 253 (1997). There is now a common belief in ecology that the ecosystem services approach has the potential of allowing better policies based on more comprehensive valuations, despite its anthropocentrism. For a review of the existing debate around the
compensation of victims when valuing post-accident damages.\textsuperscript{157} The final report pointed out that the ecosystem services approach differs from traditional approaches to damage assessment and to restoration, because its focus is not on the natural resources themselves, but on the goods and services that those resources supply to people. Therefore, this method has the potential of supplementing rather than replacing traditional ways to value environmental damages.\textsuperscript{158} Regarding the economic valuation of ecosystem services, Robert Costanza and his colleagues provided two monetary examples for the DWH. The first one assumed the almost total closure of Louisiana’s fishery activities and it estimated an annual loss of $ 2.5 billion. The second one calculated all values of services provided by the most affected area in the region (Mississippi River Delta) with an envisaged reduction of 10%-50% reduction in ecosystem services and it ended up in a final total loss of $54-$670 billion in present value (at a 3.5% discount rate) until full ecological restoration.\textsuperscript{159} In addition, some ecologists in 2016 proposed a socio-ecological approach to restoration that integrated social (economic, ethical) and ecological variables in order to achieve a successful restoration.\textsuperscript{160} While all these approaches have the potential of considerably improving the accuracy of the results, the remaining burning question revolves around the possibility to overcome traditional issues of inaccuracy and assessment costs via the ecosystem services approach. Apparently, the valuation of ecosystem services follows the traditional methods in environmental economics and it thus raises the same inaccuracy issues. However, two possible advantages might be considered. First, there is a widespread belief in ecological economics that the ecosystem service valuation provides useful information on social preferences that should not be ignored if we want to avoid massive losses of environmental values.\textsuperscript{161} Although this might be true, it has to be counterargued that the method suffers from a serious lack of data on the state of ecosystems and the values of ecosystem services in the world.\textsuperscript{162} An exception to that is represented by key ecosystem services (forests and wetlands) whose economic values have been already largely investigated and mainstreamed through databases. Since these data are regularly updated, they may effectively provide judges with easy-to-read information.\textsuperscript{163} Secondly, two new trends in ecological studies – namely, the social network analysis (SNA) and big data – might further contribute to lower the costs of damage assessment in future. The SNA\textsuperscript{164} has been used to assess cultural ecosystem services\textsuperscript{165} and it reflects better relational values for them. On the other hand, the use of big data, and, especially, behavioural data, is expected to provide useful information on preferences that have not been yet fully explored.

To conclude, while the ecosystem service valuation has the potential of minimising the social costs of accidents by either reducing the costs of assessment or improving the spectrum of social preferences, there is still a strong need for more plentiful evidence on the values of all categories of ecosystem services. Once the state of the art in natural sciences is more robust, plausibly judges will be more in favour of supplementing traditional methods with this novel approach. Before that moment, more economic analysis in choosing and implementing the appropriate valuation technique would be needed to improve the environmental damage assessment so that the amount of money paid for ecological damages better reflects the harm and, as a consequence, polluters can receive optimal care incentives. Surely, natural resources with high non-use values or unique value would deserve more accurate assessments.

\textsuperscript{157} Committee on the Effects of the Deepwater Horizon Mississippi Canyon-252 Oil Spill on Ecosystem Services in the Gulf of Mexico, Ocean Studies Board, Division on Earth and Life Studies, National Research Council, An Ecosystem Services Approach to Assessing the Impacts of the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico (2013).

\textsuperscript{158} Ibid., at 1.


\textsuperscript{161} For a full picture, see A. Kontoleon, U. Pascual & T. Swanson, Biodiversity Economics (2007).

\textsuperscript{162} For an overview of obstacles and possible solutions for mapping and assessing ecosystems in the EU, see B. Burkhard, J. Maes, M.B. Potschin-Young, et al., 'Mapping and Assessing Ecosystem Services in the EU – Lessons Learned from the ESMERALDA Approach of Integration', 3 One Ecosystem e29153 (2018).

\textsuperscript{163} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{165} Those referred to recreational, aesthetic and spiritual benefits. They shall be distinguished from provisioning services such as food, timber, water, and regulating services that affect climate, floods, disease, wastes and water quality.
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Abstract

Companies exert substantial pressures on freshwater. They may exacerbate depletion and can be a major source of pollution, adversely impacting human rights and the environment. Recent years have seen the emergence of regulatory instruments that aim to address adverse impacts by corporate activities on people and the planet. These have culminated in the European Commission’s 2022 Proposal for a Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive, which seeks to introduce an obligation for large EU companies to conduct human rights and environmental due diligence. Despite companies’ adverse impacts on freshwater, the draft Directive does not explicitly focus on this. Nevertheless, its material scope does contain human rights and environmental standards from which its protection can potentially be extrapolated. In light of this potential, this article answers the question: to what extent does the draft Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive encompass freshwater issues, and how can its role in this respect be improved? It finds that the draft Directive encompasses freshwater protection from the perspective of both human rights and environment but only to a limited extent. It is limited from a human rights perspective due to the reformulation of the human right to water, and from an environmental perspective due to the acritical transposition of international environmental obligations. Given these limitations, the article concludes with some recommendations on how freshwater issues can be more comprehensively included within the draft Directive.
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1 Introduction

Freshwater is a natural resource with unique characteristics, above all, that it is essential for all life on this planet. Despite this fundamental life-sustaining role, freshwater availability is limited. While seventy-one percent of the earth’s surface is covered by water, less than three percent of this is freshwater. Of that three percent, only half a percent is accessible for human and environmental needs. Although this quantity of freshwater has remained unchanged for billions of years, the anthropogenic pressures exerted thereon have increased exponentially. Companies can exert substantial anthropogenic pressures on freshwater resources by exacerbating freshwater depletion and contributing to freshwater pollution, thus adversely impacting human rights and the environment.

Corporate activities may exacerbate freshwater depletion owing to their volumes of freshwater extraction. Globally, approximately eighty-four percent of freshwater resources are withdrawn by the agricultural and industrial sectors. This mass extraction contributes to freshwater scarcity in the basins where companies operate. Where scarcity occurs, freshwater is unavailable for humans to meet their basic needs, including drinking, meeting industrial needs, and the environment.

4 United Nations-Water, 2021: Summary Progress Update 2021 – SDG 6 water and sanitation for all. Version 2021, Geneva, Switzerland, at 9-10 notes that 72% of all global freshwater withdrawals are used by agriculture, while 12% is used by industry.
hygiene, and cooking. Freshwater is also unavailable to meet environmental needs, and this results in disappearing wetlands, damaged ecosystem services and the inability to sustain plant and animal life. Corporate activities can also be a major source of freshwater pollution. This is caused, for instance, by the discharge of harmful agricultural effluents like fertilisers, herbicides and pesticides, as well as industrial wastewater contaminated with chemical and radiological substances into surrounding freshwater sources. This can create serious health problems for people and destroy ecosystems by deteriorating freshwater quality so that natural vegetation and healthy aquatic ecosystems cannot be sustained.

Companies may be connected to adverse impacts to freshwater in different ways. On the one hand, there are companies operating directly on the ground and in the water basins where the freshwater depletion and pollution occurs. On the other hand, there may be many other companies that are indirectly linked to those same adverse impacts through their global value chains. There have been some notable cases in which EU-based companies have been connected to freshwater depletion and pollution with serious adverse impacts on human rights and the environment outside the EU.

A depletion-related case is that of Danish supermarkets that imported and sold avocados that had been harvested from plantations in a water scarce region of Chile. The plantations’ freshwater extractions from riverine systems and groundwater aquifers caused freshwater depletion and the deterioration of the ecosystems dependent thereon. Vegetation was reduced to piles of roots and dead tree stumps, and animals died from dehydration. Local communities had insufficient freshwater for necessities like drinking water, hygiene, cooking and cleaning. A pollution-related case is that of Royal Dutch Shell being held responsible for polluting the Niger Delta’s waterways as a result of numerous oil spills from pipelines operated by its Nigerian subsidiary. These oil spills have had irreparable impacts. Freshwater has been so polluted that it cannot be used for drinking, cooking or cleaning by the communities living in the vicinity of the affected pipelines, fish have died, and no vegetation will grow in or near it. Globally, the instances of companies adversely impacting freshwater are countless.

The past two decades have seen an increasing focus on the ways in which corporate activities may directly and indirectly cause adverse impacts on human rights and the environment and on the question of how this should be addressed. In recent years this has resulted in the emergence of a growing variety of regulatory instruments seeking to address companies’ responsibility to prevent, mitigate and/or redress adverse human rights or environmental impacts that directly or indirectly result from their operations. Over time these instruments have become increasingly binding in nature, culminating in the European Commission’s 2022 Proposal for a Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive, which seeks to introduce an obligation for large EU companies to conduct human rights and environmental due diligence.

However, despite the fundamental life-sustaining role of freshwater, and despite the pressures exerted on this resource by corporate activities that result in adverse impacts to human rights and the environment, the draft Directive does not specifically address this issue. Yet its material scope does contain human rights and environmental standards from which a corporate responsibility to respect freshwater can potentially be extrapolated. In light of this potential, this article answers the question: to what extent does the draft Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive (hereinafter: draft Directive) encompass freshwater issues, and how can its role in this respect be improved?

Using doctrinal legal methodology, this article will first outline the foundational international instruments establishing companies’ responsibilities with respect to human rights and the environment and the role of due diligence in this context (Section 2.1), as well as the international human right to water (Section 2.2). It will then explore how freshwater issues have been encompassed within human rights and environmental due diligence as prescribed by these foundational instruments.

12 Ibid.
focusing on the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights in Section 3.1 and on the OECD Guidelines in Section 3.2 and how this works in practice (Section 3.5). It will then explore the draft Directive’s material scope with respect to human rights, specifically focusing on the human right to water (Section 4.1), and with respect to the environment, specifically focusing on the environmental aspect of freshwater issues (Section 4.2). It will also provide a critical reflection on the extent to which freshwater issues are included within the draft Directive as it currently stands. The article concludes with recommendations on how it could include freshwater issues more comprehensively (Section 5).

2 Setting the Scene

Before delving into an analysis of due diligence and freshwater issues, a brief exploration of human rights and environmental due diligence, as well as the status of the human right to water is in order.

2.1 Human Rights and Environmental Due Diligence

Recent decades have seen increased global scrutiny of companies’ adverse impacts16 on human rights and the environment,17 prompting a rapid flourishing of instruments that attempt to prevent, mitigate and/or redress such impacts by introducing human rights and environmental due diligence.18 This section introduces the concept of human rights and environmental due diligence (hereinafter: due diligence) by exploring the relevant sections of the international instruments that established it: the 2011 UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs)19 and the 2011 version of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (OECD Guidelines)20 seeking to establish a consensus on human rights standards applicable to companies, UN Special Representative John Ruggie21 introduced, in 2008, the ‘Protect, Respect and Remedy’ policy framework.22 This consists of three pillars, wherein states and companies are assigned different roles regarding human rights: I) the state duty to protect the human rights of those within their jurisdiction;23 II) the corporate responsibility to respect the human rights of third parties; and III) access to remedies for victims of companies’ adverse impacts on human rights. The second pillar outlines what is required of companies for them to respect the human rights of third parties who may be detrimentally impacted by activities in which these companies are directly or indirectly involved.24 It introduces the concept of human rights-related due diligence as ‘…a process whereby companies not only ensure compliance with national laws but also manage the risk of human rights harm with a view to avoiding it.’25

The ‘Protect, Respect and Remedy’ framework was operationalised into the 2011 UNGPs,26 according to which the corporate responsibility to respect encompasses three core aspects: 1) the adoption of a policy commitment to respect human rights;27 2) the implementation of an ongoing human rights due diligence process;28 and 3) the adoption of remediation processes.29 According to the UNGPs, companies should carry out due diligence30 oecdguidelinesformultinationalenterprises.htm (last visited 4 May 2022) (2011).


23 This duty is applicable to both home and host states, UNGPs, above n. 19, at 1.


26 UNGPs, above n. 19; Enneking and Veldman, above n. 17, at 2; Bernazz, above n. 18, at 193; E. Morgera, Corporate Environmental Accountability in International Law (2020), at 43.


28 UNGPs, above n. 19, at Principle 17-21; UNGPs Reporting, ‘Human Rights Due Diligence’, www.ungreporting.org/glossary/human-rights-due-diligence (last visited 10 May 2022); O’Brien and Dhana-rajnan, above n. 27, at 545; Shift, above n. 27, at 17.


30 UNGPs above n. 19, at Principles 15-21.
to ‘identify, prevent, mitigate and account for’ actual or potential adverse human rights impacts that they may be involved in through their own activities or through their business relationships. Doing so requires them to take four essential steps: 1) assessing the actual and potential adverse impacts of their business activities on human rights; 2) acting on the findings of this assessment, including by integrating appropriate measures to address impacts into company policies and practices; 3) tracking how effective the measures the company has taken are in preventing or mitigating adverse human rights impacts; and 4) communicating publicly about the due diligence process and results on how impacts are addressed.

Although the UNGPs are not legally binding, they have been widely accepted and have proven highly influential in the decade since their unanimous adoption by the UN Human Rights Council. Since its introduction by the UNGPs, the due diligence concept has also found its way into other international soft law instruments, like the 2011 revised version of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. Since the OECD Guidelines cover a range of topics that is broader than human rights, including, for instance, the environment, this has expanded the material scope of due diligence. The OECD Working Party on Responsible Business Conduct has subsequently issued a number of guidance documents on what is required of companies in implementing due diligence, including a general guidance (featuring, among other things, a six-step graphic representation of the due diligence process and supporting measures; see figure 1) as well as several sector-specific and/or thematic guidances.

In 2018, the UN Working Group on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises noted that ‘since the endorsement of the Guiding Principles by the Human Rights Council in 2011, corporate human rights due diligence has become a norm of expected conduct’. This statement is corroborated by the fact that in an increasing number of countries, especially in Europe, legislative initiatives have been introduced featuring human rights and environmental due diligence obligations for companies. Examples include the French Law on Duty of Vigilance, the Norwegian Law on Transparency, the German Lieferkettengesetz and several instruments in varying stages of development in the Netherlands, Austria and Belgium. This development has provided the main impetus for the introduction at the EU level of the draft Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive.
2.2 The International Human Right to Water

Although the idea that everyone has a right to water is not new – and water’s indispensability for human survival has been recognised throughout history – the human right to water is contentious in the field of international human rights. The primary reason for this is that it has not been explicitly recognised in the three most authoritative instruments outlining fundamental international human rights: the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Nonetheless, the international human right to water has been recognised in two ways. First, it has been explicitly recognised as an individual human right in a few binding international human rights instruments. Second, it has been implicitly recognised in a wide array of international documents, notably in several non-binding Resolutions and Declarations as a derivative right.

The explicit recognition of the human right to water is made in a number of international instruments that require states to ensure that freshwater is available to specific groups of people who require special protection. The right to a basic water supply was explicitly recognised in instruments like the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. The right has been implicitly recognised by the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which derived the human right to water from the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) in General Comment 15, guided by the belief that water is essential to ensure human dignity, life and health. The human right to water was derived primarily from Article 11 on the right to an adequate standard of living and from Article 12 on the right to the highest attainable standard of health. General Comment 15 defined the right as ‘entitling everyone to sufficient, safe, acceptable, physically accessible and affordable water for personal and domestic uses’. This definition also elaborates why the human right to water is necessary, detailing that ‘an adequate amount of safe water is necessary to prevent death from dehydration, to reduce the risk of water-related diseases, and to provide for consumption, cooking, personal and domestic hygiene requirements’.

General Comment 15 is considered the most authoritative interpretation of the right, establishing its normative interpretation of the right, establishing its normative
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53 A derivative right is a right deriving from other related or ‘dependent’ rights. Cahill, above n. 53, at 391.
58 General Comment 15, above n. 58, at para 3.
59 Ibid.
60 Ibid., at para 2; Lambooy, above n. 53, at 853.
61 General Comment 15, above n. 58, at para 2.
tive content that entails three components: freshwater availability (quantity), quality and accessibility. It is important to note that the three components of the normative content of the human right to water are indivisible and, thus, in order to realise the human right to water, respect should be given to all the constituent elements thereof. Unless all these elements are respected, the human right to water is not fully fledged. Availability (quantity) means that each individual's freshwater supply must be sufficient and continuous for personal and domestic uses. The UN has not determined the precise amount that entails a sufficient quantity; however, it follows World Health Organisation Guidelines in this regard, which set twenty litres per person daily as the minimum quantity. This minimum standard is set exceptionally low, especially considering that, globally, approximately eighty-four percent of freshwater resources are withdrawn by agriculture and industry, and the water footprint of some products, which are offered a far greater amount of freshwater per unit. For example, one cup of coffee requires 130 litres of freshwater, and one kilogram of beef 15, 400 litres. Quality entails that water should be clean and free from harmful substances like micro-organisms, chemicals and radiological substances. It should also be of an 'acceptable colour, odour and taste for each personal or domestic use'. This definition is broad and encompasses all possible types of freshwater pollution and does not limit this to specified chemicals. Accessibility has four overlapping dimensions: physical, economic and information accessibility, as well as non-discrimination. Physical accessibility requires water facilities and services to be within the safe physical reach of all sections of the population and should be accessible within, or in the immediate vicinity of, each household, educational institution and workplace. Economic accessibility requires water to be affordable for all persons and that the cost of water does not compromise the realisation of other Covenant rights. Information accessibility 'includes the right to seek, receive and impart information concerning water issues'. Non-discrimination entails accessibility to all water facilities and services, without discrimination on any prohibited grounds.

After its establishment in General Comment 15, the international human right to water has been affirmed or reinforced in multiple instruments since. These include UN General Assembly Resolution 64/292 (2010), which reinforced the human right to water as a self-standing justiciable human right, and UN Human Rights Council Resolution 15/9 (2010), which recognised the right to water as instrumental to the realisation of other human rights and affirmed that it is derived from the rights to an adequate standard of living, health, life and human dignity. As Chirwa highlights, these developments demonstrate that the right to water is 'going through a process of achieving formal affirmation' and that there 'is a strong trend towards its full legal recognition'.

3 Due Diligence and Freshwater Issues

Given that human rights and environmental due diligence have become a norm of expected conduct for companies, the question arises as to whether this also means that companies are expected to include or even prioritise freshwater issues when conducting due diligence. Before going into an analysis of the draft Directive, this section will look at (and, where relevant, beyond) the foundational instruments that have established companies' due diligence expectations, the UNGPs and the OECD Guidelines to explore whether and to what extent freshwater protection is encompassed within their material scope. In addition, it will also look at studies that indicate whether companies do in fact conduct due diligence and, if so, what the material scope is of the activities they carry out in this respect.

3.1 The UNGPs and Freshwater Issues

According to Principle 12 of the UNGPs, due diligence should encompass, at a minimum, all internationally recognised human rights. According to Principle 12
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and its commentary, these include those human rights expressed in the International Bill of Rights, which is composed of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the ICESCR, as well as the principles concerning fundamental rights set out in the International Labour Organisation’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.\textsuperscript{82} Organisations like the UN Global Compact\textsuperscript{83} and the Danish Institute for Human Rights\textsuperscript{84} have pointed out in this respect that understanding the meaning of rights in relation to the material scope of the UNGPs requires more than a textual reading of instruments and that their substantive content is elaborated in a multitude of places. These include declarations and general comments on human rights made by UN bodies, reports by UN special procedures on specific themes, as well as regional and national instruments and jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{85} General Comment 15 as well as the UN General Assembly and Human Rights Council resolutions recognising the human right to water in Articles 11 and 12 of the ICESCR are instruments that elaborate the substantive content of human rights contained within the material scope of the UNGPs. In addition to those instruments explicitly included, Principle 12 also states that ‘[d]epending on the circumstances, business enterprises may need to consider additional standards’ like the rights of ‘individuals belonging to specific groups or populations that require particular attention’.\textsuperscript{86} The 2012 Interpretive Guide for the Responsibility to Respect by the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (hereinafter, OHCHR) provides examples of additional standards that should be considered under different circumstances, emphasising those protecting specific groups of people like children, women, indigenous people, people belonging to ethnic or other minorities or persons with disabilities.\textsuperscript{87} Many of the instruments that have been considered ‘additional standards’ that companies may need to consider explicitly include the human right to water. Examples include the right to a basic water supply in the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women,\textsuperscript{88} the right to water as part of the right to health in the Convention on the Rights of the Child,\textsuperscript{89} and the right of equal access by persons with disabilities to clean water services in the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.\textsuperscript{90}

Additionally, to illustrate how human rights are relevant to companies and how human rights issues can be managed, the OHCHR Interpretive Guide refers to the 2008 ‘Human Rights Translated: A Business Reference Guide’ by the Castan Centre for Human Rights Law, the International Business Leaders Forum and the OHCHR.\textsuperscript{91} In this guide, it is observed that Article 11 ICESCR on the right to an adequate standard living has been interpreted to include the right to water,\textsuperscript{92} and an interpretation of its normative content is provided on the basis of, \textit{inter alia}, General Comment 15.\textsuperscript{93} On this basis, the guide provides a number of recommendations as to how companies can include the human right to water within their due diligence processes, including: i) that companies should ensure that their human rights impact assessments identify any impacts on the right to water; ii) that they take steps to establish systems to monitor the impact of company activities on the water table and avoid overuse; and iii) that they establish systems to ensure that their activities do not pollute or otherwise damage water supplies and sources, for example by planning for the safe removal of toxic chemicals that could prove environmentally damaging.\textsuperscript{94} With respect to the material scope of the UNGPs, it can be concluded that this encompasses all internationally recognised human rights, which in turn include the human right to water. Furthermore, it should be noted that whereas most authors view the material scope of the UNGPs as limited to internationally recognised human rights and/or not directly involving environmental issues,\textsuperscript{95}\textsuperscript{96} not everyone agrees that this is the case. Macchi, for instance, has highlighted that although the UNGPs do not expressly include environmental issues, this does not bar a holistic interpretation of the open-ended due diligence standard, which contains an inherent degree of flexibility.\textsuperscript{97} In line with this, Macchi notes that because environmental and human rights issues are fundamentally interrelated, it is appropriate to advocate for a holistic due diligence process with standards of

\textsuperscript{82} UNGPs, above n. 19, at Principle 12 and Commentary to Principles 12, at 14.
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\textsuperscript{93} Castan Centre for Human Rights Law, 2008, above n. 92, at 118; the 2008 version also references the Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights on the scope and content of relevant human rights obligations related to equitable access to safe drinking water and sanitation under international human rights instruments, A/HRC/6/3, and the UN HRC ‘Human rights and access to safe drinking water and sanitation’, Resolution 7/22, 28 March 2008; Castan Centre for Human Rights Law, above n. 33, at xi and 101.

\textsuperscript{94} Castan Centre for Human Rights Law, 2008, above n. 92, at 124.

\textsuperscript{95} For example: Taylor, above n. 82, at 89-91; Birchall, above n. 16, at 136-7; and O’Brien and Dharanaján, above n. 27, at 545.


conduct that are interpreted considering environmental law as well. At the same time, however, the UNGPs leave it up to companies to determine which human rights risks should be prioritised for further action, based on the identification of the risks that are related to their operations (or those of their subsidiaries or supply chain partners) and an assessment of their severity and irreversibility. Furthermore, the scale and complexity of the means through which they address such risks may vary according to not only the severity of the risks but also the specific features of the company, including its size, sector, operational context, ownership and structure. This means that the question of whether and to what extent a company is required to take action, as part of its due diligence process, on freshwater issues related to its operations (or those of their subsidiaries or supply chain partners), can only be determined on a case-by-case and a company-by-company basis.

3.2 The OECD Guidelines and Freshwater Issues

Apart from the fact that their personal scope is limited to multinational enterprises, the OECD Guidelines have been formulated from an open and broad perspective to facilitate their application in numerous contexts. Their material scope is broader than the UNGPs as they cover not only human rights but also a number of other broad categories: disclosure; employment and industrial relations; environment; bribery, bribe solicitation and extortion; consumer interests; science and technology; competition; and taxation. However, neither the 2011 Guidelines nor the 2018 Due Diligence Guidance are explicit about specific subjects or issues that fall outside of their scope. The recommendation that companies should carry out due diligence is laid down in the General Policies chapter of the Guidelines. According to the commentary, this recommendation applies to all matters in the Guidelines that are related to adverse impacts but does not extend to the chapters on Science and Technology, Competition and Taxation. Other than this, the material scope of due diligence in the OECD Guidelines is not clearly delineated or restricted, meaning that it is not immediately evident whether or not freshwater issues fall within their material scope.

Chapter IV of the OECD Guidelines on Human Rights is consistent with the UNGPs in that it expresses that companies should respect internationally recognised human rights. The content and language of this Chapter replicates that of the UNGPs, also indicating that internationally recognised human rights encompass those in the International Bill of Rights, as well as additional standards like those protecting rights of individuals belonging to specific groups like women, children and persons with disabilities. As previously established in the context of the UNGPs, the human right to water is an internationally recognised right within the scope of the instruments and standards referenced and is thus a human right that should be considered in the due diligence process that multinational enterprises are required to conduct under the OECD Guidelines.

Chapter VI of the OECD Guidelines on Environment takes a broad approach to material scope. It expresses that companies should, 'within the framework of laws, regulations and administrative practices in the countries in which they operate, and in consideration of relevant international agreements, principles, objectives and standards, take due account of the need to protect the environment ... and generally to conduct their activities in a manner contributing to the wider goal of sustainable development'. The Chapter refers to general standards of environmental protection and lists tools, with a view to broadly reflecting the principles and objectives contained in several international environmental instruments. These include the Rio Declaration, Agenda 21 and the Aarhus Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters. It also provides a list of tools to achieve corporate environmental responsibility, including environmental management systems, life-cycle assessments, communication and stakeholder involvement and environmental impact assessments. Whereas the reference in the OECD Guidelines to these standards, principles and objectives makes clear that companies are expected to protect the environment and act sustainably, the environmental protection of freshwater resources is not explicitly included within the Chapter.

This means that although owing to their broad set-up, freshwater issues can be said to fall within the material scope of the OECD Guidelines, the exact nature of their
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inclusion therein requires analysis on a case-by-case basis. Examples of such cases (or ‘specific instances’) can be located within the database of the OECD National Contact Points (NCPs), which governments adhering to the OECD Guidelines are expected to set up in order to further the effectiveness of the Guidelines by, among other things, ‘...contributing to the resolution of issues that may arise from the alleged non-observance of the Guidelines in specific instances’. Despite the number of specific instances NCPs have taken on in recent decades, there are only a handful that include freshwater issues from either a human rights or an environmental perspective. An example of a specific instance that did involve freshwater issues is that of The Odoh Family & Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria Ltd. (SPDC). In this case, the Dutch NCP demonstrated that freshwater issues, more specifically oil spillages rendering freshwater unfit for livelihood purposes as well as the construction of a pipeline that distorted the natural flow and purposes of the lake, are encompassed within the material scope of the OECD Guidelines from the perspective of both human rights and environment.

Going beyond the case-by-case approach to due diligence under the OECD Guidelines, the OECD Working Party on Responsible Business Conduct has introduced sectoral guidance instruments providing detailed guidance on how companies operating in a number of specific sectors should conduct due diligence. Most of these sectoral guidance instruments explicitly incorporate freshwater issues, albeit to different extents. The Due Diligence Guidance for Meaningful Stakeholder Engagement in the Extractive Sector, for instance, recommends that companies should understand how their operations impact both freshwater in the environment and the human right to water of surrounding communities. The Guidance for Responsible Agricultural Supply Chains recommends that companies engage in the sustainable use of freshwater by reducing pollution and increasing freshwater efficiency. It also recommends that companies conduct enhanced due diligence when operating in water basins that experience freshwater scarcity.

3.3 Due Diligence and Freshwater Issues in Practice

Despite the broad recognition of the UNGPs and the OECD Guidelines and the emphasis they place on due diligence, scholars like O’Brien and Ortega have noted that there is a dearth of studies on the impact and effectiveness of due diligence processes in practice. The few studies that exist have demonstrated a minimal uptake of due diligence by companies. In 2016 O’Brien and Dhanarajan noted that after five years of the UNGPs promulgation, less than 350 of approximately 80,000 companies had a human rights policy, which constitutes (only) the first step of the due diligence process. A 2017 empirical study by Mc-
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Corquodale et al. surveyed 150 companies and found that almost half\(^{127}\) of the respondents had never conducted a dedicated due diligence process.\(^{128}\) In 2019, a Corporate Human Rights Benchmark assessment identified due diligence as a key weak performance area in 200 of the largest publicly traded companies globally, with almost half scoring zero points on the applicable indicators.\(^{129}\) In 2020, the European Commission published a study on due diligence requirements through the supply chain that showed only 37.14\% of European Union company respondents were conducting due diligence processes and that only 16\% cover their entire supply chain, often relying on voluntary international standards.\(^{130}\) In addition to the few studies that do provide empirical evidence indicating the extent to which there is uptake of due diligence in practice, there are some studies that detail how companies conduct their due diligence and what they consider the relevant material scope of this process to be.\(^{131}\) These studies indicate that in practice, companies narrow the material scope of due diligence to focus on specific, well-determined human rights and environmental impact, and do not conduct due diligence with a material scope as broad as that recommended by the UNGP and OECD Guidelines. A study by the UN Global Compact found that companies limit the material scope of their due diligence prematurely and that few have operationalised their due diligence to encompass all impacts.\(^{132}\) Salcito and Wielga have noted that it is increasingly common for companies to identify a few impacts as pertinent and to develop due diligence around these.\(^{133}\) A study on due diligence through the supply chain commissioned by the European Commission has confirmed this, finding that only one third\(^{134}\) of respondent companies undertook due diligence that considered all human rights and environmental impacts and that another third\(^{135}\) limited their due diligence to specific areas, including health and safety, labour, non-discrimination and equality, environment, land rights and indigenous communities.\(^{136}\) Studies have found that companies narrow the material scope of their due diligence in several ways. The UN Working Group on Business and Human Rights has noted that rather than focusing on their significant impacts, companies focus on either those that are relatively easy to address or those that garner societal focus like modern slavery or diversity.\(^{137}\) Shift has highlighted that when companies are confronted with a broad scope of impacts, not all of which they are able to address immediately, they often tend to focus on those impacts where they have the greatest leverage or control rather than on those that are most severe.\(^{138}\) Additionally, companies tend to focus on impacts that are relevant to their own operations, sector or business relationships.\(^{139}\) KPMG found that companies that sell products are particularly concerned with labour rights, while companies that market to consumers were primarily focused on privacy rights, whereas those that extractives and industrial manufacturing emphasise impacts like worker safety and environmental harm.\(^{140}\) The material scope of current due diligence practices reveals that focus has mainly been placed on a limited number of specific impacts. These include labour,\(^{141}\) non-discrimination,\(^{142}\) Indigenous communities and land rights\(^{143}\) and environmental damage.\(^{144}\) Esteves et al. observed that as a result of this approach, community impacts like water insecurity or the loss of food production are not adequately covered.\(^{145}\) A study by McCorquodale et al. revealed that those companies that initially narrowed but thereafter broadened the material scope of their due diligence realised that several impacts had not been covered by their preliminary approach.\(^{146}\) This finding is supported by Smit, who notes that evidence indicates that companies that assume that their impacts are limited to those prevalent in their sector miss their other adverse impacts.\(^{147}\)
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It is clear from the foregoing that even though a wide material scope is recommended by the UNGPs and the OECD Guidelines, in practice companies are in many cases not conducting due diligence at all or, if they do, are focusing on specific impacts. What is also clear is that freshwater issues, although they fall within the material scope of the UNGPs and the OECD Guidelines, are not among the issues that are most commonly covered by companies’ due diligence procedures in practice.

4 The Draft Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive and Freshwater Issues

On 23 February 2022, the European Commission released its highly anticipated draft Directive introducing a European Union-wide due diligence obligation. It aims to ensure that certain large EU companies (including certain non-EU companies operating in the internal market) contribute to sustainable development by imposing a due diligence obligation with a view to minimising and ending their adverse environmental and human rights impacts. It is approximately aligned with the due diligence instruments that preceded it148 but is also fundamentally different as it transforms the responsibility to respect and the due diligence process into hard law obligations.

The draft Directive introduces several obligations for companies, the primary being that companies should ‘conduct human rights and environmental due diligence’149. This obligation comprises six steps: (1) ‘integrating due diligence into their policies’;150 (2) ‘identifying actual and potential adverse impacts’;151 (3) ‘preventing and mitigating potential adverse impacts’ and ending or mitigating actual adverse impacts;152 (4) ‘establishing and maintaining a complaints procedure’;153 (5) ‘monitoring the effectiveness of their due diligence policies and measures’;154 and (6) ‘publicly communicating on their due diligence’.155

This due diligence obligation is relevant to only a limited number of companies as the draft Directive has a narrow scope of application.156 It only pertains to very large EU-based companies and large EU-based companies that operate in high-risk sectors like textiles,157 agriculture and extractive industries.158 It also pertains to non-EU companies from third countries that operate and generate a high turnover in the EU market.159 It thereby excludes small- and medium-sized enterprises, and hence approximately ninety-nine percent of all EU companies are exempt from the obligations imposed by the draft Directive.160

4.1 Material Scope

The material scope of the due diligence obligation is defined by a selective set of human rights norms and environmental standards that originate from a limited number of international instruments. These norms are listed in the two-Part Annex to the draft Directive,161 Part I on human rights, and Part II on environmental standards. In the Explanatory Memorandum to the Commission proposal, it is clarified that the material scope covers those human rights and environmental standards ‘that can be clearly defined in selected international conventions’.162

Part I of the Annex on human rights has two sections. Section 1 contains a twenty-paragraph list of specific human rights that are included in international human rights instruments.163 It covers most of the foundational international human rights, including civil and political rights as well as social, economic and cultural rights.164 It also covers some human rights with a specific focus on groups like women, children and persons with disabilities.165 Section 1 notes that the list of human rights it provides is non-exhaustive and that the material scope of due diligence obligations can also encompass human rights that are included in the conventions that are listed in Section 2.166 Section 2 lists conventions that include those encompassed within the International Bill of Human Rights,167 those with a specific focus on particular groups,168 as well as some non-binding human rights declarations like The Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities,169 as well as the International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work170 and Tripartite Declaration
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of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy.\textsuperscript{172}

Part II of the Annex pertains to environmental standards and lists a limited number of violations of recognised objectives and prohibitions included in certain international environmental conventions or multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs).\textsuperscript{173} It is mentioned in the Explanatory Memorandum that this list is the result of a 'strict selection based on the need to ensure clear obligations and legal certainty'\textsuperscript{174} and thus contains 'only those environmental conventions which create an obligation that is sufficiently precise and implementable for the companies'.\textsuperscript{175} The material scope of the selected standards that meet this criteria is wide but arbitrary and ranges from biological diversity,\textsuperscript{176} to international trade of endangered fauna and flora,\textsuperscript{177} to certain chemical pollutants.\textsuperscript{178} Unlike the human rights in Part I, there is no provision in Part II that allows other environmental standards that are not explicitly listed to be encompassed within the material scope by reference to entire MEAs. The list of environmental standards is thus exhaustive and limited to those contained in the Annex's twelve paragraphs.\textsuperscript{179}

Although explicitly detailed in the Annex, the draft Directive provides the opportunity for the material scope of the due diligence obligation to be reviewed. No later than seven years after the date of its entry into force, the Commission shall submit a report to the European Parliament and Council on its implementation. The report shall evaluate the effectiveness of the Directive, including whether the Annex needs to be modified considering international developments.\textsuperscript{180}

At first glance, the human rights norms and environmental standards that make up the material scope of the draft Directive do not seem to explicitly encompass freshwater issues. The next two sections will explore whether and to what extent the material scope of the draft Directive does in fact encompass freshwater issues, by examining the material scope from the perspective of both human rights and environment.

4.2 The Draft CSDD Directive's Human Rights Norms and Freshwater Issues

As introduced in Section 4.1, the draft Directive covers human rights in two ways. First, it explicitly lists human rights norms, and, second, it includes a ‘catch-all’ clause that refers to a list of international human rights instru-
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with the international right. After all, the latter includes freshwater for a multitude of uses in addition to drinking, like cooking and personal and domestic hygienic requirements (see par. 2.2). 190 Nonetheless, a broader look at paragraph 18 as a whole reveals that it potentially has a much wider application to freshwater that encompasses both quality and quantity and that it is thus better aligned with the normative content of the international human right to water than appears to be the case at first glance. By referring to water pollution and ‘excessive water consumption’, paragraph 18 does, in fact, reference the normative elements of freshwater quality and quantity. The link between water pollution, excessive water consumption and the normative content of the human right to water relating to quality and quantity has already been established prior to the draft Directive by the UN Special Rapporteur on the issue of human rights obligations relating to the enjoyment of a safe, healthy and sustainable environment, David R Boyd. In a report on ‘Human Rights and the global water crisis’, Boyd noted that water pollution adversely affects the quality and quantity of water available to sustain ecosystems and meet human needs, 191 while water scarcity caused by overuse has led to water being unavailable to maintain healthy ecosystems and meet people’s basic needs. 192 Moreover, subsections (a) to (e) of paragraph 18 can all be related to water use and aligned with General Comment 15’s explanation of why the human right to water is necessary. For example, paragraph 18(a), ‘impairs the natural bases for the preservation and production of food’, is closely related to General Comment 15, noting that the human right to water is necessary to provide for cooking, 193 while paragraphs 18(c), ‘makes it difficult for a person to access sanitary facilities’, and 18(d), ‘harms the health … of a person’, relate to General Comment 15, noting that the human right to water is necessary to ‘reduce the risk of water-related diseases … and personal and domestic hygienic requirements’. 194 Paragraph 18 also notes that the substance of its provisions is in accordance with international human rights instruments, including the ICESCR, from which the international human right to water is derived. However, paragraph 18 only references ICESCR Article 12 on the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health. This deviates from the international human right to water, which although linked to Article 12 and the right to health, has been predominantly derived from Article 11 on an adequate standard of living, 195 especially in the context of corporate responsibilities. 196 Perhaps the most notable deviation from the international human right to water is that paragraph 18 renders the human right to water dependent on environmental degradation, meaning that without such degradation occurring, the human right to water is not encompassed within the material scope of the draft Directive. The international human right to water, by contrast, exists independently of environmental degradation, and no international instruments render the right dependent on the occurrence of environmental degradation. When it comes to human rights violations by corporate actors, this reformulation is highly problematic, as although companies can cause environmental degradation in tandem with impacts on the human right to water, these are not synonymous, and the human right to water can be adversely impacted without environmental degradation. This is particularly prevalent when corporate conduct diverts freshwater flow. For example, the Lesotho Highlands Water Project diverts freshwater from Lesotho to South Africa using naturally occurring riverine systems and water basins, as well as constructed dams. This diversion results in the exclusion of several villages near the dammed areas from access to historically used freshwater sources, while the points of diversion allow ecosystem services to exist relatively unaffected. 197 Instances like these appear to be excluded from paragraph 18.

In addition to paragraph 18, where the human right to water is most explicitly formulated, there are also a number of other human rights norms explicitly mentioned in Section 1 that are relevant to the right to water. 198 For example, paragraph 1 on the right ‘to not be deprived of means of subsistence’ can be related to the normative content of the human right to water as ‘safe and sufficient water is vital for realising the right to food, particularly for poor and marginalised people engaged in subsistence … farming’. 199 This demonstrates that the normative elements of freshwater quality and quantity are encompassed therewithin.

In addition to the explicit human rights norms listed in Section 1, the human right to water can also be encompassed within the material scope of the draft Directive through Section 2 that incorporates human rights that are included in the international human rights agree-
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ments listed therein. The instruments include the ICESCR, which, as established previously, is the legal basis of the international human right to water and encompasses the full normative content of the right. It also includes the treaties that encompass the human right to water for specifically protected groups like women, children and persons with disabilities. As the draft Directive envisioned broadening the human rights material scope with Section 2, it is plausible that the international human right to water and its normative content as defined by the international instruments listed in the Annex is included in the material scope of the draft Directive.

From the foregoing elaboration, it appears that the international human right to water is encompassed within the material scope of the draft Directive, and thus companies will be required to conduct due diligence on the full normative content of the human right to water. What the elaboration also reveals, however, is that the construction of the human right to water in the Annex creates ambiguities on the normative content of the human right to water. The draft Directive reformulates the human right to water by scattering its full normative content across Part I of the Annex. This novel framing of the right is inconsistent with the international human right to water, which clearly and consistently demonstrates that the full normative content of the right is self-contained within the right itself. Authors like O’Brien have noted that this complex scheme ‘may pose challenges of interpretation and clarity’. The reformulation results in a lack of clarity when interpreting which normative elements thereof are encompassed within the draft Directive and which are not. Given the tenuous status of the human right to water, this lack of clarity has the potential to limit the practical realisation of the right within due diligence processes.

4.3 The Draft CSDD Directive’s Environmental Standards and Freshwater Issues
As ‘there is a lack of an international framework for reference similar to that for international human rights’ in relation to environmental due diligence and to ‘ensure clear obligations and legal certainty’, Part II of the Annex pertains exclusively to those environmental standards from MEAs that ‘create an obligation that is sufficiently precise and implementable’ for companies. As freshwater issues are not comprehensively regulated in the international environmental law regime, and as those MEAs that do regulate freshwater have not been determined to be translatable to companies, the only way freshwater issues can be encompassed within the material scope of the draft Directive is through MEAs focused on other environmental issues that are included in Part II of the Annex.

Some of the MEAs in the Annex contain provisions that encompass freshwater, even if freshwater is not explicitly mentioned in their environmental standards. For instance, some list chemicals that have been recorded as causing freshwater pollution. An example is that the Minamata Convention on Mercury includes a prohibition against the manufacture of products containing mercury and the use of mercury in manufacturing processes. The World Health Organisation (WHO) has noted that the use of mercury in industrial manufacturing processes for electrical appliances, antiseptics, preservatives and pharmaceuticals has polluted freshwater. This pollution has caused environmental degradation and the decline in drinking water quality with serious health implications. Another example is the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants, which includes a prohibition against the production and use of certain chemicals, including the insecticide dieldrin. The WHO has found that freshwater with dieldrin contamination from industrial and agricultural effluents is toxic to humans and can cause fatalities.

While freshwater pollution is encompassed by some MEAs and the environmental standards contained therein, the obligation to conduct due diligence is limited to only those chemicals explicitly listed in these instruments. Freshwater pollution caused by chemicals or substances that are not explicitly listed within these MEAs do not fall within the material scope of the draft Directive. Given that the number of chemicals in the global market has been estimated to range between 25,000 to 140,000, with recent uppermost estimates...
at 350,000,\textsuperscript{216} and that freshwater contaminants may include a range of physical, chemical, bacteriological and radioactive substances.\textsuperscript{217} This significantly limits the material scope of the draft Directive as it restricts the issue of freshwater pollution to only a few chemicals. Similarly, freshwater depletion is not explicitly encompassed within any of the environmental standards referenced in the MEAs. The only way freshwater depletion can be implicitly encompassed is within the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD),\textsuperscript{218} which includes the obligation to take the necessary measures related to the use of biological resources in order to avoid or minimise adverse impacts on biological diversity. The CBD website elaborates that freshwater itself is not ‘biodiversity’, but rather that ‘biodiversity’ is the life associated with this resource.\textsuperscript{219} It further notes that human impacts on freshwater, including pollution and use, impact biodiversity, and that thus freshwater and its associated biodiversity cannot be separated.\textsuperscript{220} Following this construction, it can be argued that freshwater is encompassed within biological resources and diversity because of the role that freshwater plays in maintaining biodiversity as defined within the CBD.

If this implicit interpretation is adopted, both freshwater depletion and pollution would be encompassed in the material scope of the draft Directive owing to the adverse impacts these can have on freshwater quality, quantity and its associated biodiversity. Freshwater likely falls within the material scope of this environmental standard, and thus the due diligence obligation would be applicable thereto. However, this environmental standard is limited to the extent that freshwater issues would have to relate to adverse impacts on biological diversity. Therefore, if biological diversity was not being adversely impacted by freshwater pollution and/or depletion, it would not fall within the material scope of this environmental standard. Freshwater impacts that are not related to adverse impacts on biological diversity are thus not encompassed within the draft Directive. This severely limits the material scope of the draft Directive.

Generally speaking, the transposition of international environmental standards into the material scope of the draft Directive reproduces gaps that exist in the international environmental law regime. Notably, the international environmental law regime is characterised as a highly fragmented patchwork of MEAs, each of which is focused on regulating particular transnational environmental issues.\textsuperscript{221} As a result, certain environmental issues do not fall within the scope of the international environmental law regime.\textsuperscript{222} The structure of the draft Directive renders the material scope of the draft Directive reliant on the fragmented patchwork of MEAs in international environmental law and results in it missing the issues that this regime has not regulated. There are currently no MEAs at the global level that provide water quality or quantity standards, nor are there MEAs that comprehensively regulate freshwater pollution or extraction. As the environmental issue of freshwater has neither been explicitly nor comprehensively regulated by the international environmental law regime, it cannot be explicitly transposed into the draft Directive.\textsuperscript{223}

Another gap that the transposition of international environmental standards reproduces is that it limits the applicable MEAs to those with translatable standards for companies and thus only utilises a limited number of the MEAs that are available. While there are currently over 250 MEAs dealing with various environmental issues,\textsuperscript{224} the draft Directive encompasses only seven.\textsuperscript{225} The majority of standards from MEAs cannot be translated for companies, and thus crucial international instruments on freshwater protection are excluded from the material scope of the draft Directive.

Some seminal freshwater MEAs that are not encompassed within the material scope include the Water Convention\textsuperscript{226} and Watercourses Convention,\textsuperscript{227} which ‘consolidate the principles and rules that underpin contemporary international water law’.\textsuperscript{228} Although standards from these MEAs have not been included in those translatable to companies, the content of some appears to be relevant to company conduct. For example, the Water Convention requires parties to take appropriate measures to ensure that transboundary waters are used in a reasonable and equitable way,\textsuperscript{229} and the Watercourses Convention details the factors that parties should take into account when utilising an international watercourse in this way, including natural factors like hydrological, climatic and ecological factors, as well as populations dependent on the watercourse.\textsuperscript{230} The draft Directive also excludes important MEAs on specific freshwater issues like the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands.\textsuperscript{231}
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The transposition of international environmental standards from MEAs also limits the material scope of the draft Directive, in the sense that it excludes standards and principles from the international environmental regime that cannot be derived from MEAs. These translated environmental standards did not originally apply to companies but had to be extrapolated in order to be encompassed within the material scope of the draft Directive. There is no reason why this extrapolation cannot be done with environmental standards that are not in MEAs in order to expand the material scope of the draft Directive to more comprehensively encompass freshwater issues. This has already been done in Part I of the Annex on human rights norms, which is not limited to international conventions but also includes non-binding instruments (which, as noted by O’Brien, are not fully binding on states).

These human rights instruments have the same non-binding status in international law as, for example, the Rio Declaration. The Rio Declaration incorporates foundational principles of international environmental law like the precautionary approach, which the European Commission has already acknowledged is relevant as it is ‘likely to be influential in the interpretation of any due diligence standard’. The OECD has already provided an example of how instruments like the Rio Declaration can be translated into environmental standards applicable to companies. The Environmental Chapter notes that its text ‘broadly reflects the principles and objectives contained in the Rio Declaration’ and has translated the precautionary principle to companies, stating that enterprises should ‘consistent with the scientific and technical understanding of the risks, where there are threats of serious damage to the environmental, taking also into account human health and safety, not use the lack of full scientific certainty as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent or minimise such damage’. Freshwater issues like pollution or depletion can fit well within the wide scope of such environmental standards; however, these are currently not encompassed within the material scope of the draft Directive.

In light of the foregoing, it is clear that the draft Directive encompasses freshwater issues within its environmental material scope only to a limited extent. The transposition of international environmental standards from MEAs into the material scope of the draft Directive replicates the fragmented patchwork of obligations in international environmental law, where not all freshwater issues are covered. Limiting environmental standards to those that can be translated to companies further limits the material scope to a handful of environmental standards. The draft Directive excludes other international instruments, like the Rio Declaration, that may expand the scope of environmental standards to encompass freshwater issues more comprehensively. Limiting the material scope to translatable international environmental standards from MEAs results in the most obvious environmental risks to freshwater posed by companies, like depletion and pollution, being largely excluded from Part II of the Annex and therefore from the draft Directive.

5 Conclusion and Recommendations

While scholars like Birchall have noted that the broad material scope of due diligence instruments like the UNGPs and OECD Guidelines is widely understood, there has been limited engagement on the issue of whether this is a preferential approach. Most scholars and international organisations specialising in business and human rights advocate for this broad material scope of due diligence. They have acknowledged that companies can adversely impact virtually the full scope of human rights and environmental standards and should thus conduct due diligence on the complete spectrum of these rights and standards as contained in international instruments. Support for this wide scope has been reiterated by the late Professor Ruggie, the UN, scholars and international organisations.

However, while a broad material scope has been widely reiterated, it has also been criticised. SOMO notes that the UNGPs’ and OECD Guidelines’ lack of explicit reference to all internationally recognised human rights results in a loophole for companies to escape some of the human rights they are responsible to respect. This concern seems to be corroborated by Section 3, which emphasised that despite these instruments’ broad material scope, in practice companies limit the material scope of their due diligence to certain human rights and environmental standards, which seldom include freshwater issues.

The draft Directive has the potential to make a difference to how companies include freshwater issues in their due diligence processes as it imposes a legally
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binding obligation for companies to conduct due diligence that includes freshwater issues from both a human rights and an environmental perspective that was previously non-existent. The potential of legal obligations to influence the material scope of due diligence has been noted by McCorquodale et al., who emphasised that those human rights and environmental standards that are regulated have a higher likelihood of being considered in due diligence processes.\(^{244}\)

The potential of the draft Directive to influence the material scope of due diligence in practice remains limited, however, as the draft Directive does not encompass all the adverse impacts that companies can have on freshwater from both a human rights and an environmental perspective. From a human rights perspective, the Annex reformulates the internationally recognised human right to water and scatters its normative content over several other rights, as well as making the right dependent on ecological degradation. From an environmental perspective, the Annex's transposition of international environmental standards from MEAs reproduces the limitations of the international environmental law regime, resulting in a patchwork of protection on a limited number of specific issues only.

Thus, while the draft Directive takes positive steps towards implementing legal obligations for companies to include freshwater issues in their due diligence processes from both a human rights and an environmental perspective, it only does so to a limited extent. The material scope of the draft Directive is insufficient to cover some of the most significant adverse impacts that companies can have on freshwater from both a human rights and an environmental perspective. If the draft Directive were to move forward in its current form, some of the adverse impacts that EU companies have on freshwater, either directly or indirectly through their global value chains, may fall within the scope of the obligation to conduct due diligence, but many may not.

As proposed by UN Special Rapporteur David R. Boyd, instruments that address companies' adverse impacts on freshwater should align with relevant human rights and environmental standards, because if they are only partially included this will inevitably result in protection gaps in practice.\(^{245}\) In order to fill those gaps identified in this article, the draft Directive's material scope should be amended to encompass freshwater issues more comprehensively.

From a human rights perspective, the human right to water in paragraph 18(b) should be amended to align with the full normative scope of the right as it exists in international instruments like General Comment 15,\(^{246}\) UNGA Resolution 64/292\(^{247}\) and UNHRC Resolution 15/9.\(^{248}\) It should also be amended so that it is not conditional on 'measurable environmental degradation'.\(^{249}\)

From an environmental perspective, a wider range of MEA standards that encompass freshwater should be included in Part II of the Annex, like the Water Convention requiring parties to take appropriate measures to ensure that transboundary waters are used in a reasonable and equitable way.\(^{250}\) Even if this approach were to be adopted, however, the material scope would still be limited to those specific environmental issues that are regulated by MEAs and that are also translatable to companies. The better option would therefore be to amend Part II of the Annex in such a way that instead of merely listing environmental standards from MEAs, it would align with the 'catch-all' approach in Part I. It should then list an array of environmental instruments that are wider than just MEA standards but that also include references to specific environmental principles, like, for instance, the precautionary principle as contained in the Rio Declaration.

Amending the material scope of the draft Directive to more comprehensively include freshwater issues is essential if it is to have any meaningful impact on how this life-sustaining resource is used by companies.

---
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Abstract

EU competition law potentially has a role to play in the pursuit of sustainability goals and the fight against climate change. The need to interpret the EU competition law provisions in a manner consistent with the sustainability objectives that the EU is committed to – the sustainable development goals (SDGs), and the EU Green Deal and derived policies – is emphasised in this article. While agreements between competitors are generally prohibited by Article 101 TFEU, cooperation agreements among market actors pursuing sustainability objectives (sustainability agreements) might in certain situations fall under the cartel exception of Article 101(3) TFEU. In recent years, there have been numerous calls to clarify conditions under which sustainability agreements can be allowed under EU competition law, especially under Article 101(3) TFEU, and there is a heated debate among academics, national competition authorities (NCAs) and the European Commission. After questioning whether the objectives and measures of the agreements are being properly assessed with the current trends (for example, with the willingness-to-pay method), this article will add to the debate another possibility involving a broad interpretation of Article 101(3) TFEU under which the pursuit of sustainability agreements will be facilitated. Such a possibility will largely depend on the objectives of the agreements themselves and may allow a proper consideration of the objectives of a sustainability agreement for certain cases, by focusing on agreements that pursue pre-established objectives derived from international or national standards or concrete policy objectives that are not previously mandatory for the companies involved.
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1 Introduction

EU competition law can contribute to the enhancement of sustainability and the fight against climate change. While some have submitted that there are better and more effective ways to tackle these challenges, such as regulation or taxation, competition law also has a role to play. Indeed, facing climate change requires efforts from all legal fields, from public and private actors, and while other regulatory initiatives might be slowed down by political or budgetary difficulties, competition law can facilitate those efforts. While it is generally considered that competition law enforcement contributes to sustainable development by ensuring effective competition (leading to innovation and increased quality and choices, as well as an effective allocation of resources and reduction of production costs), it is also true that sometimes individual production or consumption decisions have negative effects on society, the environment, etc. Although cooperation between competitors is against Article 101 TFEU, there are many situations where, in order to achieve certain sustainability objectives, cooperation between competitors can be the right tool. When a company suddenly wishes to produce ‘greener’ products or use ‘greener’ technologies it is likely to have to deal on certain occasions with higher costs (‘first mover disadvantage’) and is thus not encouraged to take that step. By agreeing with other competitors on such sustainability measure, the ‘first mover disadvantage’ is avoided or reduced. Among examples of sustainability agreements, we can find agreements among suppliers to reduce their use of plastics/packaging, or to increase recycling; agreements to reduce car emissions; agreements to improve the efficiency of home appliances; agreements to improve animal welfare conditions, etc. Thus, ‘sustainability agreements’ are understood as agreements between competitors that pursue one or more sustainability objectives – environmental, economic or social sustainability development goals.1 However, in many cases, sustainability agreements would be considered anti-competitive according to Article 101(1) TFEU. For example, the sustainable measures agreed might result in a general price

1 The 2012 UN Resolution 66/288 refers to sustainable development as the development towards ‘an economically, socially and environmentally sustainable future for our planet and for present and future generations’. A broad definition is to be followed when referring to ‘sustainability agreements’ in the competition law context. Among the sustainable objectives of these agreements we may find the protection of the environment, biodiversity and addressing climate change, public health, animal welfare, fair trade, working conditions, etc. This broad definition of ‘sustainability agreements’ is also supported by the European Commission (European Commission, ‘Draft Guidelines on the Applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to Horizontal Cooperation Agreements’ (2022), paras. 541-43).
increase of the products available to consumers or end up limiting their options.

During the last few years, there have been several discussions as to whether EU competition law should allow these agreements and, if so, how. Following the heated academic discussion in this context, diverse NCAs and the European Commission have also acknowledged the controversy regarding sustainability agreements and Article 101(3) TFEU and are working on it.² For example, the Commission has issued draft revised Horizontal Guidelines (hereinafter Draft Horizontal Guidelines) in March 2022 with a chapter dedicated to sustainability agreements.³

In this context, this article aims to highlight the need to interpret competition law in a manner consistent with the sustainability objectives that the EU is committed to – the SDGs, and the EU Green Deal and derived policies. This article will analyse the current difficulties in doing so and add to the competition law and sustainability debate another possibility involving a broad interpretation of Article 101(3) TFEU, under which the pursuit of sustainability agreements will be facilitated. Such a possibility will depend largely on the objectives of the agreements themselves. First, a reflection regarding the goals of EU competition law and the concept of consumer welfare, and the existing foundations of the Treaties, will be included so as to support a sustainability-consistent interpretation of EU competition law. Second, the current developments regarding the interpretation of sustainability agreements within EU competition law, with a special emphasis on the modifications proposed by the Draft Horizontal Guidelines, will be described. Third, the potential of sustainability agreements to achieve sustainability objectives, and the adequacy of the current assessment tools, will be analysed. A case example, the ‘Chicken of Tomorrow’ agreement, which initiated heated debates concerning the assessment of sustainability benefits and the need (or not) for competition law to allow sustainability agreements, will be the starting point of the discussion. Following this case example, focus will be placed on the existing difficulties that arise from the assessment of sustainability benefits under the current interpretations. A different interpretation, under which the pursuit of sustainability agreements is facilitated on the basis of the existence of their pre-established objectives, is suggested.

2 Setting the Foundations for a Sustainability-Consistent Interpretation of EU Competition Law

EU competition law manuals and textbooks often tell us that the ‘main’ objective of EU competition law is consumer welfare.⁴ At the end of the 1990s, the European Commission initiated a process of economisation and modernisation of EU competition law that placed economics and efficiency at the centre of the competition law analysis. The so-called ‘more economic’ approach has brought different developments in the area, such as a focus on the effects on the market of a specific practice to determine whether it is anti-competitive.⁵ Also, ‘effects on the market’ refer to the economic effects on the market, and, consequently, the resulting approach is based on the concept of consumer welfare focused on economic efficiency. Consumer welfare, narrowly meant as the ability of consumers to benefit from lower prices and higher output, has been placed at the centre of the economic analysis.⁶

The ‘more economic’ approach is particularly apparent in the interpretation that the Commission made of Article 101(3) TFEU until now.¹ This provision constitutes an exception that can be relied on when benefits offset the anti-competitive effects of an agreement. It seems that it is understood that consumer detriment would consist of higher prices, reduced output, less choice or lower quality of products or less innovation, while consumer benefit would consist of the opposite (lower prices, greater output and choice, etc.). The Draft Horizontal Guidelines, while introducing clarifications concerning sustainability agreements, remain grounded on an economically informed consumer welfare analysis.⁸ Those claiming economic efficiency as the sole goal of competition law consider that competition law should

---
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⁴ This system was perceived as an improvement that left irrationalities and distortions of ‘old’ competition law behind, sometimes accused as formalistic and lacking legal certainty. Behind the ‘old competition law’, which refers to the competition policy developed before the 1990s, is the underlying understanding that competition and the market were directed to achieve social and economic optimal outcomes. Competition law was seen as an instrument to achieve fairness and economic freedom and, at the same time, an instrument for creating and developing the internal market. K.K. Schweitzer and H. Patel, The Historical Foundations of EU Competition Law (2013); A. Gerbrandy, ‘Rethinking Competition Law within the European Economic Constitution’, 57 Journal of Common Market Studies 127 (2019).

deal only with well-defined economic questions and reject employing some value-based or discretionary public interest test. Although this became the dominant approach in the US since the 1970s and the general consensus among the EU since the end of the 1990s, later political and economic developments (i.e. inequality concerns, populism, the rise of big tech power, or the climate emergency) have brought back heated discussions regarding the goals of competition law.

Also, in the EU, the reigning of consumer welfare as economic efficiency has always had another dimension of complexity added to it given the internal market imperative. Internal market integration has been an inherent part of EU competition law, and the single market imperative can be found in many judgments of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) and Commission decisions. In addition, in recent years, Commissioner Vestager has emphasised the role of fairness as a guiding principle of EU competition law. It is true that the meaning of fairness can be integrated into a conservative interpretation aligned with the more economic approach, for example when associating 'fair share' of benefits in Article 101(3) TFEU in terms of allocation of efficiency gains and maximisation of overall consumer surplus. However, the new insistence on this concept can be seen as an attempt to reconcile competition law with society and re-establish its essential role for the social market economy, giving adequate attention to the social side of the social market economy. The extent to which 'fairness' will guide the progressive development of competition law when it comes to competition enforcement by the Commission and courts remains to be seen. However, for now, it seems other possible objectives of competition law live under the shadow of the consumer welfare goal. Even when Commissioner Vestager emphasised the need for competition law to contribute to the Green Deal goals, she also claimed that '[c]ompetition policy is not, and cannot be, in the lead when it comes to making Europe green'. The reasoning behind this statement is that competition law ensures effective competition and consumer welfare, which improves innovation, quality of products, efficient allocation of resources, etc. and that this contributes to sustainable development. The pursuit of more specific public objectives beyond the purely economic understanding of consumer welfare has been discussed by many scholars in recent years. This has been specifically, but not limited to, within the context of sustainability objectives and the climate crisis. A narrow reading of the consumer welfare goal makes it difficult to consider sustainability agreements under the exception of Article 101(3) TFEU, since a restrictive reading and an only economics-informed quantification of benefits and offsets would make 'non-market' interests difficult to take into account, as well as benefits involving a different group of consumers that the ones consuming the products involved. Indeed, such an approach has been qualified by many as inadequate and outdated.

The TFEU articles concerning competition law (in this case, Article 101 and, especially, Article 101(3) TFEU) are drafted broadly and are able to adapt to the changing realities in view of the interpretations of the Commission and CJEU. A narrow consumer welfare understanding, simplified as lower prices (i.e. prices of a specific product affecting the consumers within that product market) equalling better consumer welfare is not found in the wording of those articles. EU courts have also not strictly adhered to such an approach. Also, the NCAs have not followed such a strict approach and, even before the Commission took action regarding the concerns of competition law and sustainability, some NCAs had already established their divergent approach as to the previous Commission guidelines. Deep and insightful discussions on formulating the goals of EU competition law are important and necessary for the foundations and evolution of the subject, and thus it is extensively and endlessly discussed in the literature. In recent years we have witnessed an extensive debate on the goals of EU competition law and the pursuit of sustainability and other public interests. However, without getting deeper into the debate, which falls outside the scope of this article, I will join many colleagues on the call for urgency on the matter in light of the climate crisis and the need for immediate action.
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13 For example, in a conference in Brussels on competition law and sustainability in October 2019 the ‘[b]russels Sustainability Conference’, Commissioner Vestager claimed that ‘every one of us-including competition enforcers-will be called on to make a contribution to that change’.
16 Gerbrandy 2019, above n. 6.
Competition law should make use of all the available tools in this regard, and, given the increasing power of private actors, sustainability agreements should be an important tool. A consistent interpretation of the ‘constitutional’ provisions of the Treaties would require it to be so.

The Treaties (Treaty on the European Union (TEU) and Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU)), as well as the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU, consider sustainability among the main objectives of EU law. First, Article 37 of the Charter provides that environmental protection and the quality of the environment are to be integrated into the EU policies and guaranteed in accordance with the principle of sustainable development. Then, Article 5(3) TEU emphasises that the Union shall work for the sustainable development of Europe, while Article 5(3) TFEU says that ‘it shall contribute to … the sustainable development of the earth’ and to ‘free and fair trade’. When it comes to implementation, Article 7 TFEU says that ‘the Union shall ensure consistency between its policies and activities, taking all of its objectives into account’, while Article 9 TFEU provides that ‘in defining and implementing its policies and activities, the Union shall take into account … the protection of human health’, and Article 11 TFEU claims that ‘environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the definition and interpretation of the Union policies and activities, in particular with a view to promoting sustainable development’. Regardless of the consideration of sustainability or other public interests as goals of EU competition law, it is a given that sustainability considerations (even more particularly environmental considerations) must be taken into account in applying the Treaties, and, as such, in applying Article 101 TFEU, even more given the emergency that climate change poses.

Thus, the pursuit of sustainability should not be pitted against the pursuit of consumer welfare. The problem may very well lie in a narrow understanding of the concept of ‘consumer welfare’ as a single measuring rod. We should reconsider the reason for the narrow approach to consumer welfare. While in practice (short-term) price effects are indeed easier to measure, they should not be given excessive weight to what is easily measurable and thus understood as more predictable. If consumer welfare is the goal of competition law, then it should be embedded in a progressive economic and legal thinking and not detached from reality.

3 Article 101(3) TFEU and Sustainability Agreements: Current Understanding in the EU

The most feasible and generally supported manner for sustainability agreements to be allowed under EU competition law is through Article 101(3) TFEU. Article 101(5) TFEU states that agreements, decisions or concerted practices declared anti-competitive according to Article 101(1) TFEU might be exempted if they: 1. contribute to improving the production or distribution of goods or to promoting technical or economic progress (efficiency gains); 2. allow consumers a fair share of the resulting benefit; 3. their conditions are indispensible to the attainment of these objectives; 4. sufficient competition remains on the market. In the context of sustainability agreements, most of the questions arise regarding the first two conditions, i.e. efficiency gains and fair share: should ‘non-economic’ benefits (sustainability benefits) be taken into account to calculate efficiency gains? If so, how can they be measured? What is considered a ‘fair share’ to consumers? Does it allow consideration of benefits that are directed to most of society at large or that affect a group different from the consumers suffering loss of consumer welfare, or benefits that will occur in a much longer term? This section describes the approach of the European Commission regarding these questions during recent years and the changes that the Draft Horizontal Guidelines propose.

The European Commission, in line with the previous discussion regarding the goals of competition law and the emphasis on consumer welfare and economic efficiency in the last couple of decades, seemed to adhere to a narrow interpretation of Article 101(3) in relation to sustainability agreements. Following the guidelines issued by the Commission (particularly the 2004 Exemption Guidelines and the 2010 Horizontal Guidelines), in the measurement of efficiency gains, losses and gains to consumer welfare are calculated, and, if costs are greater than benefits, the agreement is generally considered contrary to EU competition law. As discussed in the previous section, when considering the anti-competitive nature of an agreement or conduct, competition law relies on economic efficiency and ignores (or considers only to a marginal extent) non-economic objectives. Regarding the ‘fair share’ requirement, while it seems that the European Commission stipulates that users should be seen as a group for each relevant market, and full compensation of the users on the relevant market is necessary, it also requires that society benefit as a whole in certain situations (para. 85 Exemption Guidelines 2004). In the CECE (Conseil Européen de la
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Construction d’Appareils Domestiques) case,24 concerning the agreement between washing machine manufacturers to stop the production of the least energy-efficient washing machines, the Commission assessed the individual economic benefits for washing machine users but also analysed the collective environmental benefits for society as a whole. Still, the conclusion was based on the decision that users of the relevant market were fully compensated. If a narrow interpretation of this requirement is followed, and full compensation of affected users is required, the room for allowing self-regulation agreements with sustainability objectives is very much reduced.

During the last decade, there has been a growing debate regarding sustainability and competition law and calls for clarity in sustainability agreements and Article 101 TFEU. Doubts regarding whether agreements of this type are anti-competitive or not can be a deterrent for companies to enter into such agreements. Both NCAs and the Commission have taken notice and are currently clarifying their interpretation of sustainability agreements under Article 101(3) TFEU.

Some NCAs took action before the Commission did. The Dutch competition authority (ACM) has been leading this debate. The Dutch ACM has had a long experience regarding sustainability agreements (e.g. Energiekoord (2013),25 Chicken of Tomorrow (2015)26). In its revised Draft Guidelines concerning sustainability agreements published on 26 January 2021,27 the Dutch ACM recognises that agreements between undertakings can contribute to achieving public sustainability objectives and takes a practical and comparatively progressive approach to the interpretation of Article 101(3) TFEU.28 Similarly, the Hellenic Competition Commission (HCC) has also been active in this debate and has published a staff discussion paper concerning sustainable development and competition law. Taking a different route, Austria has even incorporated a new sustainability exception into its legislation in a recent competition law amendment of September 2021.29

At the EU level, the Commission has reviewed and evaluated the Horizontal Guidelines and issued the new Draft Horizontal Guidelines, which will enter into force in January 2023. These new guidelines contain a specific chapter on sustainability agreements and provide an answer to some of the questions regarding these agreements and Article 101(3) TFEU:

Chapter 9 of the Draft Horizontal Guidelines is dedicated to sustainability agreements, with Section 9.4 focusing on its assessment under Article 101(3) TFEU. Efficiency gains must be substantiated, objectively concrete and verifiable (paras 577–579). Emphasis is placed on the indispensability condition (the third condition of Article 101(3)): parties need to demonstrate that the agreement is reasonably necessary for the claimed sustainability benefits (paras 580–587). When regard to the measurement of efficiency gains and a fair share to consumers, unless it is obvious, there is a need for a detailed assessment. Here the Draft Guidelines distinguish among ‘individual use value benefits’ and ‘individual non-use value benefits’. The former is the same type of benefits that may result from other agreements (price, quality etc.) that, in this case, also happen to bring positive externalities. The latter are defined by the Commission as indirect benefits, which result from the consumers’ appreciation of the impact of their sustainable consumption on others, and are therefore to be measured by a willingness-to-pay method. For instance, example 4 introduced in the guidelines, referring to an agreement between furniture producers to introduce a ‘green tree label’ for furniture made of sustainable grown wood, requires a willingness-to-pay assessment since the possible efficiencies come in the form of improved sustainability in the growing and harvesting of wood.

Finally, the Draft Guidelines refer to ‘collective benefits’, which, irrespectively of consumers’ individual appreciation, are benefits that affect a larger group of society. Where two markets are related, efficiencies achieved on separate markets can be taken into account, provided that the group of consumers affected by the restriction and benefiting from the efficiency gains is substantially the same (para 602). For example, when considering an agreement concerning sustainable cotton that reduces chemicals and water use where it is cultivated, the benefits would not be considered collective because there is no overlap between clothing consumers and those living in the area where the cotton is cultivated. According to the Draft Guidelines, these benefits would fall in the category of ‘individual non-use value benefits’ and can only be considered to the extent that consumers are willing to pay for them (para 604). In addition, there are specific conditions for collective benefits in para 606, and evidence based on public authorities’ reports or on the reports prepared by recognised academic organisations would be of particular value.

26 Netherlands Authority for Consumers and Markets, ACM’s Analysis of the Sustainability Arrangements Concerning the ‘Chicken of Tomorrow’, Case No. 13.0195.66 (2015).
27 Netherlands Authority for Consumers and Markets (ACM), Draft Guidelines on Sustainability Agreements (2021).
29 The Austrian exemption provision for anti-competitive agreement, equivalent to Art. 101(3) can be found in § 2 para 1 Cartel Act. The new amendment added a sentence to the provision stating that ‘[c]onsumers shall also be considered to be allowed a fair share of the resulting benefit if the improvement of the production or distribution of goods or the promotion of technical or economic progress significantly contributes to an ecologically sustainable or climate-neutral economy’, V.H.S.E Robertson, ‘Sustainability: A World-First Green Exemption in Austrian Competition Law’, Journal of European Competition Law & Practice Ipab092 (2022).
The last two situations concerning the benefits classified as non-value use benefits and collective benefits are, in general, the problematic sustainability agreements, which are a subject of discussion regarding their efficiency gains and fair share to consumers. Many sustainability agreements are considered to be outside the exception of Article 101(3) TFEU according to the new revised guidelines, unless a willingness-to-pay study can show that those benefits are given enough value by the consumers to compensate the harm from competition. The next section will consider whether such an approach is adequate in order to ensure the potential of sustainability agreements to achieve sustainability objectives.

4 Achieving Sustainability Objectives through Sustainability Agreements in EU Competition Law

4.1 The Potential of Sustainability Agreements to Achieve Sustainability Objectives: Re-analysing the 'Chicken from Tomorrow' Example

In order to explore the potential of sustainability agreements in achieving sustainability objectives, this section uses as a starting point the controversial Chicken of Tomorrow case, which initiated heated debates on the necessity of competition law to allow (or not) these type of agreements and the way in which the ‘sustainability benefits’ of these agreements should be assessed. The Chicken of Tomorrow ('Kip van Morgen') case involved a self-regulation agreement that the Dutch competition authority (ACM) understood as anti-competitive in 2014. The ACM’s analysis of the Chicken of Tomorrow case determined that the measures to improve chicken welfare were not ‘enough’, and thus the agreement did not fall under the national equivalent exception of Article 101(3) TFEU. This specific case of 2014 is still of special interest for our discussion for two main reasons. First, because in 2020 the ACM compared the specific animal welfare measures proposed by the agreement with the improvements achieved by other private initiatives that do not clash with competition law in order to check whether the same objectives were achieved through different means. Secondly, the revised Draft Horizontal Guidelines make it seem like the Commission would nowadays follow a similar interpretation in order to declare such an agreement anti-competitive. The assessment conducted by the ACM is analysed further on, as well as the later Memorandum published in 2020, where the ACM finds that chicken welfare was better improved by other private initiatives, and thus confirmed that the ‘anti-competitive’ agreement was not necessary.

The ACM concluded in 2014 that the sustainability agreement entered into between producers and retailers with the primary purpose of improving chicken welfare was anti-competitive, according to Section 6, paragraph 3 of the Dutch Competition Act, the Dutch national equivalent of Article 101(3) TFEU. With the main focus on the first two conditions (efficiency gains and fair share), the analysis of the ACM used a willingness-to-pay study to measure whether the benefits of the agreement offset the harm caused by the restriction of competition. The willingness-to-pay test showed that consumers were unwilling to pay the increased price for the proposed improvements, and, as a result, the ACM concluded that the sustainability arrangements, as currently designed, did not generate any net benefits for consumers and were therefore anti-competitive. From the current Draft Horizontal Guidelines, it would appear that the Commission would now follow a similar reasoning. The chicken welfare measures would most likely be seen as indirect benefits, comparable to the example of a ‘green tree label’ for furniture made of sustainable wood according to the guidelines referred to in the previous section. For these cases, the Commission also refers to the willingness-to-pay assessment as the only way to assess whether the benefits from such an agreement would outweigh the anti-competitive consequences according to the consumers.

Years later, the ACM evaluated the case in a Memorandum published in 2020. In this report, the ACM looked at the developments regarding the welfare of chicken sold at the supermarkets and concludes that the current standards go beyond those required by the Chicken of Tomorrow agreement. The study suggests that the anti-competitive agreement was not necessary to achieve the established animal welfare objectives. The Memo compares the animal welfare features laid down in the Chicken of Tomorrow agreement with the features of the situation in 2020. It compares the chicken welfare conditions of the Chicken of Tomorrow with those from other non-anti-competitive private regulation initiatives: market-wide certification labels (the Better Life Label – 1, 2 or 3 BLK stars; Organic chicken label) and chicken welfare initiatives of individual supermarkets (ah chicken from Albert Heijn, Nieuwe Standaard Kip from Jumbo, etc.). The ACM concludes that, with some exceptions, these initiatives meet or exceed the requirements of the Chicken from Tomorrow. However, several relevant remarks should be made. There is unknown data regarding several points (see life span or continuous darkness of some supermarket initiatives), and some assumptions are made. Moreover, the analysis seems to ignore the fact that this is only some of the chicken offered by the supermarkets, while the Chicken of Tomorrow initiative involved all the chicken products offered by the participating supermarkets (high market
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loss caused by externalities is not very strong and that the actual damage might differ from avoidance costs.\textsuperscript{36}

On top of the disadvantages of a method itself, the existence of a plurality of methods becomes a practical problem since different evaluation methods can be used for different improvements regarding sustainability objectives. When the results vary depending on the method chosen, uncertainties arise, which makes the assessment vulnerable.\textsuperscript{37} More importantly, it is not always possible to economically quantify all aspects of sustainability goals (e.g. valuing intergenerational equity).\textsuperscript{38} The need to take into account the ‘constitutional’ requirements to incorporate sustainability policies into the implementation of EU policies is important in this measurement, and the principle of proportionality to weight the values involved should be of relevance. Thus, a quantitative assessment of benefits deriving from sustainability agreements is indeed not an easy task, and the uncertainties around it might prevent businesses from entering into this type of agreement. The revised Draft Horizontal Guidelines provide for specific requirements in order to ensure the accuracy of the willingness-to-pay studies presented by the undertakings involved. However, given the uncertainties around it, we could wonder whether this is an adequate tool in order to properly harness the potential of these agreements to achieve certain objectives.

Second, the next prerequisite for the application of the exception of Article 101(5) TFEU requires that product users must receive a fair share of the benefits resulting from the agreement. In other words, consumers should be compensated for the harm caused by the restriction of competition (e.g. increase in prices, limitation of products, etc.). There have been innumerable doubts and discussions as to whether the requirement only refers to benefits for users of the relevant market of the product and a full compensation for them is necessary or whether the scope can be broader. This issue is fundamental in the context of sustainability agreements, since the negative externalities that a sustainability agreement may aim to avoid, or the benefits that it aims to seek, will generally affect society as a whole (e.g. less pollution, health, etc.). In the \textit{CECED} case, concerning the agreement between washing machine manufacturers to stop the production of the least energy-efficient washing machines, the Commission assessed the individual economic benefits for washing machine users but also analysed the collective environmental benefits for society as a whole. Still, the conclusion was based on the decision that users of the relevant
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Taking this into account, in addition to the difficulties deriving from the quantitative assessment of sustaina-
bility benefits (especially regarding the difficulties and discussed ‘adequacy’ of the willingness-to-pay approach), a broader use of the qualitative assessment can be explored. More emphasis could be placed on the fact that certain agreements aim to pursue pre-established objectives, derived from international or national standards, or concrete policy objectives, which are not mandatory for the companies involved. While benefits deriving from the agreement are required to be objective and based on existing studies, greater focus can also be placed on the objectives of the agreement. For example, the sustainability objectives that our society is aiming for are specified, in general, in the SDGs and Paris Agreement and its related strategies, and, even more locally, in the EU Green Deal and its derived strategies. When the agreement pursues pre-established public objectives, whose benefits can also be objectively substantiated, a broader use of a qualitative assessment could be promoted.

This approach could prove especially useful when those pre-established objectives (and the measures needed to reach them) are not going to be reached in the near future by public regulation. For example, the European Commission has said, following a European Citizens’ Initiative (ECI), that it will work towards phasing out, and finally prohibiting, caged animal farming. As part of the farm to fork strategy, the Commission will revise the existing animal welfare legislation, aiming to enter into force by 2027. The European Food Safety Authority will complement the existing scientific evidence to determine the conditions necessary to phase out and prohibit cages, and the socio-economic and environmental implications of the measures to be taken, as well as the benefits to animal welfare, are to be considered by the Commission in an impact assessment. The financial challenges of such a transition to farmers are important. In this case, a sustainability agreement could constitute an option to start raising the animal welfare standards now and agreeing on phasing out the cage systems for one of the considered animals, following those pre-established objectives, and using the upcoming studies to justify those measures and their consequences to the consumers (such as a price increase). Such initiatives may contribute to creating awareness among consumers and even preparing the market in some cases for potential public regulation (which may or may not enter into force in the near future). Another example is found in the ACM’s Draft Guidelines on sustainability agreements when considering a similar option in the case of environmental damage agreements and refers to the concrete policy objective of the government’s policy aimed at reducing CO2 emissions on Dutch soil by year X by Y%. It is well established that private actors can have an important role in complementing regulatory efforts.

Thus, creating an exception for those agreements that aim to pursue pre-established objectives (derived from international or national standards, or concrete policy objectives, which are not mandatory for the companies involved) and to ensure objective benefits, can help achieve the potential that self-regulation agreements have within the competition law context. An assessment by the Commission or NCAs would still be required but can be of a qualitative nature rather than a stricter and more complicated quantitative assessment of efficiency gains.

5 Conclusion

EU competition law should take into account sustainability considerations as much as possible and has the potential to do so. Despite the discussions regarding the goals of competition law, it is clear that the Treaty foundations require that EU policies take into account sustainability considerations, and if consumer welfare is the main goal of competition law, then this concept should be interpreted under a progressive economic and legal thinking not disconnected from reality. Thus, efforts are required in order to use the available tools that competition law has to enhance sustainability. Sustainability agreements are one of those tools.

Article 101(3) TFEU seems to be the most feasible route nowadays in order to allow sustainability agreements under EU competition law. After years of academic discussions and numerous calls for clarifications, the actions of the NCAs and the Commission in order to clarify whether and, if so, when sustainability agreements can fit within the exception of Article 101(3) TFEU are welcome. Indeed, legal certainty in this regard was very much called for in order not to discourage undertakings from entering into these agreements. The Draft Horizontal Guidelines allow agreements that contain those considered as indirect or non-value use benefits, but as long as there is a willingness-to-pay study that shows that the consumers give enough value to those benefits in order to compensate the competition harm. They also allow agreements containing collective benefits, as long as certain conditions are fulfilled.

The ‘Chicken of Tomorrow’ case from the Dutch ACM also used a willingness-to-pay study that showed that consumers did not value the animal welfare measures derived from the agreement and were unwilling to pay the price increase that those measures would bring. Thus, the Dutch ACM considered that the measures and objectives pursued by that sustainability agreement were not ‘enough’ to fall under the exception of Article 101(3) TFEU. This case raised a lot of doubts about
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the interpretation of Article 101(3) and whether the willingness-to-pay method was adequate to measure the benefits of such agreements. In 2020, the Dutch ACM published a Memo highlighting the improvements brought forward by other private initiatives such as voluntary market labels or individual initiatives. However, the potential big market reach of sustainability agreements and the imposition of mandatory minimum requirements on all the participants would likely create a bigger impact in the industry and lead to wider results. Substantively, the key lies in the objectives and measures imposed by the agreement. However, it has been questioned whether the objectives and measures of the agreements are being properly assessed (for example, with the willingness-to-pay method).

While the willingness-to-pay method comes with inherent difficulties, such as those related to consumer behavioural science, it is not always possible to economically quantify all aspects of sustainability goals. Even the quantitative measure of the benefits of environmental damage agreements through environmental damage prices does not come without problems. The uncertainties around the quantitative assessment of benefits from sustainability agreements might create a deterrent effect for businesses that want to enter into this type of agreements. The reach or scope of the benefits is also a subject of discussion. It seems that out-of-market benefits can be taken into account as long as consumers of the relevant market receive at least a substantial part of those benefits, but only in the case of agreements with those classified as ‘collective benefits’ (environmental damage agreements). However, in the case of agreements bringing individual non-use value benefits, the willingness-to-pay analysis is based on the consumers of the specific product, and the assessment is generally limited to the consumers in the relevant market.

In order to overcome these difficulties, this article proposes an approach that may allow a proper consideration of the objectives of a sustainability agreement for certain cases, by focusing on agreements that pursue pre-established objectives derived from international or national standards, or concrete policy objectives that are not previously mandatory for the companies involved. To overcome the difficulties derived from a quantitative assessment, such assessment could be omitted when the agreement at hand pursues pre-established objectives derived from international or national standards or concrete policy objectives, whose benefits are objective and based on existing studies, relying instead on the qualitative assessment. Such an exception may promote these types of agreements as opposed to other sustainability agreements and help achieve the potential that self-regulation agreements have within the competition law context.
Why Can’t Stakeholder Theory Save the Planet and What Can Corporate Law Do Instead?
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Abstract

In the midst of a multidimensional crisis with economic, social and environmental aspects, corporations have become aware that the reality of our day necessitates that they must play a dual role both for their businesses and for the general public. A primary reason for the change in this perception is the alarming state of the environment and especially the potentially irreversible effects of the climate crisis. As a living and evolving entity within society, companies now take on the public duty to address the mounting concerns about the environment and adopt environmentally sustainable corporate strategies. While doing this, many of them refer to the stakeholder theory. Almost forty years ago, the stakeholder theory was introduced by Freeman as a management concept. Including environmental sustainability within the scope of the stakeholder theory is, therefore, a fairly new approach and raises the following question: Is the stakeholder theory the best tool to integrate environmental sustainability into corporate activity? This article will aim to demonstrate why the answer to this question should be ‘no’. Adding to this, it will then discuss how legal reform in the area of corporate law focusing on the key concepts of corporate interest and directors’ duties should be done instead.
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1 Introduction

There is now a mutual understanding between different parties, scholars, lawmakers and businesspeople that attributing the limited role of profit maximisation is an underestimation of corporations’ potential. Currently, we live in a world where corporations are expected to have a dual role both for their shareholders and for non-shareholder stakeholders. This change in the perception was triggered by the harsh criticism against the way corporations operate in the modern day as capitalism has reached its ‘inflection point’.1 Multinational corporations have started to be seen as ‘behemoths’2 or ‘money monsters’.3 In line with this, the role of corporations within society has also changed and the idea of revisiting the business as usual has evolved.4 In the United States, one exciting private initiative came from the Business Roundtable (BRT), which includes influential CEOs of companies such as Apple, Amazon, and JP Morgan. In 2019, through their Statement on Purpose of Corporation they ‘redefined’ their purpose and declared that they are making a ‘fundamental commitment to all of our stakeholders’.5 This was a radical shift when it is considered that the same body, in its statement back in 1997, set forth that ‘the Business Roundtable wishes to emphasize that the principal objective of a business enterprise is to generate economic returns to its owners’.6 It can be seen from this old statement that, apart from the explicit preference for financial gains over other purposes a business can pursue, shareholders were perceived as the ‘owners’ of the businesses. Nevertheless, the new statement in 2019 shows that the view of BRT has changed dramatically throughout those twenty-five years. In a similar vein, as another internationally influential institution, the World Economic Forum (WEF) also embraced a view in favour of a broader range of stakeholders by stating that the purpose of a company is to engage all its stakeholders in shared and sustained value creation. In creating such value, a company serves not only its shareholders but all its stakeholders – employees, customers, suppliers, local communities and society at large.7
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4 This term is used to refer to the business model established under the influence of the shareholder primacy approach.
One of the primary reasons for this shift is the soaring expectations the society has from the private sector to take an active role in combating environmental challenges, climate change being the most serious one.\(^8\) The achievement of global far-reaching environmental goals (such as limiting global warming to 1.5 °C by the 2030 deadline) requires the active participation of the private actors. On the one hand, corporations have a transformative role to play in the green transition as they constitute a significant part of the economy through the production of goods, provision of services and employment generation. The desired transitions to make consumption and production habits more environmentally sustainable, therefore, necessitates their full involvement. On the other hand, private corporations, especially the ones in the fossil fuel industry, are significant contributors to the environmental challenges of today, and most specifically, anthropogenic climate change.\(^9\) For this reason, corporations now feel the responsibility to adopt environmentally sustainable strategies as a part of their business policy. As a recourse, they often reach the stakeholder theory. However, such a construction creates subtle problems.

Almost forty years ago, the stakeholder theory was introduced by Freeman as a management concept to find a balance between the conflicting interests of shareholders and non-shareholder corporate constituencies. The main focus group of stakeholders was employees and customers.\(^10\) Including environmental sustainability within the scope of the stakeholder theory is, therefore, a fairly new approach and raises the following question: Is the stakeholder theory the best tool to integrate environmental sustainability into corporate activity? This article will aim to demonstrate why the answer to this question should be ‘no’ and why we need a structural legal reform in corporate law instead.

2 Clarification of the Meaning of Stakeholder Theory

Before presenting a critique of the stakeholder theory and its suitability for achieving corporate environmental sustainability, a point of clarification should be made regarding its meaning with reference to in this article. Stakeholderism can be described in two different ways:

(i) as stakeholder-oriented corporate law systems and (ii) as a strategic management concept. This article will refer to the latter.

The first category of stakeholderism refers to jurisdictions that have stakeholder-friendly corporate law systems, such as Germany and the Netherlands. In these jurisdictions, consideration of different stakeholder groups, especially employees, has been a long tradition that precedes the managerial stakeholder theory. For instance, in both Germany and the Netherlands, employee representation at the board level has been a living tradition.\(^11\) For this reason, they are often considered as a ‘stakeholder society’.\(^12\) What makes a legal territory stakeholder society is not related to the managerial stakeholder theory. Rather, it is because these jurisdictions have adopted corporate law systems which are designed to promote stakeholder interests.

These corporate law systems favouring a stakeholder society are completely different from the second version of stakeholderism which is a ‘genre of management theory’.\(^13\) Stakeholder theory was introduced by Freeman in 1984 as a management tool.\(^14\) This is fairly different from the first understanding of stakeholderism which refers to corporate law systems that have established stakeholder societies. Stakeholder theory does not define the whole identity of the corporate law system, it merely refers to a managerial concept. Thus, a comparison between these two versions of stakeholderism can advance a faulty dichotomous view. For this reason, this article will not handle these concepts through a comparative analysis. Rather, it will raise criticism against using the managerial stakeholder theory in achieving stakeholder societies. It will contribute to the state of the art by discussing why a total reliance on stakeholder theory, as a management concept, will fail in creating sustainable societies. These sections will be complemented by providing argumentation on the need for corporate law reform to make the necessary changes in corporate behaviour and construct a legal system that can favour environmental sustainability.

3 Problem I: The Identification of the Environment as a Stakeholder

Under the stakeholder theory, the first step is to define the scope of the stakeholders. Up to this day, there has
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8 WEF’s 2021 Global Risks Perception Survey reports that five out of the ten most serious global risks over the next decade are environmental risks with the first three being climate action failure, extreme weather and biodiversity loss respectively.

9 According to the Carbon Majors Report, 70% of all anthropogenic GHG emissions are caused by the fossil fuel industry and its products. In a similar vein, in its Sixth Assessment Report, the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) highlights that the biggest contributor to global net anthropogenic emissions is the CO2 from the fossil fuel industry (CO2-FFI).
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not been a unified definition for the term stakeholder. Opinions on the scope of stakeholders are generally categorised into two types as narrow and broad. To start with, Freeman’s original definition falls under the broader type of definitions since he defines stakeholders as ‘any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organization’s objectives’. In fact, his definition was later criticised for being ‘the broadest definition in the literature’. This is because the notion ‘can affect or is affected’ annihilates any requirement for a contract, transaction or even a reciprocal relationship. Under the broad definitions, stakeholders can vary from shareholders to the general public.

There are also definitions for the stakeholder theory that aim to narrow the scope by introducing different criteria for the attribution of the stakeholder title. These definitions generally identify stakeholders based on whether the relevant group takes a risk, often a financial one, due to business activity. This approach is also more in line with the etymological roots of the word stakeholder as ‘stake’ represents the risk-bearing nature of this concept. In line with this, narrow definitions define a stakeholder as ‘an individual or group that asserts to have one or more of the stakes in a business’ or more specifically, they make entitlement for the stakeholder status conditional upon putting ‘some economic value at risk’.

From the perspective of the environmental interests, broad and narrow definitions can have both advantages and disadvantages. Broad definitions are inherently more beneficial for the larger group of stakeholders as they cover even those who do not have direct ties with the corporation. Nevertheless, since broader definitions require almost no distinctive feature for the identification of stakeholders, they can put too many different stakeholder interests on the management’s plate at the same time. This will mean that each stakeholder’s interest needs to be considered with a larger number of interests. In addition to this, the lack of a special focus can cause managers to pay scant attention to the stakeholders’ interests they are asked to safeguard and promote. This can impair the managers’ vision, leaving each stakeholder group worse off. Such an approach will also lower the chance of the environmental interests being considered within the scope of the stakeholder theory are, therefore, low if narrow definitions are adopted.

As to the more philosophical question of whether the environment, by itself, can be deemed as a stakeholder, there are also different views. One of the clearest examples of an affirmative answer to this question is given by Starik. He criticises the fact that the notion of stakeholder has been limited to natural human beings. Indeed, as he raises the question, stakeholders have generally been described as ‘individuals or groups’ which is a phrase that indicates human nature. Conversely, Starik believes that the environment is a stakeholder in itself, and its protection is required for its own interests. Contrary to his views, a bigger majority of scholars fiercely argue over the stakeholder status of the environment. The most straightforward argument here is the non-anthropocentric nature of the environment, unlike other stakeholders. Under this view, the environment cannot pursue its own interests and will require other stakeholders for its protection. Building upon this, Orts and Strudler argue that the protection of the environment should be due to its ‘moral and aesthetic importance’ and ‘not because of its interests or needs’. Their opposition primarily focuses on the ethical aspects of attributing stakeholder status to the environment as they believe that balancing economic interests and environmental interests will be ‘morally repugnant’. In their view, the management should consider environmental interests due to moral reasons and should not address them under the stakeholder theory which they call an ‘unnecessary and unworkable theory’.

Similarly, according to Phillips and Reichart, the environment cannot be regarded as a stakeholder on its own and for its own interests. According to their view, a corporation will have an obligation to protect the environment, not for the sake of the environment itself, but for
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the interests of the legitimate stakeholders such as local communities, who have environmental interests.\textsuperscript{30} Regarding this point, they also make a similar argument with Orts and Strudler and state that even when legitimate stakeholders do not press demands on the corporation for safeguarding their environmental interests, these interests will still be relevant since the management will then have a ‘moral obligation’ to take them into consideration. This argumentation, however, is still problematic since it now leaves the consideration of environmental interests fully to the management’s moral values. As can be understood, there is not, and probably will not be, a consensus regarding the identification of the environment as a stakeholder. In case the environment is not considered as a stakeholder, then the focus will turn either to other stakeholders who will pursue the interests of the environment or to the management which will consider environmental interests due to moral and ethical reasons. Under the first scenario, where environmental interests are left to the ‘legitimate’ stakeholders, these interests will be considered by the management only if these stakeholders have a demand to do so. Under the second scenario, the consideration of environmental interests will be left purely to the management’s subjective discretion. The first step of the stakeholder theory, therefore, causes impracticalities under each of these scenarios. Nevertheless, even if this step is neglected, the subtle problems inherent in the stakeholder theory remain during the management of stakeholders interests. The next section will elaborate on the more practical issues relating to the application of the stakeholder theory by the management in pursuing environmental sustainability.

4 Problem II: Management of Stakeholder Interests

The previous section aimed at demonstrating how the identification of the relevant stakeholders can lead to managerial inefficiencies regarding the proper consideration of environmental interests and the environment. However, there are even more compelling reasons that make the stakeholder theory an inapplicable tool for the integration of environmental sustainability into corporate practice. The stakeholder theory does not end with the identification of stakeholders. A proper application of the stakeholder theory requires more than that. Stakeholder management will come only after determining the scope of stakeholders and relevant stakeholder interests. While coming to a decision, the management has to consider the various interests of these stakeholders and find an optimal balance between them. Stakeholder interests can be ‘multiple and not always entirely congruent’.\textsuperscript{31} This may lead to some trade-offs. In other words, while managing these interests, the management will have to favour some stakeholder interests over others. The task of management here can be regarded as ‘to mediate’\textsuperscript{32} between the divergent interests of different stakeholders. In an ideal world, the aim should be to cause minimal damage to the unpreferred group of stakeholders while making sure that the chosen group of stakeholders is adequately satisfied. However, the act of balancing stakeholder interests can be problematic in two ways: (i) power inequality between shareholders and other stakeholders and (ii) lack of guidance the stakeholder theory can offer.

4.1 Power Inequality between Shareholders and Other Stakeholders

First, the initial problem occurs due to the power inequality between shareholders and other stakeholders. Ever since Berle and Means introduced the notion of separation of control and ownership in the early twentieth century, mechanisms impacting management’s behaviour was constructed in a way that would improve shareholder value.\textsuperscript{33} This was further strengthened with the introduction of the agency theory.\textsuperscript{34} To prevent managerial opportunism arising from the lack of involvement of shareholders in the daily management of the modern company, corporate law has been focusing on aligning managers’ interests with the interests of the shareholders. Since shareholders bear the residual risk of the company, they are considered as the vulnerable group. To protect ‘passive investors who placed their economic interests in the hands of professional managers’,\textsuperscript{35} executives’ incentives are tied to the interests of the shareholders. As a result, financial benefits, such as stock compensations or bonuses, are linked to the economic performance of the corporation which heavily relies on financial criteria and ultimately, the share price. Through this, the aim is to blur the line between the management and the shareholders and to, as the cliché goes, ‘make employees think and act like owners’. However, the current design of compensation schemes produces little alignment with the interests of non-shareholder stakeholders. Since the interests of the management often go in the same direction as shareholders, there is a very little chance that other stakeholder interests will be considered carefully. This is because, under the conventional design of the compensation schemes, executives know that they can enjoy direct economic benefits deriving from the increased share-
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holder value whereas they gain either very little or no direct benefit when they improve the environmental performance of the company. From the perspective of the environment, this entails the risk of ‘the environment being subjugated to providers of capital’. Hence, so long as the structure of compensation schemes stays the same, the evolving view on stakeholders in theory will continue to encounter the barrier in practice posed by the formulation of compensation schemes. Based on similar arguments, scholars often argue the need to change the formulation incentive mechanisms to shift the motivation of executives. From the societal and environmental perspectives, they offer changing the conventional ‘pay for performance’ to ‘pay for social and environmental performance’. However, this will be easier said than done since using alternative mechanisms will lead to a great deal of subjectivity in the assessment process. This subjectivity can be, first, regarding the parameters to be used in the evaluation process of the director’s performance. Unlike the ultimate goal of increasing the share price, if environmental performance standards are adopted by companies, each company can choose separate criteria and assess executive performance based on different variables. Second, subjectivity can happen regarding the level of parameters used to measure executive performance on environmental matters. Even if two corporations adopt environmental parameters to be used in the executive compensation, one may choose to adopt an ambitious environmental policy and aim for a positive impact whereas the other can be satisfied with the accomplishment of the bare minimum based on legal obligations imposed through external laws. Furthermore, compensation schemes based on vague and broad environmental goals can enable executives to reap financial benefits by taking actions that actually do not provide an improvement in terms of the corporation’s environmental performance. A lack of certainty in terms of targets and their achievement will also raise doubts about the transparency of the compensation scheme. Thus, if the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are to be tied to environmental performance, this should be based on objective and measurable targets, such as a percentage of reduction in greenhouse gas emissions in a determined timeline, rather than merely aiming to ‘reduce’ them.

4.2 The Lack of Guidance Stakeholder Theory Can Offer

The second major challenge in the management of the stakeholders is the absence of guidance for the management as to the act of balancing various interests. This is also a major point attacked by supporters of a more shareholder-centric approach as they state that ‘their model at least gives the board of directors a clear, straight-forward and objectively verifiable direction to fulfil their duties for which directors can actually be held accountable’. The stakeholder theory is heavily criticised because it does not specify how different stakeholders will be treated and largely depends on executives’ discretion. In addition to this general scepticism, the problem with the management of interests can be specifically problematic for safeguarding and promoting environmental sustainability within the corporation. Unless supported by certain tasks for the executives or specific objectives for the corporation, it can lead to a higher degree of ambiguity. In contrast, the straightforwardness and comfort in achieving financial goals based on more concrete parameters can motivate the management to continue pursuing shareholder interests. This can lead to a strong path dependency in executive behaviour by favouring shareholder interests and neglecting environmental matters to the extent allowed by external laws the corporation is bound by. However, the focus on shareholder interests is not only because of the construction of compensation schemes or the lack of guidance. It can also be rooted in the inherent characteristics and the origins of the stakeholder theory. The following two sections will elaborate on these issues in more detail.

5 Problem III: The Stakeholder Theory Ultimately Aims to Serve the Interests of the Shareholders

Based on the ultimate objective pursued, approaches towards the stakeholder theory can be separated into two main groups as normative and instrumental. The normative approach to the stakeholder theory perceives the promotion of stakeholder interests as an end on its own whereas the instrumental approach sees it as a mean to maximise long-term shareholder value. Starting from Freeman, the instrumental approach has been the traditional understanding of stakeholder theory. In fact, Freeman explains stakeholder theory as ‘a reasoned perspective for how firms should manage their relationships with stakeholders to facilitate the development of competitive resources and attain the larger idea of sustainable success’. Thus, under this view, the main motive for embracing the stakeholder theory is its potential contribution to the success of the business and eventu-
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ally, shareholder value. For this reason, Bebchuk and Tallarita view the instrumental approach to the stakeholder theory as a ‘particular articulation of shareholder value’.44

The current perception of the stakeholder theory still largely leans towards the instrumental approach. Since the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) establishes benchmarks for corporate practices all over the world, its approach can be taken as an important indicator to demonstrate this trend. The G20/OECD Principles of Corporate Governance envisage that ‘corporations should recognise that the contributions of stakeholders constitute a valuable resource for building competitive and profitable companies’.45 As can be understood from this statement, the OECD still treats stakeholder interests as a contribution to the competitiveness and profitability of a company. This supports the idea that, at the end of the day, stakeholder theory is still not adopted for the sake of stakeholders but rather for the benefit of the corporation and its shareholders. Under such a view, sustainability matters will remain to be treated as ‘nice-to-have’ option to improve shareholder value.46 From the perspective of environmental sustainability, this means that the stakeholder theory will integrate environmental sustainability so long as it serves the shareholder value. Adopting this approach, however, will greatly underestimate the urgency and importance of environmental sustainability.

It may be controversial to expect corporations to uphold the interests of the wider society even at the cost of their private interests. This may even seem naïve by those who adopt an economic approach to the corporation that will not accept an action which will not serve the shareholder value let alone harm it. However, the realities of our day can blur the line between public and private interests in line with the needs of the society. Recent experiences also show that this idea is not just wishful thinking. In its landmark Shell decision, the Dutch court has stated that the public interest arising from the reduction obligation can outweigh the commercial interests of the corporation even if this means making financial sacrifices for the corporation:47

This all justifies a reduction obligation concerning the policy formation by RDS for the entire, globally operating Shell group. The compelling common interest that is served by complying with the reduction obligation outweighs the negative consequences RDS might face due to the reduction obligation and also the commercial interests of the Shell group, which are served by an uncurtailed preservation or even increase of CO2-generating activities. Due to the serious threats and risks to the human rights of Dutch residents and the inhabitants of the Wadden region, private companies such as RDS may also be required to take drastic measures and make financial sacrifices to limit CO2 emissions to prevent dangerous climate change ‘(emphasis added)’.

In brief, what the court meant was that the public interest of society in the protection of the environment can prevail over the private interests of the corporation. Nevertheless, (instrumental) the stakeholder theory ultimately aims to serve the interests of the corporation. Under such a view, it cannot and will not see environmental sustainability as an end but merely a means for the promotion of shareholder value. Forsaking profits for the sake of environmental interests will not fit in its agenda. Therefore, under the instrumental version of the stakeholder theory, the management’s obligation to consider environmental interests will be interpreted narrowly in an area between minimum legal requirements and up until their contribution to the success of the business. Anything above that line will be an extra and thus, will not be pursued.

6 Problem IV: The Stakeholder Theory Never Aimed to ‘Save the Planet’

The last, and probably the most important, argument this article will provide regarding the unsuitability of the stakeholder theory in achieving corporate environmental sustainability concerns the original aims of the stakeholder theory. This last point can also act as an umbrella argument encompassing and summarising the previous ones. To again go back to the roots, Freeman explains his motive for introducing the stakeholder theory back in 1984 as a necessity. According to his view, other conceptual corporate theories at that time were ‘inconsistent with both the quantity and kinds of change that are occurring in the business environment of the 1980’s’.48 As can be inferred from his statement, the stakeholder theory was established to answer the requirements of that time. The stakeholder theory may, or may not, have served the necessities of that day. This is not what this article wants to discuss. What is important here is why the same tool should not be used to tackle the challenges occurring in the business of the twenty-first century. Currently, we are standing at the point where the urgency of environmental action has caused social intolerance in the public toward environmentally unsustainable business practices. Since corporations are kernel to the economy, they bear a shared responsibility to take action. However, the stakeholder theory was never designed to pursue social or environmental purposes in corporations, nor to answer the needs of society. The essence of the stakeholder theory is a ‘theory of organi-
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ational management and ethics’. The following statement, which is from an article in which Freeman himself is one of the authors, strongly supports this argument: ‘From its inception, it was not developed to promote policies or organizational behaviour associated with social goals such as corporate philanthropy or taking care of the environment’.

For this reason, using the stakeholder theory to improve the relationship corporation has with society will either be a misinterpretation or a distortion of the term. The stakeholder theory should not be perceived as a panacea for corporate ills. Its use should be narrowed to management and organisational studies. While referring to it, one has to acknowledge its limitations. Additionally, expanding the meaning and use of this term to push companies to become more environmentally sustainable is not only inconvenient but can also be to the detriment of environmental interests. On this issue, Bebchuk and Tallarita have formulated the idea of an ‘illusory promise’ against the stakeholder theory.

Although this article agrees with the problem Bebchuk and Tallarita identify, that the stakeholder theory is not the proper tool to fundamentally transform corporate behaviour, it disagrees with the argument that the optimal solution can come from external regulation and legislation. Criticism of the use of the stakeholder theory in achieving broader societal and environmental goals through corporate activity does not lead to a direct referral to external regulation and legislation. It is believed that such a thinking pattern fails to notice the extra layer between the corporation and external regulation and legislation: corporate law. In line with this, the next section will elaborate on why and how corporate law can achieve a structural transformation in corporate behaviour and why it can be more effective than external regulation and legislation.

7 The Need to Reform Corporate Law

Until this point, this article has focused on the main problems the managerial stakeholder theory can pose before the effective integration of environmental sustainability into corporate behaviour and practice. To do this, the first section of the article elaborated on the reasons why corporations will continue to fall into deep-rooted shareholder-focused business patterns under the managerial stakeholder theory. These explanations were also provided to demonstrate the disadvantages of using the stakeholder theory in attempts to push corporations to become more environmentally sustainable. Nevertheless, this does not mean that there should be a direct recourse to external regulation and legislation. Figure 1 illustrates this view which this article opposes.

The kernel of this system is the corporation. Since the stakeholder theory is a managerial theory adopted by the corporation, it is endogenous. Hence, it lies within this inner circle. Conversely, any regulatory or legislative action coming from the outside should be drawn outside this inner circle as it would be exogenous. Nevertheless, corporate law has a special place for the corporation which differentiates it from external regulation and legislation. Thus, as illustrated in Figure 2, it should be positioned in between the corporation and external regulation and legislation.
Corporate law is not inside the inner circle of the corporation but, at the same time, cannot be considered a totally external type of legislation since it is different from other fields of law. Companies owe their existence to the national corporate legislation of the jurisdiction they are domiciled in. In other words, corporate law creates the corporation. Thus, corporate law is existential for a company. It not only encompasses the fundamental rules for the corporation’s establishment and internal dynamics but also encompasses the rules regarding its relationships with other actors. This way, it can act as an intermediary between the corporation and its outer world. As the legal field closest to the heart of the corporation, it makes changes to corporate law directly and inevitably affects the corporation. This gives corporate law unparalleled power over the corporation and makes it a powerful tool to control, influence and change corporate behaviour. For this reason, in moving corporations to become environmentally sustainable, intervention in the area of company law can establish a practical, solid and solution-oriented legal framework. These are also the features the stakeholder theory lacks. In fact, the stakeholder theory remains largely theoretical with few implications for corporate practice. Moreover, it does not delegate any legal or social responsibility to the management to find a cure for the adverse impacts its operations may cause on the environment and eventually, society. Finally, the stakeholder theory does not require the law to be changed. In fact, it is based on ‘non-legal ethical grounds’. Nevertheless, past experiences with the stakeholder theory, and its ‘ancestor’ cor-
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porate social responsibility, have proven that the effects of voluntary managerial actions are largely limited. Under the mechanisms supporting shareholders and their interests, corporations will continue to fall into deep-rooted, shareholder-focused business patterns. Structural changes in corporate law, on the other hand, can lead to remarkable changes in corporate behaviour if adopted with a pragmatist, well-structured and legislative approach. For this reason, solutions to unsustainable corporate behaviour should be obtained through a hard law intervention.

One may think that an argument in favour of corporate environmental sustainability will be against Milton Friedman’s critical view on the responsibilities of the corporation. In contrast, this article rather agrees with it with a variation. Friedman believed that the solutions for society should come from the mandatory laws of the state and not from the management and its executives. This article also discussed in various parts the risks and/or inefficiencies of leaving integration of environmental sustainability to the management’s human judgement under the stakeholder theory. Nevertheless, the point that this article opposes as regards Friedman’s views is again the solution provided. Just like Bebchuk and Tal-larita, Friedman also conceptualised these mandatory laws of the state as external legislation. Therefore, he also neglected the sphere of corporate law and argued that internal mechanisms of the corporation and external legislation are the only two options. However, Friedman acknowledged in his well-known article that even when they are maximising profits, corporations should conform ‘to the basic rules of society, both those embodied in law and those embodied in ethical custom’. What this article adds to his argumentation is that corporate law, as a law of the state, should be reconstructed in a way that environmental sustainability becomes a ‘basic rule of the society’ that corporations must conform to.

While working on a structural change in corporate law, the focus can be on one of the two principal corporate actors: Shareholders and the board of directors. To start with shareholders, they have a strong place in the corporation not because the laws explicitly say so but because their say in critical matters, such as election and dismissal of directors, grants them such power. Also, as mentioned under Problem II, the formulation of executive compensation schemes also strengthens their situation immensely. Therefore, shareholder interests can easily influence corporate motives and actions. Nevertheless, since the integration of environmental sustainability is a matter concerning the overall strategy of the corporation, focusing on the board of directors, rather than on the shareholders, will comply more with this objective as the board is the corporate body designated with this task. Because of this, the last part of the article will provide explanations on how to conduct a legal intervention in corporate law regarding directors and their duties. Here, the explanation of the recommended solutions will be based on the European Union (EU) to concretise the subject matter through examples. However, these explanations can also be implemented for other jurisdictions.

8 A New Perspective on Corporate Interest and Directors’ Duties

In legal terms, directors are directors of the company and not agents to the shareholders unlike what the agency theory suggests. Thus, their primary legal duty should promote the interests of the corporation. Yet, corporate legislations often do not provide a definition for the term ‘corporate interest’. For this reason, this term becomes subject to interpretation. The legal ambiguity of the term combined with the powers of shareholders often is the reason this term is translated as shareholders’ interests, cynically exploiting their privileged position amongst other stakeholders. In these cases, a (re)interpretation of the term corporate interest is needed to shift the perspective toward directors and their duties. On the other hand, in some jurisdictions, the law’s definition of corporate interest can explicitly uphold interests of the shareholders. For instance, under Finnish Limited Liability Companies Act, it is stated that the purpose of a company is to generate profits for the shareholders, unless otherwise provided in the articles of association of the company. Thus, the mainstream corporate interest to be pursued by a director would be shareholder profit maximisation. Under this legal formulation, directors will not be keen on the idea of promoting environmental sustainability since it would mean deviating from the established norm. In these cases, not a reinterpretation but rather a reformulation of the term corporate interest should be aimed at. The link between the key concepts of corporate interest and directors’ duties remains functionally important regardless of whether the law defines corporate interest in a way promoting shareholder interests or does not deal with its meaning through the law at all. The presence of such a link was also acknowledged in the report on the Study on Directors’ Duties and Sustainable Corporate Governance prepared for the European Commission.

The report identifies the core problem in the EU before sustainable business practices as the ‘trend for publicly listed companies within the EU to focus on short-term benefits of shareholders rather than on the long-term interests of the company’. After this, the report lists the main problem drivers.
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The first identified problem specifically deals with directors’ duties. It states that ‘directors’ duties and company’s interest are interpreted narrowly and tend to favour short-term maximisation of shareholders value’ (emphasis added). Therefore, it identifies the interpretation of these two concepts ((i) directors’ duties and (ii) company’s interests) as a single combined cause that favours shareholder interests. It seems like the choice of making a combined statement with these two elements was a deliberate decision.

The link between these terms is also apparent in the EU when the corporate laws of the Member States are considered. In fact, most legislations in the EU use the term ‘corporate interest’, or a similar translation of this term, while defining the duties of the directors. Most national provisions on directors’ duties will consist of a phrase that will more or less indicate that the board will perform its duties in line with the ‘corporate interest’. Figure 3 demonstrates this intertwined relationship between the key concepts of corporate interest and directors’ duties:

This means that a legal intervention on directors’ duties to achieve integration of environmental sustainability into corporate activity should take two consecutive steps: With a backward-looking approach (starting from the right of the illustration and moving towards the left), it can be inferred that the initial point to be considered should be the interpretation of the first keyword (i.e., corporate interest). In the current situation, as a result of the lack of a concrete definition for this term combined with the dominance of shareholder primacy approach, corporate interest is often translated as shareholders’ interests. Thus, a well-established design of the term corporate interest can be the first step in busting the ‘myth of shareholder primacy’ and overcoming the barriers it poses before corporate environmental sustainability.

The evaluation of the term corporate interest can act as an intermediary step to get one step closer to the primary actor, the board of directors. This is because the manner in which the term corporate interest is interpreted and/or formulated can have a direct effect on directors’ behaviour due to the indispensable legal link between this term and directors’ duties. If the term corporate interest can be reinterpreted or reformulated in a way encompassing the interests of the wider public, such as environmental sustainability, then the directors will owe these duties not only to their shareholders but also to other stakeholders. From the perspective of environmental sustainability, this can put great pressure on the directors to take adequate actions as they will now see it as a genuine liability risk. Under the present legal framework, the well-known business judgement rule, or similar concepts which offer protection to directors, are also related to the term corporate interest. A reformulation of the term corporate interest, therefore, will also prevent directors to be exonerated of all responsibility by merely arguing that their actions and decision were in line with (not-so-clean) ‘corporate interest’. After working on the term corporate interest, the focus then can be shifted to directors’ duties. An intervention in their duties can change the behaviour of the directors, and eventually, the corporation. This is because, as the brain of the company, directors are mostly framed by their duties while taking decisions and actions on behalf of the corporation. The formulation and perception of their duties, in a way, identify the outer limits where they can use their discretion. This is a potential that can also be used to change directors’ approaches toward environmental sustainability.

As for the method of legal intervention, directors’ duties can be amended in two ways. First, it can be done by including environmental matters within the scope of the current duties of the directors. This was the approach the European Commission adopted in the Proposal for the Directive on Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence (Proposal). As it can be seen from the title of Article 25 of the Proposal, ‘Duty of Care’, the European Commission proposed to make consideration of environmental consequences arising from the corporate activities a part of the well-known duty of directors. Pursuant to this Article, Member States will have to ensure that
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when fulfilling their duty to act in the best interest of the company, directors of companies referred to in Article 2(1) take into account the consequences of their decisions for sustainability matters, including, where applicable, human rights, climate change and environmental consequences. (emphasis added)

Therefore, it adds an external duty to the existing duties of the directors. Nevertheless, these kinds of reconstructions of the existing duties have less chance to provide an accountability mechanism to other stakeholders as they will still be restricted to the internal dynamics. Thus, directors’ accountability will remain primarily to the shareholders. This can, however, be a disadvantage in holding directors accountable for environmental matters.

The second way of incorporating environmental sustainability into directors’ duties can be through the establishment of a new type of duty. This was indeed what scholars suggest by proposing ‘the duty of societal responsibility’.

For instance, in the Netherlands, twenty-five Dutch professors advocated the introduction of a social duty of care for the management and supervisory board members for them to consider the interests of the wider society while performing their tasks. This kind of a legal intervention will not mean a reformulation of the existing duties but rather a creation of a new type of duty for the directors which can answer the social and environmental requirements. A well-established novel duty for the directors can have the advantage of being formulated in a way that can answer the environmental needs of the wider society since the design process. This way, directors can be held liable not only by the shareholders but also by the stakeholders who have suffered due to a failure in performing such duty adequately. This can be a potential advantage over the first way of intervention.

It is believed that changing the formulation of directors’ duties can have a powerful impact on making directors feel accountable towards their societies and internalise environmental matters. Amendments to fiduciary duties can also be in different ways in terms of environmental protection as positive or negative. Negative duties can indicate reducing, or if possible, preventing adverse impacts the corporation may have on the environment. However, the effectiveness of negative duties may be limited as directors can then avoid liability through tokenism without actually making the necessary changes in the corporation. In line with this, enforcement of these narrowly defined duties will also require a higher threshold to claim liability as a breach of such duty will only be accepted in exceptional cases. Imposing positive environmental duties, on the other hand, can be more ambitious and challenging for the corporation as then the directors will have to make sure that the corporation also makes a beneficial impact on the environment through active environmental policies and strategies.

In either case, the formulation and wording used through these legal interventions will be crucial and should not be vaguely determined. Formulating duties by using wording such as ‘not harming the environment’ for negative duties or ‘respecting the environment’ for positive duties can leave wide room for interpretation. This carries the risk of the duty being symbolic since directors can easily fulfil it without actually improving the corporation’s environmental performance. To prevent directors from taking advantage of these situations, duties should be defined in a precise way that can produce concrete results. In this regard, objective and quantifiable criteria should be chosen to concretise what is expected from the directors. Vague expressions such as ‘taking into account’ or ‘considering’ environmental impacts as the European Commission did in the Proposal can easily lead to legal ambiguity regarding what can be expected from the directors. Therefore, it is a matter of doubt how effective these provisions can be, if adopted, in shifting the board’s behaviour. Conversely, integrating planetary boundaries, for instance, can help to establish scientifically proven ecological limits to corporate activity.

9 Conclusion

Recent movements towards a new business model, where non-shareholder stakeholders and their interests are safeguarded alongside shareholders and their interests, often take stakeholder theory as their base point. By relying on stakeholder theory, corporations believe that they can admit their responsibility towards environmental matters and address the demands and concerns of society in this regard. However, the necessities of our day require more than what stakeholder theory can offer to change corporate behaviour toward environmental sustainability. Stakeholder theory has important pitfalls when it comes to achieving these in practice. First, two consecutive steps of stakeholder theory (i.e., stakeholder identification and stakeholder management) does not provide adequate grounds to pay careful attention to the environmental interests to consider the environment (or the society as being the representative stakeholder group for environmental interests) as a stakeholder. It also does not provide any guidance to the management on how to thoroughly consider environmental matters while taking decisions or ac-
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tions. Moreover, the powers of shareholders together with the lack of guidance on the stakeholder theory offers for the management exacerbates the impregnable position of shareholders and worsens the situation for other stakeholders. In addition to these, the essence and fundamental aims of stakeholder theory also do not correlate with the goal of achieving corporate environmental sustainability. Stakeholder theory was originally founded as a management concept and it ultimately aimed to serve the interests of the corporation. Answering the environmental concerns of society was not originally on its agenda let alone, as the title of this article goes, saving the planet. Assigning stakeholder theory with these tasks, therefore, constitutes not only a misinterpretation but also a distortion of the term. Stakeholder theory should not be perceived as the remedy for each and every corporate dysfunction. Its aims and capacity should be recognised as limitations for its usage. Building upon the idea that stakeholder theory is incompatible with the goal of integrating environmental sustainability into corporate practice, the second part of the article was based on the necessity to use corporate law as a solution instead. A solution coming from a corporate law intervention can target the company at the core. How the two interrelated key concepts of corporate law (corporate interest and directors’ duties) are interpreted and/or formulated can have far-reaching impacts on the directors’ behaviour and actions which inevitably and eventually, influence and construe corporate behaviour. Hence, a legal reform in corporate law aiming to (re)formulate and/or (re)interpret these terms can help to make the desired transitions in corporate activity more effective.

It is true that corporations are a big part of today’s environmental crisis, but this does not mean they can become a part of the solution, or even, the solution. By making the right choices, they have the potential to change the course of things. However, they need a clear, mandatory and practical legal framework on this matter. Corporations are not only created but also shaped by corporate law. Thus, a shift from business as usual cannot be achieved by remaining indifferent to corporate law. It is no longer a question of whether corporate law should act on the current environmental crisis but a question of how, and this article aimed to shed some light on it. As the title of this article goes, ‘stakeholder theory cannot save the planet’. However, businesses can if corporate law is adopted as the tool in pursuing this objective.
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Abstract

The question is no longer whether we should move to an environmentally sustainable way of living; rather, the question is – how are we supposed to do that? Katharina Pistor’s seminal book *The Code of Capital* pointed out that our current form of capitalism is enabled by private law, which selectively ‘codes’ certain assets, endowing them with the capacity to protect and produce private wealth. Law can be changed by the legislature, but legal concepts can equally be imbued with new meanings due to changing ways of seeing in society. Indeed, our investigation into two legal innovations – the Community Land Trust (CLT) and the Zoöp model – demonstrates how little change of the legal hardware of society is required for meaningful legal change in service of sustainability in the city and beyond. Whereas the CLT rethinks the stewardship function of property rights, the Zoöp model transforms corporate governance structures to consider nonhumans’ interests – and both do so without waiting for relevant legal changes to be enacted by legislatures. To evaluate the potential and the limitations of these two legal innovations, we assess the extent to which these innovations align with four ‘glocal’ lenses of the Doughnut model developed by the British economist Kate Raworth: to what extent do these legal innovations support the thriving of humans and environment both locally and globally?
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1. Introduction

The question is no longer whether we should move to an environmentally sustainable way of living, the question is how. Current capitalism is clearly unsustainable. It is widely accepted that the economy needs to become circular, so that our societies operate ecologically sustainably, and the transition should take place in a socially just manner. Katharina Pistor’s seminal book *The Code of Capital* pointed out that our current form of capitalism is enabled by private law, which selectively ‘codes’ certain assets, endowing them with the capacity to protect and produce private wealth. With the right legal coding, any object, claim or idea can be turned into capital and, thereby, increase its propensity to create wealth for its holders. The legal coding protects the asset holder and gives their wealth longevity, thereby setting the stage for sustained inequality.

Thus, importantly, capital is coded in institutions of private law, including property, corporate law and contract law. These are the legal modules that bestow critical legal attributes on the select assets that give them a comparative advantage over others in creating new and protecting old wealth. Capital owes its power to law and is backed and enforced by the state. As Pistor points out, law is often treated as a sideshow, while in fact it is the very cloth from which capital is cut. Crucially, this means that the law is also a potential site for change. Hence, the question how to move to an environmentally sustainable way of living might well be answered by looking at how to change private law.

Law can be changed by the legislature, but legal concepts can equally be imbued with new meanings due to changing ways of seeing in society, which can translate in renewed (judicial) interpretations or usages of
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existing law.\(^5\) Indeed, our investigation into two legal innovations – the Community Land Trust (CLT) and the Zoöp model – demonstrates how little change of the legal hardware of society is required for meaningful legal change in service of sustainability in the city and beyond. Whereas the CLT rethinks the stewardship function of property rights, the Zoöp model transforms corporate governance structures to consider nonhumans’ interests – and both do so without awaiting legal change enacted by legislatures. We selected these two legal innovations as case studies as both are gaining popularity in the Netherlands but are understudied, while they appear highly promising to alter current conceptualizations of the legal modules of property and representation in a bottom-up fashion and in service of sustainable cities.

In this article, we aim to evaluate the potential and the limitations of these two legal innovations for the transition towards socially just and ecologically sustainable cities. As an analytical framework, we make use of the doughnut model developed by the British economist Kate Raworth. The city of Amsterdam, in its Circular Strategy 2020–2025, relies on the Amsterdam City Doughnut, which it designed with Kate Raworth and her team. The fact that Amsterdam’s officials took it up as the basis for their strategy shows that they believe the Doughnut can act as a compass for human progress. Hence, we study the CLT and Zoöp models in Amsterdam specifically: our chosen analytical framework has democratic legitimacy there. The findings, however, are relevant for any community – city, village or neighbourhood – that pursue inclusive and sustainable design of their living environment.

The doughnut model depicts an economy where societies and businesses contribute to economic development while respecting the limits of the planet.\(^6\) The Doughnut provides a playful approach to framing humanity’s challenge of the 21st century: meeting the needs of all people (the ‘social foundation’) within the means of the planet (the ‘ecological ceiling’) (Figure 1). The strength of this model is that it captures the dimensions of social justice and environmental sustainability in one simple – and tasty – metaphor. In the current era of the Anthropocene, it is vital to merge these social and environmental dimensions in one comprehensive picture – after all, the notion of the Anthropocene suggests that humans themselves are a geological force on earth, which blurs the boundaries between what used to be perceived as two separate domains. Climate change will disproportionally impact already marginalized groups, young people and those not yet born. Any conception of the common good must therefore reflect the interconnectedness of the natural and social environment. Hence, also the legal design of property rights and representation in organizational governance are legitimate only to the extent that they can be justified by reference to the common good.\(^7\) Does the design of the CLT and the Zoöp models, respectively, live up to this promise to foster a doughnut-proof vision of the common good? In this light, it is important to recognise that the city of Amsterdam demonstrates how global change requires local action. Within the city, the social foundation must be secured and the environment must be healthy;

\(^5\) See also: the account of deliberative democracy in L. Burgers, ‘Should Judges Make Climate Change Law?’ 9(1) Transnational Environmental Law 55-75 (2020).

\(^6\) K. Raworth, Doughnut Economics: Seven Ways to Think Like a 21st-century Economist (2017).

however, the city must also strive not to adversely affect either of them elsewhere. In this vein, the central question to the Amsterdam City Doughnut reads: how can our city be a home to thriving people in a thriving place, while respecting the well-being of all people and the health of the whole planet? The following four interdependent questions provide a tool and starting point for reflection upon these ‘glocal’ ambitions (see Table 1). This article is structured as follows. Section 2 looks through these four glocal lenses at collective ownership in the form of a Community Land Trust (CLT), by diving deep into the first CLT in the Netherlands, namely CLT H-neighbourhood in the Bijlmer, South-East Amsterdam. Section 3 applies the four glocal lenses to assess how representation is changed by the Zoöp model, an organisational governance model for both for-profit and not-for-profit organisations, in which interests of non-human beings are addressed. In our concluding remarks, we set out under what conditions these legal innovations contribute to meeting the needs of social justice and ecological sustainability, that is, the goal envisaged inter alia by the doughnut model. By doing so, we demonstrate how private legal institutions can be potential sites for change towards a sustainable future.

This article is based on desk research and thus relies on the information that can be found in the public domain. We have sympathy for both legal innovations, but we see it as our role to provide independent scrutiny to assess their potential and limitations. We do engage informally with some key figures involved in the CLT movement in the Netherlands and the Zoöp model to learn about latest developments and to share our thinking to help the Dutch CLT community think through if the Zoöp model can be integrated in their CLTs in development.

### 2 Ownership in a Sustainable City

This section reflects on the dominant models of property, contrasting them with the Community Land Trust (Section 2.1.1), after which it zooms into an Amsterdam-based CLT (Section 2.1.2), and analyses the potential of that CLT in light of our analytical framework: the four glocal lenses of the Amsterdam City Doughnut (Section 2.1.2). The section finishes off with some concluding remarks (Section 2.2) before moving to an analysis of the Zoöp model in the next section. Property in its broadest sense refers to the ways in which a society regulates the distribution of resources – be it land, buildings or other objects – and the level of care accorded to these resources. Both as a legal concept and social narrative, property shapes how humans relate to one another and to the nonhuman living world. While there is great variety in the meaning of property throughout cultures and over time, the contemporary default image of property in capitalist legal systems is associated with private entitlements. This default image is shaped by the liberal political ideology that promotes individual autonomy, by allowing owners to exclude others from their property as well as exercising power over the object itself.

The freedoms that our property laws ensure, especially through private ownership, have been a valuable component of the social order and of economic flourishing. Property can encourage and facilitate private efforts to build homes, stores and factories, making the economy grow and yielding widespread public benefits. However, while property empowers and enables the proprietor, it often disempowers and disenables non-proprietors. Moreover, the freedoms that our property laws ensure, together with the notion that an economy can grow beyond ecological limits, have facilitated ecological harm. Over time, the legal institution of property has been shaped and interpreted by political ideologies, dominant social values and associated ideas about the purposes that property ought to promote. Property rights are legitimate only to the extent that they can be justified by reference to the common good.

Due to new circumstances, knowledge or values, new visions of the common good arise. This requires lawyers and legal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOCIAL</th>
<th>ECOLOGICAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOCAL</td>
<td>1. What would it mean for the people of Amsterdam to thrive?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOCAL</td>
<td>4. What would it mean for Amsterdam to respect the well-being of people worldwide?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 Ibid.
12 Freyfogle, above n. 7, at 52.
15 Margaret Davies, Lee Godden & Nicole Graham, ‘Situating Property within Habitat: Reintegrating Place, People, and the Law’, 6(1) Journal of Law, Property, and Society 7 (2021); Freyfogle, above n. 7, at 50.
16 Freyfogle, above n. 7, at 51.
scholars to examine how legal tools such as the design of property rights – and associated understandings of responsibilities of owners – foster the new vision of the common good.17 Does Amsterdam’s property rights system foster a doughnut-proof vision of the common good?

In Amsterdam, 80% of the land is owned by the municipality of Amsterdam.18 Its use is distributed through ground lease (erfpacht), a limited proprietary right that enables the lessee to hold and use land that is owned by the municipality.19 In return for payment, the lessee has the right to use the property as if they were the owner. The City of Amsterdam has two types of ground lease: (1) continuous ground leases, where the price is adjusted every 50 or 75 years, or (2) perpetual ground leases, where a fixed land price is agreed and will remain at that level in perpetuity. The introduction of the latter in 2017 was an important innovation of the Amsterdam ground lease system. It ensures that lessees no longer have to deal with the uncertainty around increasing land lease prices. The other 20% of Amsterdam’s land consists of plots held in private ownership. These are mainly located in the city centre, within the ring of canals. These plots were already given out in private ownership before the emergence of the adoption of the ground lease system in 1896.

In Amsterdam’s context, relevant questions thus include: who gets to lease the city’s plots of land and therewith develop and own the building and facilities that make the city? Tenders for plots of land are competitive. Does Amsterdam’s doughnut-proof vision filter down to how it allocates its plots of land? In its vision for 2050, the Amsterdam municipality expresses its support for bottom-up initiatives, including the CLT H-neighbourhood.20 Whether that translates to granting CLTs plots of land is yet to be seen. The following subsection explores further the model of collective ownership through a CLT.

2.1 Collective Ownership in the Community Land Trust

Collective ownership in the form of a Community Land Trust is an alternative approach to private or public ownership of land, houses and other facilities. A CLT is a non-profit and community-led organization that typically develops and manages homes for low- and middle-income groups of population. CLTs are open member organisations supporting the interests of residents of the buildings that fall under the CLT’s governance, the neighbourhood and the public interest. Ownership and management of the land, homes and neighbourhood facilities is anchored in a CLT organisation, and conditions are drawn up for sustainable and social use of it. By means of a continuous anti-speculation clause and buyback arrangement on the houses, the CTL aims to establish affordable living for current and future generations. The ambition is to counterbalance the commercial real estate development, rising land and housing prices, and the slow ‘pushing away’ of low- and middle-income households from the city.21

‘Trust’ in CLT’s name is a somewhat unfortunate formulation in the Dutch context, as the Netherlands has not accepted the legal form of a trust. It is an Anglo-American legal form and one of the tools for ‘coding capital’ discussed by Pistor.22 The Anglo-American trust allows an owner to transfer an asset into a legal shell, which is set up only for this purpose. The rights to the asset are divided between the trustee, who holds formal title, and the beneficiary, who receives the (future) economic interest. Once the trust deed is drawn up and the asset transferred to the trustee, the original owner no longer owns the asset. His personal creditors therefore cannot seize it to satisfy their claims. To date, the trust is an invaluable legal coding device among the wealthy who wish to protect their assets from tax authorities and other creditors.

The CLT imbues the concept of trust with a different meaning. It builds on the ideas by one of the CLT thought leaders, Ralph Borsodi, who claimed that buildings can be treated as property but that land could never be called property.23 Instead, it should be called trusterty, as no man or government has a moral title to the earth’s ownership and we hold the earth in trust. Land is understood as part of the commons, a shared resource to be managed on behalf of the community of all mankind. Over time, the emphasis of whom the CLT should serve has altered. The community for whom land was held in trust was no longer all of mankind, but a disadvantaged subset, the people who are excluded from the economic and political mainstream.

CLTs are not a type of legal form. In some jurisdictions, such as the UK, CLT’s are defined in law and must adhere to certain requirements, such as: to be set up to benefit a defined local community; to be not-for-profit; and to grant local people the opportunity to join as members who have a controlling vote in the Annual General Meeting and the Board.24 Often the model is combined with other models of private non-market housing, such as housing cooperatives. The difference between a CLT and an ordinary housing cooperative is that by design the interests of residents, neighbours and the public at large are represented in the organizational design of the CLT. Moreover, housing cooperatives are owned and run

21 And The People, CLT Bijlmer, ‘Een Community Land Trust (CLT) in de Bijlmer – Whitepaper Betaalbaar wonen in verbondenheid met buurt’ (June 2020).
22 Pistor, above n. 2, at 42-43.
by and for their members, while membership of a CLT is open to everyone in the local community. Communities around the world, in the most diverse contexts, have relied on the CLT model for more than 50 years to ensure their collective future. The model finds its origins in the US (from 1969 onward), and CLT pilot projects were run at the beginning of the 21st century in the UK. There are now hundreds of CLTS in both the US and the UK, and the model is gaining popularity in other parts of the world, including in the continental Europe. The Netherlands is relatively late to the game. A few years ago, the CLT model was introduced in the Netherlands by the advisory firm And The People, resulting in a first CLT being developed in the Amsterdam neighbourhood Southeast, also known as the Bijlmer. A community of more than 180 local residents are now actively working on project plans and neighbourhood development. The municipality of Amsterdam has set out in its 2050 vision statement that more space will be granted to housing and energy cooperatives and other forms of collective self-management of the living environment. The municipality stresses that it will support and monitor smaller bottom-up initiatives such as the CLT H-neighbourhood in the Bijlmer in their quest to realise sustainable and affordable housing for and by the local community. Currently, a second CLT is under development in Amsterdam. ‘De Ceuvel’ in Amsterdam North is exploring the potential of the CLT model to transform a temporary circular innovation hub into a permanent space for circular innovation and community involvement.

The following sections examine the potential of the CLT model to contribute to a sustainable city as viewed through the four glocal lenses. Before doing so, the CLT H-neighbourhood in the Bijlmer will be discussed in more depth to deepen our insight into the workings of the CLT model.

2.1.1 The CLT H-Neighbourhood in the Bijlmer

For the past 50 years, the Bijlmer in Amsterdam Southeast has been perceived as the roughest part of Amsterdam. The area was developed from 1966 onward, but its monotonous building blocks did not appeal to people and the buildings remained empty. Rent prices dropped and the Bijlmer started to attract the underprivileged, particularly large numbers of immigrants from Suriname. By the end of the 1980s, the area had the profile of a poor neighbourhood, with soaring crime rates, drug abuse and unemployment. In 1992, the municipality of Amsterdam, the city council of South East and the social housing corporations decided for a large-scale area renewal. Slowly, the Bijlmer is becoming a more attractive city district that never lost its unique character of a multicultural melting pot. However, residents continue to struggle, to fully prosper socially and economically, Moses Alagbe – Initiator and Board Member of the CLT H-neighbourhood – notes, which he states can be explained by high costs of living and disappearance and lack of physical community infrastructure to support emancipation, community activities and capacity building. The initiative the H-neighbourhood originated from a grassroots organisation that has been active in the H-neighbourhood for more than 15 years. Community members set up an open member association called CLT H-neighbourhood that consists of a diverse community with over 180 members. The group chose community development first, including the establishment of the association, even before a concrete plot of land was available to them. To date, the community is waiting for the municipality to set out a tender for a plot of land in their area, which tender has been postponed several times, to the community’s dismay.

The CLT H-neighbourhood built on the CLT model as developed in the US, which they sought to tailor to their own community. Three characteristics are core to any CLT, namely self-organisation, shared ownership and real estate management and operation. Organising management and locally, CLTs arguably have a strong connection with the neighbourhood and a good understanding of the local needs. Building on these core building blocks, this community developed five guiding principles: (1) affordability in the present for current residents hailing from low- and middle-income population groups; (2) affordability in the future by making speculation with housing or rapid rent increases impossible; (3) connectedness with the neighbourhood through permanent decision-making power of local residents over developments in the vicinity of their homes and neighbourhood facilities; (4) stimulating self-reliance and providing opportunities for the socioeconomic emancipation of residents from the neighbourhood, by having them take charge of the elaboration and organization of the projects; and (5) combining the development of the CLT model with circular area development.

The H-neighbourhood set up three separate entities for its three stakeholder groups that collectively
work together to realize sustainable and affordable housing and neighbourhood facilities for people from the neighbourhood, by taking these assets under shared ownership and management (as commons) and by establishing legally embedded conditions that ensure sustainable and social use. See Figure 2 for a quick overview of the three separate entities and Annex 1 at the end of this article for a more elaborate overview.

First, an open membership association was set up for the CLT H-neighbourhood, in which local residents and other stakeholders from the neighbourhood represent their local interests. They stimulate the development of homes and neighbourhood facilities according to the CLT vision, map the neighbourhood needs, play a role in allocating new residents in the CLT properties and fulfil a procedural role in the buyback scheme.

Second, the development of the actual homes will be done with the soon-to-be residents who form a separate legal entity. As all the houses to be developed will be for rent (not for sale), this legal entity will be a housing cooperative. In the statutes of this legal entity, a link is made with the CLT H-neighbourhood association when it comes to keeping houses affordable through a buyback scheme, rules regarding anti-speculation and an allocation policy for new residents. Third, the public interest is to be represented by the CLT NL platform which is currently being developed.

The CLT NL platform is in development. It must develop a clear understanding of the various social and ecological interests to be protected and who can be regarded well-positioned to represent these human and nonhuman stakeholder groups adequately. As we argue in the following, the Zoöp model could be integrated in this third stakeholder group that represents the public interest, in order to ensure that the interests of the non-human living world are taken into account. The public interest can also be safeguarded in the conditions that the municipality sets as part of land lease requirements or as additional tender requirements.

The municipality of Amsterdam would like to see the number of housing cooperatives in the city rise sharply in the coming years. The ambition is that by 2045, as many as 40,000 homes (10% of all houses in Amsterdam) must be owned by housing cooperatives. The municipality is releasing plots of land for new buildings and makes available a loan fund of €50 million. However, these ambitious municipal plans do not cater for CLTs. By definition, these plans force the CLT H-neighbourhood to present themselves as a housing cooperative rather than a CLT to be eligible for plots of land or a loan from the municipal loan fund. The practice so far shows that the technical knowledge required to start a housing cooperative is already present within groups with above-average high education and with predominantly professional experience in city development and (self) building processes and/or existing relationships within municipal bodies. These are not characteristics of residents of the CLT H-neighbourhood. With the support of knowledgeable partners (CLT NL, the Foundation Woon, and The People, above n. 21, at 15).

Figure 2. The organizational structure of the CLT H-neighbourhood.
housing cooperation de Warren, and the organization New Economy), a working group is set up in the CLT H-neighbourhood to equip the community with the required capacity and knowledge to start a housing cooperative.

2.1.2 The CLT through the Four Glocal Lenses
What is the potential of the CLT model to contribute to a city being a home to thriving people in a thriving place, while respecting the well-being of all people and the health of the whole planet? In the following subsection, the impact of the CLT model on (1) local people, (2) local environment, (3) the global environment and (4) people elsewhere will be discussed.

Local People
Just like many other cities around the world, Amsterdam is suffering from a housing affordability crisis.38 The further it penetrates into the fabric of the city, the more the social and economic sustainability of the city is threatened. The CLT model is promising when it comes to enabling affordability, community-building and agency. However, the CLT may equally be a vehicle that can be exploited by insiders to ensure affordable housing for themselves and their loved ones. Hence, we argue that the statutes of the CLT H-neighbourhood association must help ensure that powers in the governance design are distributed in such a way that there are real checks on power and the CLT does not create novel inclusion-exclusion fault lines.

First, by controlling market speculation, homes are made affordable for generations to come. This results in lower costs of living and therewith more inclusive neighbourhoods. The CLT model also allows for the creation of neighbourhood shops, a daycare centre or a community centre, contributing to local employment opportunities.

Second, the model inherently fosters community-building. As said, a key difference between a CLT and an ordinary housing cooperative is that CLTs tend to arise from existing forces in a neighbourhood. Moreover, the interests of residents, neighbours and the public interest are represented in the organizational design of the model. The model is designed to foster co-creation, deliberation and participation. Due to the involvement of neighbourhood in area development, CLTs tend to have a keen eye for the integration of community assets that contribute to thriving neighbourhoods. Examples of such community spaces that are being considered in the CLT H-neighbourhood in the Bijlmer include co-working spaces, a shared kitchen where residents of the neighbourhood can cook for big or festive occasions, and a community-owned park with play facilities that will be maintained by the community.39

Third, the CLT model aims to provide for permanent agency of the local community to directly influence their living environment through coordinated action. The model seeks to nurture an increased sense of ownership for one’s neighbourhood. By design, the model is community-led, which empowers locals to voice their needs and wishes and to contribute to neighbourhood development.

Nevertheless, the CLT may equally be a vehicle that can be exploited by insiders to ensure affordable housing for their loved ones. Hence, CLTs must be very careful that they do not create novel inclusion-exclusion fault lines. As the CLT H-neighbourhood association influences who gets selected for the CLT houses, favouritism or even xenophobia may be lurking. The organizational design must therefore ensure that participation is open to anyone residing within the geographically defined community. The CLT H-neighbourhood association is in the process of developing criteria for the allocation of houses for rent. They consider the following to be of relevance, but concrete criteria must still be validated by their members: one’s current living situation, income and connection with and involvement in the H-neighbourhood.40 The third stakeholder group representing the public interest (CLT NL) must be able to serve as a system of checks and balances that can thwart potential favouritism. Moreover, we argue that legal design – in this case, the association’s statutes – can equally imbue the governance design with checks and balances. The statutes of the CLT H-neighbourhood association can also set out the measures to be taken to ensure that community participation is inclusive. To facilitate community participation, it helps people feel included when they are free and have the opportunity to speak the same language and, hence, be comfortable with speaking up on matters that are of importance to them. CLTs are not by design so inclusive as to account for language diversity, introversion/extroversion and preferred communication styles.

In addition, community participation and collaborative decision-making is a time-consuming and labour-intensive process. Especially the lower-income households that the CLT aims to serve cannot afford to spend their time deliberating neighbourhood development. Hence, the CLT must reflect on how to fairly distribute efforts to be invested, so that the burden of neighbourhood development is shared. This can be done based on trust or by integrating something that resembles a credit system, with which credits the members of the neighbourhood can enjoy neighbourhood services such as vegetables from the community’s garden or assistance in the maintenance of their home by skilled fellow neighbours.

Local Environment
It is not a design feature of the CLT model to care for the local environment, planetary boundaries and circularity. However, the CLT H-neighbourhood’s approach to


39 And The People, New Economy, and Space&Matter, ‘Co-operate – A Neighbourhood for Seven Generations’, slide 28, https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1s5Fo8vAHjHo0VIsyOCSweSBvr3rnlq7LXFj3RaA7xGx0/edit#slide=id.gcc49d07726_0_674 (last visited 8 December 2022).

CLT has integrated concern for the natural habitat as one of the guiding principles in their operations. To illustrate this, the CLT frontrunners in the Netherlands – And The People, New Economy and Space&Matter – have developed a vision on 'a neighbourhood for seven generations' for the CLT H-neighbourhood in the Bijlmer, related to a specific area called the H-midden neighbourhood. In their vision, which builds on input from the residents of that neighbourhood, the CLT must develop and manage a place where ecological value is created by residents and nature-based solutions are the first choice. Energy should come from renewable sources, and the carbon and ecological footprint should be drastically lowered by extending the lifespan of buildings through adaptability. These CLT frontrunners tried to apply the Doughnut principles at the neighbourhood scale, where they were then confronted with existing processes of area development. They observe that in traditional area development processes, the site is usually maximised for economic return. Applying the doughnut model, they developed a methodology that balances social and environmental with spatial and economic value. First, they identified opportunities for circularity in the built environment and then filtered those opportunities down based on maximising the positive spatial, social and environmental impact of those opportunities. A material flow analysis identified what turns out to be problematic from an environmental perspective. For this community in this location that turned out to be: the building materials (concrete and stone) used for the new housing and infrastructure; the current energy mix being based mainly on non-renewable energy sources such as gas and fossil fuels; non-recycled residual, construction and renovation waste; emissions; the relatively high beverage intake in this neighbourhood; and grey and black water due to residual, construction and renovation waste. They identified important interventions to have a positive environmental impact in the neighbourhood. The most impactful intervention would be replacing structural concrete with cross-laminated timber, in addition to bio-based interior walls, facade panels and insulation materials that would greatly reduce CO2 emissions from new construction. Moreover, the roofs of the neighbourhood can provide for renewable energy, and bio-based thermal materials can be used for the insulation of houses. The CLT members who have time and skills can join the energy group within the CLT to maintain renewable energy sources. Other impactful interventions include harvesting rainwater, introducing wastewater purification to reduce freshwater consumption and allow for the extraction of nutrients, and turning parking places into green public spaces. As caring for the local environment, planetary boundaries and circularity is not a design feature of the CLT model, the statutes of the CLT association could legally anchor these principles in the purpose description of the CLT.

Global Environment

What does it mean for the CLT model to respect the planet? The foregoing section demonstrated that area development can be conducted in ways in which social, ecological and economic sustainability are balanced and made central to area design. When it comes to respecting the planet, buildings and other community facilities can be designed in such a way that energy consumption and CO2 emissions are reduced. When it comes to global impacts, developers should source their materials responsibly, such as by making sure that the timber it relies on was not illegally logged. Local practices have a global impact and help reduce pressures on ecological boundaries. As noted earlier, the CLT model does not by design respect planetary boundaries; however, lawyers can assist the CLT community by legally embedding the principle of ecological protection in the purpose description of the CLT H-neighbourhood association.

People Elsewhere

The CLT model has become a tool for the empowerment of locally disadvantaged people. Attention to the impact of a CLT model on people globally is absent in the design of CLTs generally and the CLT H-neighbourhood in the Bijlmer. There are three ways in which the CLT model may impact people elsewhere: adverse impact on people’s health and well-being worldwide; and adverse impact on the human rights of those affected in the value chain of the materials relied on in construction; but, the positive impact here is that the a CLT model can be used as the basis to further the ultimate goal of redesigning the business model behind the built environment in a way that ensures our planet remains liveable for current and future generations. In its different forms – homes, work places, schools, hospitals, libraries or other public buildings – the built environment is the single largest energy consumer and one of the largest CO2 emitters in the EU. Collectively, buildings in the EU are responsible for 40% of our energy consumption and 36% of greenhouse gas emissions, which mainly arise from construction, usage, renovation and demolition. Improving energy efficiency in buildings therefore has a key role to play in achieving the ambitious goal of carbon-neutrality by 2050 as set out in the EU Green Deal. By embracing circularity as a guiding principle in the development and maintenance of
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buildings, a reduction in energy consumption and emissions can be achieved therewith, respecting the health and well-being of all people and the planet. In the CLT literature and practice, concern for the impact on people elsewhere is not systematically addressed. In constructing buildings and other community facilities, developers rely on materials that must be sourced and transported in line with respect for the human rights of those affected by these activities. To date, this has been a blind spot. CLTs could consider contractually requiring developers to demonstrate that they have conducted adequate due diligence to ensure that the materials they rely on are sourced and transported in line with international human rights standards. The Zoöp model set out in the following provides inspiration for ways in which the interests of people elsewhere can be taken into account in the CLT’s governance model. The third stakeholder group that represents the public interest in the CLT’s governance model (CLT NL) could explicitly reserve a seat for a representative of the interests of people elsewhere. Last but not least, pressure on the social, economic and ecological sustainability of the city due to the combination of a housing affordability crises as well as climate and ecological crises are not unique to Amsterdam. Climate change will disproportionately impact the already marginalized groups, young people and those not yet born. There is a need to shake up our collective imagination on how to design and manage our living environment in a way that is inclusive and respects planetary boundaries. The CLT model makes local people the stewards of their own living environment while it builds in a legal obligation to take decisions that benefit future generations. The model has the potential to help rekindle our imagination so as to rethink and ensure that the business model behind the built environment in service of people around the globe and the planet.

2.2 Concluding Remarks

The legal coding of land, buildings and other facilities holds the promise that it might be used for purposes other than optimization of economic value at the expense of other social and ecological place-based values. As Pistor notes, property rights can take many shapes and forms, and they might just as well be used to protect collective use rights and sustainable practices. The CLT model thus provides a challenge to our understanding of property rights and the responsibilities that come with it. Interestingly, the CLT is able to imbue the notion of property and ownership with new meanings without requiring laws and regulations to change first. The model can work with existing legal forms and can legally embed its governance model in statutes and contracts. Barriers to the flourishing of CLTs are therefore more financial or political in nature. CLTs need start capital, a reduced rate on ground lease, or land to be gifted to them. This requires political willingness at the national and local levels to support such efforts of collective ownership as well as willingness by financiers to grant loans to such a socially beneficial collective against reasonable conditions.

Importantly, the CLT is no holy grail. By applying Raworth’s four glocal lenses to the CLT model, we investigated the potential of the CLT model to contribute to a sustainable city. This article demonstrates that the needs of local people now and in the future are at the heart of the CLT model – hence one of the four glocal lenses – while concern for people elsewhere (geographically), the local natural habitat and planetary boundaries are not integrated in the CLT model by design. We argue that this is an important limitation of the contemporary CLT model. This limitation, however, can be overcome by rethinking the understanding of the community to be served in the concept of Community Land Trust. The community to be served by the CLT can be understood as serving the whole community of life, beyond mere human interests. This understanding better reflects the interconnectedness of the natural and social environment and therewith grant the nonhuman living world the position of primacy needed to protect and enhance ecological systems for the common good. Our environmental predicament is sufficiently severe to call for a reassessment of the place of the environment in our understanding of the common good and in the objectives pursued through the legal instruments we employ.

Let us now move on from legal innovation in the domain of property to the domain of representation to investigate the limits and potential of the Zoöp model for a sustainable city. In the concluding section, Section 4, the potential cross-fertilization between the CLT and Zoöp model is further discussed.

3 Representation of People and Planet in a Sustainable City

This section starts with general reflections on how the legal module of representation impacts sustainability issues and how the rising movement of the rights of nature is aiming to alter such representation in the domain of law. Current representation models are contrasted with the Zoöp model, which is further described and analysed against our analytical framework in Section 3.1. The section finishes with some concluding remarks (Section 3.2), after which the article moves to an integrated analysis of both CLT and Zoöp in the last section that will conclude the article.

We know for a fact that the legal-political system so far has not been able to effectively prevent the economy from moving into a direction that will not respect planetary boundaries, that is, the ecological ceiling of the
doughnut model. Political theorists have argued that this is due to a one-sided focus of law and politics on people in the here and now. In other words, the interests of people elsewhere, of future generations and of non-human beings are systematically overlooked. Thus, the question is asked whether we can redesign our legal-political system so as to include representation of these groups. If we would make such procedural changes in our legal-political decision-making, the thought goes, also the outcomes will be more transnationally orient- ed, more future-oriented and more oriented to ‘nonhu- mans’, that is, animals, plants and ecosystems.

It is important to note that in a city like Amsterdam, there is some representation of these groups but that this representation is limited. The municipal council and mayor are in principle representing the current hu- man inhabitants of the city. The municipal council is elected every four years, the mayor is appointed for a period of six years, with the possibility of reappoint- ment for six years. These relatively short cycles do not by design stimulate the municipal government to think long term. Of course, this is not to say that they are not thinking about the future. Quite to the contrary, the Amsterdam Circular Strategy calls the environmental crisis very concerning for future generations, and it ins- ists Amsterdam’s ambitions to account for the future.

But there is no institutional safeguard that municipal governance is future-proof. Such institutional safe- guards do exist elsewhere by means of a special future representative; in Wales there is for instance a so-called future-generations commissioner at the national level of government. On every legislative proposal, a report has to be sent to this commissioner showing how it is accounting for the future.

As for people elsewhere, their representation is limited in Amsterdam. True, the city has a special stedenband (literally city bond) with other cities in the world, including Tangier, Tokyo and Beijing. These bonds with ‘twin’ or ‘sister’ cities are aimed at fostering cultural and knowledge exchange. However, there is no institution that guarantees that the views of people elsewhere are represented in the process of municipal decision-mak- ing. For nonhuman beings, this is a bit different, because both environmental laws and animal welfare laws re- quire the municipality to think through at least the local environmental impacts of its policies. Moreover, green political parties take seats in the municipal board of Amsterdam. Nevertheless, in the case of nonhumans as well, representation is not anywhere near that of cur- rently living Amsterdam citizens.

In other countries, there are interesting developments when speaking of the legal representation of nonhu- mans. In the transnational rights of nature or Earth Ju- risprudence movement, an increasing number of natural entities, like rivers, forests, mountains or even Mother Earth, are recognised as rights-holders. The motiva- tion for doing so is so – generally speaking – twofold. First, there is a moral dimension: it is thought that be- cause nature has intrinsic value, this should be recogn- ised in law. The rights of nature signal a paradigm shift, because nature is no longer seen as an object of property but as a subject of rights. Second, there a practi- cal dimension: only when humans institutionalise the representation of nature, they force themselves to take nature’s interests properly into account in their politi- cal-legal decision-making processes. In short, the pre- sumption is that representation as nature qua subject will lead to more effective environmental protection.

There are more and more jurisdictions worldwide recognising the rights of nature. Ecuador was famously the first in adopting constitutional provisions in 2008, rec- ognising the ‘right to integral respect for its existence’ of PachaMama, or Mother Earth. Bolivia followed in 2010 with a national law also recognising the rights of Mother Earth. Famous as well are New Zealand’s Te Urewera forest and the Whanganui river, which were recognised as legal persons in acts from 2014 and 2017, respectively. Rights of nature are often recognised by way of legislation but, occasionally, also by the judiciary. In Colombia, for instance, there is case law of the high- est courts recognising rights of the Colombian Amazon rainforest and the Atrato River. Moreover, recognition of rights of nature is not limited to the national level; to the contrary, many local communities have recognised the rights of nature in one way or another. Because nature does not speak human language, it needs to be represented by humans in order to partici- pate in the legal system. Representation is heterogene- ously regulated across the various examples cited. The Ecuador Constitution allows anyone standing to sue on
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behalf of nature, whereas the New Zealand Acts are mostly dedicated to constituting sophisticated representative bodies for the forest and the river, respectively. In these representative bodies, there are various organs and representatives from the indigenous Māori people as well as 'the Crown', that is, the government that took power in New Zealand since it was colonised by the British.\(^{60}\) Also the Colombian Constitutional Court appoints special representatives for the Atrato River in its ground-breaking decision.\(^{61}\)

Now it is important to note two things. First, rights of nature aim primarily at legal representation and not at political representation. This means that they will often be used in litigation against harms that are already done, or of which the threat is immanent. Their preventive effect could therefore be seen as limited. Nevertheless, even if the rights of nature do not result in 'a parliament of things',\(^{62}\) they can institutionally impact political decision-making and thus have some preventive effects. After all, in principle legislatures and executives intend to draft policies that do not violate any rights of individuals.

Second, rights of nature are mostly being recognised outside Europe.\(^{63}\) It goes beyond the scope of this article to deeply delve into the question why this would be the case. Presumably, politicians with non-European worldviews find it easier to accept the idea that nature can be a (legal) person, and non-continental judges are more willing to engage in what many in continental European legal traditions would see as *judicial activism* in the pejorative sense of the word. For example, the Colombian Supreme Court recognised the rights of the Colombian Amazon *without* a request of the plaintiffs to do so.\(^{64}\) Such judicial creativity seems impossible in the Dutch legal system. So far, in Europe, there have been a lot of activists pleading for rights of nature, but only the Spanish lagune the Mar Menor has actually been recognised as a rights-holder,\(^{65}\) and only very recently, since the fall of 2022.\(^{66}\) Otherwise, the potential for rights of nature within Europe and the Netherlands is limited, at least in the short term.

These two factors make it extra interesting to explore the potential of the Zoöp model to transform current models of representation. We will turn to the technical details of this model shortly, in Section 3.1. It aims to represent nonhumans within all kinds of organisations: both for profits and non-profits. First, this model is building on the ideas of the rights of nature. It is driven by its moral intention – that nature has intrinsic value and therefore merits institutionalised representation. It is also driven by the practical dimension, that is, by the belief that such representation will lead to better environmental protection, at least within the premises of a Zoöp organisation. Because the model is aimed at representing nonhumans within organisation’s decision-making process, its effects are by design more preventive and less reparative in character than recognition of legal rights only.

Second, the Zoöp model is of Dutch (i.e. European) origin, but even though in the Netherlands the rights of nature are not recognised, this does not impede the Zoöp’s immediate effectiveness. It is a bottom-up initiative, working with existing legal instruments and is not dependent on top-down adoption of new laws or legal rulings. Thus, the Zoöp model allows organisations to be frontrunners: they operationalise the ideas of the rights of nature without the need to wait for governmental institutions to do so.

This bottom-up aspect of the Zoöp is interesting in light of existing initiatives to create for-profit corporations that respect environmental and social standards. The so-called Public Benefit Corporation, is a legal entity enabled by the legislatures of various States of the US, which allows a corporation to integrate public aims in its objectives.\(^{67}\) Hence, the public benefit corporation is not a bottom-up initiative in the sense that it depends on the top-down implementation by the legislature. In that sense, the Zoöp model is closer to the ‘B-corp’, a private certification for profit-driven companies that integrate environmental and social standards in their business. What is truly unique about the Zoöp model is how it radically changes those whose voices are represented in organisational decision-making: Zoöp is not only about realising environmental standards; the model also enables deliberating with the nonhuman world on what those standards should be.

### 3.1 The Zoöp Model

The Zoöp model was officially launched on 22 April 2022. It is so recent, that to our knowledge, no academic literature on it has yet been produced.
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60. Indeed, the colonial history of this particular case is extremely interesting, but it has been extensively discussed elsewhere and falls outside the scope of this article.
64. Colombian Supreme Court, above n. 58.
66. For more information and the full text of the law, see: J. García Badía, ‘Así es el texto del Congreso que aprueba al Mar Menor como “juego de derechos”: 1.600 km blindados’, *El Español* (2022).
In what follows, we base ourselves mostly on non-academic sources and on legal documents provided to us by the designers of the model. Zoöp stands for cooperation on the one hand, and the Greek word for life, zoe, on the other. The model was developed by the Rotterdam-based museum Het Nieuwe Instituut (The New Institute), supported pro bono by lawyers from one of the most prestigious corporate firms in the Netherlands, De Brauw Blackstone Westbroek. The Zoöp model provides an organisational form in which nonhumans are represented. It works with existing company and contract law to create a new legal structure.

Figure 3 illustrates the design of the Zoöp model. Key players are the Zoönomic Institute, a Zoönomic Foundation and the various zoöps and proto-zoöps. The Zoönomic Institute maintains this complicated network and does all kind of organisational work. This institute has in turn set up a so-called Zoönomic Foundation. Any organization can become a zoöp, and those on their way to become one are called 'proto-zoöp'. In each zoöp's board, nonhumans are represented by someone working for the Zoönomic Foundation. This way, nonhumans get a voice in the decision-making process of the zoöps. Nonhumans are not (only) on the menu; they are at the table in the zoöps.

68 Full disclaimer: in the last couple of years, author [1] of this article has attended various brainstorming sessions with the lawyers developing the Zoöp model. There, she has also personally met some of the people who aim to transform their organisation in to a 'Zoöp' in the coming years, for example, the couple who started the farm Bodemzicht that is discussed in the following.

69 On the Zoönomic Institute's managerial board are an entrepreneur, an artist and a lawyer at the time of writing this article (respectively, Ernestien Idenburg (president), Merel Willemsen, and Margaret Sattya-Rose), but there are no formal prerequisites for becoming a member of this board.

70 On the board of this foundation Ernestien Idenburg and Merel Willemsen are also sitting right now, together with Sander Turnhout, a biologist. No formal requirements apply here either. It is the intention of these members to find replacement in 2023.

71 The certification document (hereafter: Zoöp Certification) is not made public, but it is available with the authors of this article.

72 Art. 5.1 Zoöp Certification.

73 Ibid., Art. 5.3.

74 Ibid., Art. 5.5.

75 Ibid., Art. 5.13. The Zoöp Manifesto is available at https://zoop.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/zoop-manifesto.

76 Ibid., Art. 6.1.

77 Ibid., Art. 6.3.

78 Citation taken from https://zoop.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/zoop-model (last visited 18 August 2022), the website to which the Zoöp Certification re-
set out yearly goals for ecological regeneration, following a ‘zőönomic annual cycle’, in which listening to sentient nonhuman beings plays a central role. These yearly goals are laid down in a ‘ゾönomic Annual Plan’ that is to be approved annually by the Zoönomic Foundation. Interventions laid down in this plan should aim at ‘ecological regeneration in the spatial and operational sphere of the Zoöp’. Several instruments and methods to this end can be chosen, but at least one ‘must provide qualitative insight into the ecological integrity of the Zoöp’. These instruments and methods can be chosen from a list that is accepted by the Zoönomic Institute, or the Zoöp has to propose one to the institute for approval.

As said, the Zoöp model can be used for any type of organisation, whether for profit or non-profit. Existing ‘proto-zööps’ include a farm, a university campus and a holiday resort. Within Amsterdam, there is an art platform and community garden called Zone2Source. In the direct surroundings of Amsterdam, there are a hotel – Fort Abcoude – and a holiday resort, Sumowala. Moreover, De Ceuvel, mentioned in Section 2.1, is considering to adopt not only the CLT but also the Zoöp model. Because the Amsterdam-based proto-zööps are very much at the early stages of their development, this section will draw on the examples of other (proto-)zoöps in the Netherlands as well. Since 22 April 2022, the Nieuwe Instituut itself is the first full-fledged zoöp.

Let us now turn to the four questions of the glocal lense to further assess the potential of this promising-looking model. What is the potential of the Zoöp model to contribute to a city like Amsterdam being a home to thriving people in a thriving place, while respecting the well-being of all people and the health of the whole planet?

### 3.1.1 The Zoöp Model through the Four Glocal Lenses

#### Local People

Zoöp stresses being embedded in a local community, as apparent in Figure 3. Also, the Zoöp Manifesto declares: ‘Together with other Zoöps we work towards the transformation of our economy into a regenerative human-inclusive ecosystem, a network of exchange of matter, energy and meaning that supports all bodies in their existence’. The word ‘human-inclusive’ signals that there is attention for the well-being of (local) people – next to that of other ‘bodies’. This is confirmed when looking at the practice of various proto-zoöps. For example, Ecowerdegard is a non-profit food forest that is open for all. One of its main aims is to fight poverty within the Netherlands and to provide poor people with free and healthy food that is grown in the forest. It thus has a clear orientation towards the social well-being of local people. As a second example, the art platform Zone2Source is inherently oriented towards the local community: it offers freely accessible indoor and outdoor art exhibitions. This creates space for members of the local community to meet and relax. And as a last example, the for-profit farm Bodemzicht works closely together with local chefs and local consumers, to whom it sells its re-generatively produced vegetables, herbs and eggs. Moreover, the farm is open for visitors.

In the baseline assessment that is to be carried out by every zoöp, the social dimension must also be mapped. This institutionally forces any zoöp to think about social aspects. At the same time, how this works out in practice depends on the type of organisation; for instance, local communities do not always like a hotel being built close to them. After all, hotels attract tourists, which makes the neighbourhood busier and which can cause other nuisances. Thus, the social dimension can prove to be challenging to the proto-zoöp Fort Abcoude, a for-profit hotel that is to be situated in an old fortress near Amsterdam. Now of course, this hotel can also bring benefits to its neighbourhood, like improved employment and social safety, and the preservation of the monumental fort. Moreover, it is likely that, because of the institutional requirements that are applicable to zoöps but not necessarily to other for-profit hotels, zoöp hotels may at the very least have less negative impact on a local community than a business-as-usual hotel.

#### Local Environment

By design, the Zoöp model fully integrates the local environment. After all, it is primarily the local environment – that is, a living world that encompasses both human and nonhuman lives within the premises of a certain zoöp represented by the speakers who are there to function as the voice of both humans and nonhumans in the local environment. These speakers are delegated by the Zoönomic Foundation which has laid down in its statutes that its sole task is to represent the voice of non-human life in the operational sphere of Zoöp. The concentration at the local environment can be seen as well in the first phase of the zoönomic annual cycle that is to be carried out by every zoöp on an annual basis. That is, this first phase is one of ‘demarcation’: the zoöp must clearly set out inter alia which physical structures demarcate the zoöp, like fences, watercourses or roads. In the annual cycle, it should also be determining which interventions the zoöp should aim for; for instance, to improve the quality and biodiversity of the soil. Moreover, a zoöp should be ‘committed to strive
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79 Art. 5.8 Zoöp Certification. See also: https://zoop.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/zoekonomische-jaarcyclus.

80 Ibid. Art. 5.12.

81 Ibid. Art. 5.9.

82 Ibid. Art. 5.10.


84 The website of this organisation is https://sites.google.com/view/ecowerdegard-central-website.

85 See: https://zone2source.net/en/about-zone2source/

86 As per the description at https://zoop.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/zoop-model.

87 See: Art. 5.6 Zoöp Certification, referring also to https://zoop.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/zoekonomische-jaarcyclus.
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towards ecological regeneration with the whole of its being and in all its actions.\textsuperscript{89}

To do so, the regenerative farm Bodemzicht engages in a project with the Dutch Radboud University, developing a biodiversity monitoring tool.\textsuperscript{90} With this tool, the local biodiversity can be assessed and measures for improvement can be taken. The Radboud University researchers study effectiveness of environmental measures in various local contexts\textsuperscript{91} and stress that it is not enough to create nature reserves but that agriculture should also be redesigned to restore biodiversity.\textsuperscript{92}

The improvement of biodiversity is also a key goal of the food forest Ecovredegaard. This proto-zoöp creates a forest, which should function as a small, localised ecosystem. Thus, it is very low-maintenance – in principle, the plants and trees and the fauna should maintain each other. Special about this small, local ecosystem is that most of the plants are edible, thus meeting the other key goal of Ecovredegaard, namely providing healthy food for local people (see ‘local people’ above).

Artist Debra Solomon is the owner of another proto-zoöp, Urbaniahoeve, a food forest in Amsterdam Noord (north Amsterdam). She developed a methodology to further engage with nonhuman world that can be used by the speakers of the living. She called it ‘Radical observation’.\textsuperscript{93} Radical observation consists of rather spiritual exercises, through which humans can understand their direct environment better and experience how they form part of it. It is clear that this tool – like many practices and interests of proto-zoöps – is ‘glocal’ in the true sense of the world. The aim is to recognise the interconnectedness between local and global and between social and environmental dimensions.

Global Environment
The motivation for zoöp is very much for local organisations to do their bit in tackling global problems like climate change. In this vein, it is stated on the website:

The zoöp is based on the premise that the global climate crisis and ecological devastation are the effects of an economic system that has systematically put human interests above non-human interests: zoöps strengthen the position of non-humans within human societies, stimulate ecological regeneration or quality of life for multispecies communities (that include humans) and counter extractivist dynamics.\textsuperscript{94}

Thus, the Zoöp model is clearly inspired by Anthropocene thinking – it is motivated by the interconnectedness of local and global environment. As one of the advantages of the model, the website also – we believe rightly – mentions that it is empowering people to channel concerns about the climate catastrophe into action.\textsuperscript{95}

This can be recognised in the practice of proto-zoöps. For instance, the NGO Milieufederatie Zeeland aims to protect the environment in the Dutch region Zeeland and beyond. The couple who started the farm Bodemzicht state on their website that they are ‘climate farmers for life’ and that their farm ‘starts from 21st century challenges such as climate change, biodiversity loss and the farmers crisis and translates this into CO2-positive, biodiverse and profitable agriculture’.\textsuperscript{96} This emphasis on the climate signals how they stress the global dimension of their practice – their care stretches beyond care for a local healthy environment, precisely because of an awareness of the interconnectedness between the two.

People Elsewhere
The Zoöp model is inspired by the transnational rights of nature movement, and a substantive part of its background research consists of exchange and learning from people from around the world.\textsuperscript{97} Zoöp is clearly motivated by the wish to minimise environmental impact for the benefit of every human and more-than-human beings around the world (see also ‘the global environment’ below). Still, zoöp is primarily a localised and environmentally sustainable model. By design, there is no particular attention to people from communities faraway. Some zoöps have an international orientation – the museum Het nieuwe instituut hosts expositions with non-Dutch artists, for example, and the university campus of University College Utrecht hosts international students. The regional environmental NGO Milieufederatie Zeeland stresses on its website that it is member of a national network and that it is therefore ‘part in a larger whole’, across provincial as well as national boundaries.\textsuperscript{98} Thus, the Zoöp model does not prevent an international orientation. However, to our knowledge, no (proto-)zoöp so far is focused on social justice issues of people abroad.

The design of the Zoöp model does integrate care for the environment with a focus on regeneration. This goal is clearly future-oriented and can thus benefit future generations, by design. Thus, to the extent that one interprets ‘people elsewhere’ as ‘people elsewhere in time’, there is attention for them. We can see this also in the practice of the proto-zoöps; for instance, Milieufederatie Zeeland explicitly mentions care for future generations as one of its strategic goals.\textsuperscript{99} Usually, however, future generations refer to the future generations of local people.
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\textsuperscript{89} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{90} See: www.ru.nl/onderzoek/over/vm/healthy-landscape/ for more information.
\textsuperscript{91} See: www.ru.nl/onderzoek/over/vm/healthy-landscape/onderzoek/individuele-herstelmaatregelen/.
\textsuperscript{92} See: www.ru.nl/onderzoek/over/vm/healthy-landscape/onderzoek/individuele-herstelmaatregelen/.
\textsuperscript{94} https://zoop.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/zoop-model.
\textsuperscript{95} https://zoop.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/.
\textsuperscript{96} www.bodemzicht.nl/.
\textsuperscript{97} See also: https://zmf.nl/over-zmf/over-zmf/.
\textsuperscript{98} https://zmf.nl/dit-doen-wij/#doelen.
3.2 Concluding Remarks

Having carried out the above assessment, it becomes manifest that the innovations in representation brought about by the Zoöp model are present mostly when considering the local and global environmental dimensions. Its design is geared to include the local nonhuman community, with a strong motivation to thereby improve the global environment. Moreover, this improvement of the global environment can help in preventing people elsewhere to become deprived of basic needs, such as water, food and safe shelter. Anthropocenec thinking, deeply engrained in the Zoöp model and mission, shows that while the four glocal lenses are analytically useful, they should not be used as a vehicle to artificially separate something that is so deeply interconnected. After all, taking care of local ecological conditions can indeed contribute to a globally better (or at least, less worse off) environment and thereby mitigate the adverse impacts of climate change and degrading biodiversity on humans here as well as abroad.

Perhaps it might be a nice challenge for those working with the Zoöp model to think through further about the kind of impact their activities may have on the social situation of people elsewhere. The university campus of UCU could do its best to make housing affordable for students from all nations, for example. At the same time, taking the small regenerative farm Bodemzicht as an example, it is hard to imagine what more it could do, except for not harming people from other places. Indeed, like the CLT, the zoöp is a bottom-up, private initiative. Hence, zoöps arguably only carry the private obligation to not harm others rather than actively protect others, similar to how multinational obligations are primarily responsible not to harm human rights, rather than to actively protect them, according to the United Nations’ Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.100

Indeed, an important limitation of the Zoöp model – and one that is actually inherent in CLT as well – is exactly its nature as a private initiative. Surely, this is one of the strengths of both models, because it allows people to take action before the legislature – they can be frontrunners. At the same time, in the end, what is needed is everyone to work together against the global environmental crises and against growing inequalities worldwide. Private initiatives are necessary but not sufficient to achieve that goal.

Necessary indeed, because representing the nonhuman beings in an organisation remains highly innovative and promising. In our anthropocentric times, the nonhuman living world has been seen an object of use in our society and legal thinking. This is revisited by a legal governance tool like zoöp. This goes to show how the laws have long empowered some (i.e. mostly Western and wealthy people) at the expense of others (less wealthy people as well as nonhumans); it also demonstrates how relatively easily we can at least partly fix such defects through constructions like zoöp.

4 Concluding Remarks: Legal Innovation in Service of a Sustainable City

This article started from Katharina Pistor’s observation that our current form of capitalism is enabled by private law, which selectively ‘codes’ certain assets, endowing them with the capacity to protect and produce private wealth.101 Crucially, this means that the law can equally be a potential site for change. Law can be changed by the legislature, but legal concepts can equally be imbued with new meanings due to changing ways of seeing in society, which can translate in renewed (judicial) interpretations or usages of existing law. Moreover, the article was built on the presumption that Kate Raworth’s model of Doughnut Economics comes close to where society at large should be heading in the coming century. This is true at the very least for Amsterdam, where this economic model is integrated in democratically accepted policymaking. Hence, the article analysed the potential and the limitations of the bottom-up legal innovations – the CLT and the Zoöp – for the transition towards socially just and ecologically sustainable cities. In doing so, we have paid particular attention to what these innovations do to our understanding of private law categories and how they use conventional private legal tools to alter whose voices get heard and whose interests get to count.

Based on this analysis, we conclude that the CLT and Zoöp models demonstrate that the legal modules of property and representation indeed can be adjusted such that the legal system can better accommodate an economic system in which neither planetary boundaries nor social foundations are transgressed. Importantly, they are able to do so by utilizing private legal tools of company law, corporate governance and contract law without having to wait for governmental institutions to adopt legal reform.102

In our analysis, we reconsidered the mainstream conceptualization of property and representation in legal and cultural discourses. Property and representation are not only legal structures but also expressions of socio-political values that connect with embedded social practices. To illustrate this, the appeal of individual autonomy as a goal of classical liberal political ideology is closely associated with a model of private ownership in which individual owners can exclude others from their property as well as exercise power over the thing itself.103 Moreover, in dominant legal-political systems, (adult)
human beings are seen as the only truly relevant political actors meriting representation in public and private decision-making. The CLT and Zoöp models demonstrate that through committed action on the basis of alternative interpretations, one can remake legal meanings, imbue property relationships with place-based responsibilities and feelings of belonging, and incorporate ecology in models of representation. Hence, our analysis confirms that meanings of legal structures such as property and representation depend upon their social, material and temporal contexts that are not fixed but rather to be negotiated over time. What is interesting about the CLT and Zoöp models is that they transcend the tendency to address environmental harms one issue at a time, as is prevalent in existing sustainable development practices. Nevertheless, both the CLT and Zoöp models are designed in reaction to a socio-political reality to empower a certain underprivileged and disadvantaged stakeholder group, namely local people in the CLT and local ecology in the Zoöp model. Hence, both do not by design holistically account for all the four glocal lenses of the Amsterdam City doughnut map that we used as our analytical framework: interests in relation to local people, local environment, global environment and people elsewhere.

Thus, we hold that there is room for cross-fertilization between the CLT and Zoöp models to help overcome the pitfalls of both models. As the environment is underrepresented in the CLT model, the Zoöp model can lend its expertise to build in representation for the local natural habitat and the planet in the governance design of the CLT. The CLT’s expertise on the use of ownership to nurture a sense of stewardship for inclusive and empowered local communities can inspire the designers of the Zoöp model to maximize its potential for social inclusion. Moreover, both models would benefit from exploring how people elsewhere could be represented in their governance designs, inspired by the way in which zoöps enable representation of voiceless nonhuman actors already now.

Moreover, we find it important to point out that the CLT and Zoöp models demonstrate the fundamental importance of legal and non-legal support to make legal innovation in service of a sustainable city happen. The development of the Zoöp model was supported pro bono by lawyers from De Brauw Blackstone Westbroek. The CLT H-neighbourhood is constantly supported by a coalition of experts from the advisory firm – And The People; the advisory firm – Common City; housing-related advisory services provider – iWoon; and the design studio – Space&Matter. This coalition of experts assist the community with the engagement with local government and working through the legal and regulatory complexities of making a CLT initiative come to life. A lack of understanding of relevant processes, or even an absence of such processes, can make it very difficult for community members to participate in remaking the city in more democratic or sustainable ways. This highlights the importance of hands-on legal support by lawyers to assist in shaping the interpretation of law in service of a new economy that is sustainable, just and democratic. Furthermore, the CLT makes painfully clear how important the support of local government is for communities to participate in remaking the city. While the CLT H-neighbourhood has been building their community from 2018 onward, the municipality keeps postponing the tender for the actual land on which the community hopes to build its houses and neighbourhood facilities. It is not unlikely that that tender will come out six years after the CLT H-neighbourhood started their efforts. It is difficult for the CLT to keep people engaged if there is no clear plan that they will be able to remake their neighbourhood. Moreover, due to electoral cycles, the people with whom they engage at the municipality come and go and the community must start from the scratch, engaging with the municipality over and over again.

In its vision for 2050, the Amsterdam municipality expresses its support for bottom-up initiatives, including the CLT H-neighbourhood. It is yet to be seen whether this is mere lip service. The support required is not merely about making available plots of land for CLTs; what is critical here is the recognition and understanding that law and regulation frequently operate as barriers to community engagement in remaking the city and accordingly build the design to circumvent such barriers. The process of taking ownership for their neighborhood is at times such an uphill battle that disincen- tivised people to develop feelings of ownership of their neighborhood or their city. Municipalities must learn from this experience and assist people hands-on in taking responsibility for shaping their neighbourhoods in a collaborative manner. Municipalities must learn to nurture people’s feelings of belonging and normalize community agency and empowerment for shaping their neighbourhoods. Moreover, cities like Amsterdam could itself consider to either recognise the rights of the local environment or restructure some of its key agencies such as zoöps in which nonhuman interests (and, by extension, the interests of people elsewhere) are represented.

Indeed, we observed that the bottom-up nature of both the CLT and the zoöp is their strength as well as weakness. Whereas the strength lies in their unique potential for values-based legal innovation, the weakness lies in their limited sphere of influence of any private initiative and their dependence on support from public parties. Hence, if the municipality of Amsterdam takes its own
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104 See also: Davies, Godden & Graham, above n. 15; Amelia Thorpe, “This Land Is Yours”: Ownership and Agency in the Sharing City, 45(1) Journal of Law and Society 112 (March 2018).
106 See also: Thorpe, above n. 104, at 115.
107 Indeed, Pistor calls lawyers ‘the true masters of the code of capital’ because of their influential role in shaping the law that enables the formation of capital; Pistor, above n. 2, at 3, 158 e.s.
108 Municipality of Amsterdam, above n. 20.
109 See also: the wonderful example of Montreal, in Thorpe, above n. 104, at 108.
Doughnut Strategy seriously, it ought to recognise the innovative changes made by private parties, support them and spread their insights. That way, the city can also inspire those beyond its boundaries to adopt an ecologically sustainable and socially just way of living.

Annex 1: The organizational structure of the CLT H-neighbourhood (elaborate version)
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Abstract
The EU and Member States of the EU have introduced a number of new fiscal policy measures aimed to combat climate change in the past three years and will introduce more in the coming three years, including but not limited to (national) carbon taxes, air passenger taxes, plastic taxes, and likely a carbon border adjustment tax and taxation of aircraft fuels. To what extent can measures of fiscal nature be assisted by other (non-fiscal) measures in order to be more effective. To what extent can measures of fiscal nature be assisted by other (non-fiscal) measures in order to be more effective? Or in other words: could Environmental Tax Law Save the Planet?
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1 Introduction
The European Union (EU) and Member States of the EU have introduced a number of new fiscal policy measures aimed to combat climate change in the past three years and will introduce more in the coming three years, including but not limited to (national) carbon taxes, air passenger taxes, plastic taxes, and likely a carbon border adjustment tax and taxation of aircraft fuels. For taxes introduced in the past three years, in this article, the author reviews what behavioural changes can be identified as a consequence of the fiscal policy measures introduced in the past three years – effective, ineffective, side effects or evasion – and identifies what factors of the tax structure of these new measures – e.g. taxable person, rates, exemptions – are likely to have contributed to these effects. Combined with a view beyond borders – examples from other parts of the world and if need be, in other fields – the author assesses to what extent the currently proposed measures are expected to have effect, and what type of effects are expected – e.g. effective, ineffective, side effects or evasion. The author concludes whether and under what conditions fiscal policy could help in changing either producer or consumer behaviour, or perhaps both, in the light of preventing climate change and whether and under what conditions fiscal policy could be successful standalone or should ideally be assisted by other (non-fiscal) measures in order to be more effective. To what extent can measures of fiscal nature be assisted in preventing climate change in the EU by changing producer’s or consumer’s behaviour? Or in other words: could Environmental Tax Law Save the Planet?

2 Recent Developments and Article Scope

2.1 Recent Developments in EU Environmental Tax Law
The EU and Member States of the EU have introduced a number of new fiscal policy measures aimed to combat climate change in recent years and will introduce more in the coming years, including but not limited to (domestic) carbon taxes, air passenger taxes,1 plastic taxes,2 and potentially a carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM)3 and taxation of aircraft fuels.4 Not all of these initiatives are part of the EU Green Deal,5 but all are considered or implemented with an aim to overcome climate change and environmental degradation within their own area of existential threats.

In this first paragraph, three measures are discussed in more detail: the EU CBAM, the Dutch air passenger tax and the Spanish excise tax on single-use plastic packaging materials. These measures are selected and considered for a further detailed review for the following reasons:

- Each measure aims to overcome climate change or environmental degradation, however,
- in different fields of play, meaning reduction in carbon emissions (CBAM), reduction in fossil fuel use (air passenger tax) and reduction in (single-use and/or virgin) plastic packaging materials (plastic packaging tax or PPT);
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1 For example the Dutch air passenger tax that was (re)introduced as of 1 January 2021: https://www.belastingdienst.nl/wps/wcm/connect/bldcontenten/belastingdienst/business/air-passenger-tax/dutch-air-passenger-tax/dutch-air-passenger-tax.
2 For example an excise duty on single use plastic packaging materials as entered into force in Spain as per 1 January 2023: https://sede.agenciatributaria.gob.es/Sede/en_gb/impuestos-especiales-medioambientales/impuesto-especial-sobre-envases-plastico-reutilizables.html.
3 For example, the proposal for an EU Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism: Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a carbon border adjustment mechanism, 14 July 2021, COM[2021]564 final.
4 As part of the EU Green Deal, proposals were drafted to subject (certain) aircraft fuels to standard levels of taxation currently applicable to motor fuels and electricity in gradual increments for 10 years: Proposal for a Council Directive restructuring the Union framework for the taxation of energy products and electricity, 14 July 2021, COM[2021]563 final.
– All measures are bound by international law, Union law and international and Union principles, albeit,
– The specific rules and restrictions vary depending on the legislator, as the Spanish (plastic) and Dutch (air passengers) legislators are bound by additional/ different rules than the Union legislator (CBAM);
– Each measure aims to ‘nudge’ – either consumers or businesses – towards better climate or environmental behaviour, by either attempting to increase consumer pricing, to increase costs for businesses or to increase the compliance burden for businesses when associated with unpreferred climate/environmental options (i.e. emit less carbon, use less plastic, fly less, or pay more);
– All measures have entered into force or are expected to enter into force between 2019 and 2025.⁶

2.2 Article Scope
Following a descriptive introduction of the respective measures and considering the aforementioned similarities and differences, the identified (if available) and potential or expected effects are compared to the proclaimed objective of the measure in order to establish the effectiveness of the measure. In particular, this article will focus on imminent risks that the legislation or its scope may cause tax subjects to respond to it in a way other than initially intended by the legislative objectives. Such responses can be distinguished as ‘avoidance’ or ‘evasion’. For the purpose of this article, avoidance is considered to be a legally permitted response, that includes behaviour aimed at reducing the tax burden by other means than envisaged to reduce environmental damage. Evasion, including tax fraud, is considered the illegitimate equivalence of avoidance and therefore this will not be discussed further in this article. For each measure, specific design elements that may either contribute to or oppose/complicate meeting the proclaimed objective of the measure will be highlighted and analysed. The article will conclude to what extent the current legislative structures could contribute to the reduction in environmental damage and where required, improvements are suggested.

When discussing the proclaimed or published objectives, it is important to remember that all tax measures, by nature, already have a dual objective. Next to potentially preserving, protecting or improving the quality of the environment, tax measures always have a side-objective of collecting state revenue in order to cover collective expenditure. Most tax legislation, however, that is proclaimed as an environmental tax is not aimed at maximising state revenue. Referencing the examples to be discussed in this article, the scope of CBAM is limited and state revenue maximisation would have had CBAM applied to all imported goods and not to a designated few. The scope of Dutch air passenger tax is again limited as it does not include transferring passengers and furthermore, compared to the overall ticket pricing, the tax rate is rather low (even following the increase in the rates per 1 January 2023). And finally, the scope of Spanish excise tax on single-use plastic packaging materials is limited to single use and plastic and also, the tax rate is rather low. As such, it is considered highly unlikely that many factors of these taxes are designed in order to maximise state (or in case of CBAM: EU) revenues. For the purposes of this article, state revenue is therefore not considered a ‘main’ objective of the measures introduced or proposed.

At the same time, even if only a side-objective, a state revenue objective is by nature conflicting an environmental objective. That is, as and when environmental tax law is successful, environmental damage may reduce, but so will the state revenue associated with the previously ‘taxed’ harmful activities. This is referred to as the ‘excise paradox’, and the reason why an environmental objective and a state revenue objective can never coexist as main objectives for the same tax legislative measure.

2.3 EU Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism

2.3.1 Introduction
As part of the COVID-19 recovery plans⁷ of the EU, the European Commission has published a proposal⁸ to introduce a CBAM. This mechanism requires importers of designated basic materials to buy carbon certificates upon import into the EU, compensating for the greenhouse gas emission that is associated with the production of these materials outside the EU. CBAM should create a level playing field for non-EU manufacturers and EU manufacturers, provided that the latter would have to compensate their greenhouse gas emissions in the EU by way of purchasing certificates in the EU Emission Trading System (ETS). For a comprehensive and detailed overview of the CBAM proposal, reference is made to Schippers and De Wit.⁹

2.3.2 Scope and Tax Structure
Prior to the draft CBAM proposal, six different CBAM design options were assessed against a dynamic framework, including World Trade Organization (WTO) law and international commitments. These six design options included:
– Introduction of an import carbon tax, based on the EU price of carbon and a default carbon intensity of the products.
– Introduction of a system similar and parallel to EU ETS on imports, based on default carbon values.
– Introduction of a system similar and parallel to EU ETS on imports, based on actual carbon values (this is now included in the CBAM proposal).

⁶ This period is considered to be approximately three years back and three years forward, as of the moment this article was initiated.

– Introduction of a system similar and parallel to EU ETS on imports, based on actual carbon values, but with a 10-year phased transitional period, allowing gradually decreasing free allocations.

– Introduction of a system similar and parallel to EU ETS on imports, based on actual carbon values throughout the value chain, i.e. also including carbon-intensive materials used to produce semi-finished and finished products.

– Introduction of an excise duty on carbon-intensive materials, covering both domestic and imported products.

The third option outlined above was converted into the CBAM proposal. Based on that proposal, the CBAM is payable by way of the purchasing of CBAM certificates that are reflecting the greenhouse gas emissions embedded in the materials imported. The certificates have to be surrendered by the authorised declarant, i.e. the person or entity in whose name the customs declaration is lodged. According to Article 5(3)(d) of the CBAM proposal, the authorised declarant is required to request authorisation in the Member State in which it is established, implying that the declarant is required to be established in the EU. This would also be parallel to the requirement for the declarant to be established in the EU in parallel according to the Union Customs Code (UCC). The taxable event is the importation into free circulation of designated goods, according to Article 4 of the CBAM proposal, and the goods and their respective CN codes are included in Annex I. The goods are limited to rather primary forms of cement, iron, steel and aluminium, fertilisers and electrical energy. Upon import of these goods, classified under these CN codes, the authorised declarant must surrender CBAM certificates equal to the greenhouse gas emissions embedded in the goods imported, i.e. the greenhouse gas emissions released during the production of the respective imported goods. For goods that originate in Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland, Büsingen, Heligoland, Livigno, Ceuta and Melilla, no CBAM certificates would have to be surrendered. These are countries that are linked to the EU ETS and therefore exempt from CBAM. Future countries (partially) exempt from CBAM may be added in future, should these countries develop a system similar to EU ETS or also be linked to EU ETS.

2.3.3 Targeted Climate Change

Both the CBAM proposal and the Explanatory Memorandum refer to the legal basis of CBAM to be Article 192(1) of the Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). Article 192(2) TFEU forms a derogation from the decision-making procedure provided for in paragraph 1 and applies to provisions primarily of a fiscal nature. This implies that the CBAM proposal was not considered to be a measure primarily of a fiscal nature by the European Commission but was actually presented as part of a policy with an objective to preserve, protect and improve the quality of the environment, or to promote measures at the international level to deal with regional or worldwide environmental problems, and in particular to combat climate change as per Article 191(1) TFEU.

In the absence of its legal basis, the CBAM cannot exist. That also means that its effects should contribute to meet one or more of the environmental objectives outlined in Article 191(1) TFEU. A detailed reading of the explanatory memorandum however uncovers a number of other objectives than those merely aimed at preventing environmental damage. A couple of examples are discussed in Section 2.3.4.

The press corner of the European Commission provides for a brief FAQ on why the CBAM is proposed, what CBAM is and how it will work in practice. In that press corner, it is explained that CBAM will ensure equal treatment for products made in the EU and imports from elsewhere and avoid carbon leakage, by ensuring that importers pay the same carbon price as domestic producers under the EU ETS. That suggested impact does not appear to have a mainly environmental objective, but moreover an equality or ‘fair play’ objective. While EU legislation would have to honour the fair play principle, it has historically not served as a side-objective to introduce new legislation, up to the introduction of CBAM now. For legislation with more than one objective generally it is more difficult to pass the effectiveness test, as these objectives may not always be served by the same choices in (tax) structure or in scope. The suggested scope for CBAM is a very good example thereof, as that scope intends to simulate that the products manufactured by non-EU producers attract the same amount of carbon costs as the EU producers would owe under EU ETS. While, at the same time, that limited scope may not provide for sufficient ‘nudging’ to actually reduce carbon emissions on a global level, as the evasion opportunities are easy to achieve – perhaps easier than collecting relevant data on embedded carbon emissions.

2.3.4 Limited Initial Scope of Materials and Production Levels

As outlined above, the scope of CBAM is limited to the goods and their respective CN codes as listed in Annex I. According to the considerations, these goods were carefully selected based on an analysis including their relevance in terms of cumulated greenhouse gas emissions, risk of carbon leakage in the corresponding ETS sectors, while limiting complexity and administrative burden. In particular, the actual selection considers basic materials and basic products covered by the EU ETS. The scope of EU ETS has been ruled on by the European Court of Justice (ECJ), upon objection by certain industries, claiming that the principle of equal treatment was infringed by the selection of the sectors included in and excluded.


from EU ETS. The ECJ ruled however that the margin of appreciation that Member states have is bound by Union law, including the principle of equal treatment. That means that in the selection of sectors in and outside the scope of EU ETS, it must consider objective criteria based on technical and scientific information. In the Société Arcelor Atlantique case, the ECJ acknowledges differences between the chemical sector and the non-ferrous metal sector and has found these sufficient to conclude that the principle of equal treatment was not infringed, as it simply concerned unequal sectors – albeit both contribute to greenhouse gas emissions in their own way. Similar considerations can now be found in the impact assessment done for the CBAM proposal, including for example the statement that the fact that a CBAM is initially introduced on imports of a few basic materials and basic material products results in large businesses being the main impacted ones. Therefore, the practical impact of import related measures would have little practical impact on SMEs, even though that impact would be relatively higher than for large businesses if compared on the amount imported.

Whether this limited scope of materials and production levels would contribute to less damage to the environment by way of reduction in carbon emissions, rather than evasion and carbon leakage, remains to be confirmed. That answer can only be provided after changes in production locations, production levels and import levels before and after the introduction of CBAM have been monitored. What is clear upfront is that any limited scope that does not cover all goods may cause non-EU manufacturers or EU-authorised declarants to respond to the introduction of CBAM in the way other than initially intended. There are a couple of responses that are imaginable:

- Source materials from locations not in the scope of CBAM, i.e. within the EU or Norway or Switzerland. Considering the base level of materials in the scope of CBAM (see below), this option is limited to the domestic production capacities of these materials and eventually, the level of natural mining resources available in these countries.

- Import materials into the EU at a different production level, i.e. in the case of CBAM, mostly at a more advanced production level. This option may cause (primary) production to relocate from locations inside the EU to locations outside the EU and may therefore not necessarily reduce but merely relocate carbon emissions. This is generally referred to as ‘carbon leakage’ and may apply to a broad scope of situations. For example, iron and steel products are only included in the scope of CBAM up to subheading 7311, while Chapter 73 continues to subheading 7326, including goods like stranded or barbed wire, robes and cables, metal cloth, netting, fencing, chains, anchors, nails, screws, bolts, springs, stoves, radiators and anything further processed than subheadings 7301 to 7311. As according to the proposal, only direct emissions are required to be reported and compensated, an EU-authorised declarant may be inclined to request non-EU manufacturers to supply at a later production stage (i.e. tubes and pipes rather than sheets, for example), if possible, even up to the point that the respective production level is outside the scope of CBAM (subheading 7312 and beyond). As a result, the limited scope of materials included in the CBAM proposal may not necessarily lead to the overall reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, but moreover to shift in manufacturing from inside the EU to locations outside of the EU – at least until such other locations look into taking carbon measures too.

- Replace materials in the scope of CBAM with materials not in the scope of CBAM. This option is highly dependent on replacement suitability of the specific materials within the specific production process and therefore expectedly limitedly applicable.

- Interchange imports with existing ‘green’ production equivalents. For example, if a multinational company has production facilities in the United States of America (US) as well as Canada to cater both the North American and the EU market. The Canadian facility has significantly higher carbon emission footprints compared with the US facility. The Canadian facility currently serves the EU market due to the Canada-EU Free Trade Agreement (FTA), while the US facility currently serves the US and other Northern America markets. In this example, depending on the value of the loss of the Canadian FTA benefits, the manufacturer may consider supplying the EU market from its green(er) US facility and supplying the US market from its grey(er) Canadian facility, instead of investing in production with lesser carbon emissions in Canada. As a result, the net global emissions will remain similar than prior to the introduction of CBAM.

2.4 Dutch Air Passenger Tax

2.4.1 Introduction

As part of a national strategy ahead of the Fit-for-55 package, the Netherlands has introduced a national air passenger tax (translated as ‘fly tax’) as of 1 January 2021. Member States of the EU are allowed to introduce other indirect taxes than those included in the Recast Horizontal Directive, governing EU excise duty on alcohol, tobacco, mineral oils and energy, as well as the VAT Di-

12 ECJ 16 December 2008, C-127/07 (Société Arcelor Atlantique et Lor- raine), ECLI:EU:C:2008:728.
rective, governing EU VAT. Member States are however not allowed to introduce (domestic) indirect taxes that apply to excise goods that are exempt under the Recast Horizontal Directive, also if these indirect taxes apply indirectly.

An example of an indirectly levied excise duty can be found in the Braathens case. This Swedish national environmental protection tax was calculated on the fuel consumption and emissions of hydrocarbons and nitric oxide. The calculation of the emissions was done on the basis of the average fuel consumption and corresponding emissions of hydrocarbons and nitric oxide from the type of aircraft used on an average flight. This was found to be the most accurate method to approximate the actual polluting substances emitted by aircraft taking off. However, the ECJ ruled that based on the characteristics of the tax and the tax structure, this tax must be regarded as levied on the consumption of fuel itself, albeit indirectly. Consequently, the Swedish national environmental protection tax is charged on products which must be exempt from excise duty based on the Recast Horizontal Directive, and therefore not allowed.

The Dutch air passenger tax is not based on average emissions caused by the take-off of different aircraft types, but as per the below tax structure it is levied as a ‘ticket tax’, i.e. applicable only on passenger airline tickets that have Schiphol as their departing airport. It can therefore likely not be linked, also not indirectly, to the consumption of fuel itself and should therefore, contrary to the Swedish national environmental protection tax, be allowed based on the Recast Horizontal Directive. The same has however not be the subject of a preliminary ruling for the ECJ to decide upon (yet).

2.4.2 Scope and Tax Structure

The Dutch air passenger tax law is included in the existing Dutch law for ‘taxes with an environmental base’, that already includes tap water tax, waste tax, coal tax, energy tax and the Dutch carbon tax. It is short and only encompasses eight articles, from Article 72 to Article 79. Dutch air passenger tax is payable by the airport operator, e.g. Schiphol, and includes an obligation for airlines to report to the airport operator what flights with how many passengers have departed from Schiphol in order to allow calculation of the tax. From the explanatory memorandum of the (amendment to the) law, it is also clear that it is the expectation that the tax is charged onwards from the airport operator to the airlines and from the airlines to the passengers (see below). The taxable event is the departure of a passenger on an airplane from an airport situated in the Netherlands. Most transit passengers (leaving the Dutch airport as part of the second or more leg of their journey) as well as all passengers below the age of two years and all onboard crew members are exempt from Dutch air passenger tax. The tax rate amounts to EUR 7,947 per in scope passenger, albeit the Dutch Parliament is currently debating an increase to approximately EUR 24 as per 1 January 2023. A motion to remove the exemption for transit passengers and instead introduce an exemption for each first flight (i.e. holiday flight) from the Netherlands, in an attempt to tax frequent (business) travellers. Article 79(2) of the Dutch Environmental Tax Law provides for an obligation of the airline to pay any air passenger tax that is charged by the airport operator to the respective airline, to the extent the same amount is due by the airport to the Dutch Tax Authorities.

2.4.3 Targeted Climate Change

As outlined above, the Dutch Environmental Tax Law includes an obligation for the airline to ‘reimburse’ the air passenger tax to the airport operator. While this does not entail an obligation for the airport operator to actually recharge the Dutch air passenger tax to airlines, and also not an obligation to charge all airlines, it is likely that in practice the Dutch air passenger tax will be rolled off from the airport operator to the airlines. The law does not include an obligation for the airlines to subsequently roll the Dutch air passenger tax off on their passengers, and also not to roll it off on the passengers whose departure is actually subject to air passenger tax. It is however presumed in the explanatory memorandum that the airlines do roll off these costs to the passengers. See below under ‘rolling off and price impact’.

One of the most important objectives to introduce an air passenger tax as deriving from the explanatory memorandum is to increase the price of airline tickets and accordingly provide a competitive advantage to the prices of international train and bus tickets. A secondary objective is the compensation of environmental costs into the cost of an airline ticket, in the absence of excise duty on kerosene or VAT on international passenger transport. The current rate of air passenger tax does however not provide for a full compensation, but that has also not been an objective of the Dutch Parliament – mainly due to border effects expected from airports located close by. See below under ‘proximity of alternative airports’. The difference between these two objectives – increasing airline tickets prices to provide for a competitive advantages to alternative transportation methods on the one hand, and compensation of environmental damage on the other, is very important for the justification of an air passenger tax as well as its tax structure and exemptions.

20 Art. 79(2) of the Dutch Environmental Tax Law.
In light of compensation of environmental damage alone, it does not really matter what airline tickets would be exempt from air passenger tax. For example, the current exemption for transit passengers does not fit into that objective, as firstly transit passengers contribute to environmental damage in a way similar to non-transit passengers (i.e. boarding the same airplane, leaving the same airport), and secondly, compensation of that damage can be owed by anyone: the airport, the airline, the passengers or the companies using airfreight services on the same flight. Who eventually pays for the air passenger tax is however a lot more important in light of the price competition objective. In order to achieve that objective, it is important for the right ticket prices to actually increase, i.e. those for which passenger based on price can actually choose a different transportation mode. Either or both of the objectives will be discussed by way of the following practical examples.

2.4.4 Rolling Off and Pricing Impact

As outlined above, the Dutch Environmental Tax Law does neither include an obligation for the airport to roll off the Dutch air passenger tax on airlines nor for airlines to subsequently roll the Dutch air passenger tax off on their passengers, and also not to roll it off on the passengers whose departure is actually subject to air passenger tax. Tax, including air passenger tax, must be considered as part of the costs that companies can choose to absorb in their margin, compensate by an increased margin or reduce as much as possible. Provided that the airport operator is the taxable person and the airline responsible for the taxable event, there is a wide array of possibilities for the air passenger tax to be rolled off onto, other than the ticket prices it would be intended to increase.

Currently, the High Speed Rail Network of Europe connects the Netherlands with specific destinations in Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. That means that, in order to have the best possible effect, airline ticket prices should increase (significantly) in particular to destinations close to those in reach of an international train station (e.g. Copenhagen, London and Frankfurt). As the current air passenger tax is rather low in terms of rates, and does not distinguish on the basis of these destinations and/or competition of alternatives, it is no surprise that officials and newspapers are reporting that effects of the introduction of the Dutch air passenger tax – in terms of a decreased demand for airline tickets – has so far not been identified. 21

In order to reflect current price differences and by consulting Google Flights and train and bus operator websites, Table 1 is drafted for a trip from Amsterdam to London on 20 May 2022, and from London to Amsterdam on 21 May 2022.

It is clear from this overview that passengers that are looking for cheaper prices to travel relatively short distances within Europe would have to make significant concessions on travel times that do not appear relative to the price payable. Furthermore, lengthening the transport chain by combining rail and air transport seems to slightly reduce the price, while technically increasing carbon emissions even more. That is completely out of line with the objective to have an air passenger tax provide for a (negative) price incentive to encourage alternative transport modes, and correspondingly also out of line with the objective to compensate environmental damage in the price of any ticket.

The debated increase in the air passenger tax from EUR 7,947 to EUR 24 is expectedly not going to make much of a difference as this would merely increase the above first line item’s price from EUR 182 to approximately EUR 198, expectedly not changing the behaviour of passengers wanting to travel from Amsterdam to London and back in response. As and where that price would closely be approximate or be significantly more expensive than the option by train is when passengers may start to consider spending close to 5 hours in a train rather than an hour and a half in an aircraft, more specifically as the latter would have to be increased with the time that passengers are advised to arrive prior to their flight departure time, which in case of European flights in normal circumstances is 2 hours.

---

21 See, consultable in Dutch language: www.taxlive.nl/nl/documenten/nieuws/vliegbelasting-waarschijnlijk-naar-24-euro-per-vlucht/#—text=Hierdoor%20kunnen%20sommige%20reizigers%20afzien,Financi%C3%A9nl%20aan%20de%20Tweede%20Kamer.
Table 2 Overview of ticket prices and travel details for air travel from different approximating airports in Europe to London, Heathrow, United Kingdom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From/to</th>
<th>To/from</th>
<th>Stops</th>
<th>Travel time</th>
<th>Proximity to AMS</th>
<th>Ticket price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam AMS</td>
<td>London LHR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 h 20</td>
<td>0 km</td>
<td>EUR 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels BRU</td>
<td>London LHR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 h 20</td>
<td>203 km / 2 h 01</td>
<td>EUR 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt FRA</td>
<td>London LHR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 h 50</td>
<td>437 km / 4 h 22</td>
<td>EUR 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris CDG</td>
<td>London LHR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 h 20</td>
<td>485 km / 4 h 52</td>
<td>EUR 164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: https://www.google.com/travel/flights and www.googlemaps.com, based on travel times to AMS by car with none to light traffic and economy fares.

2.4.5 Proximity of Alternative Airports, Foreign Air Passenger Taxes and Pricing Impact

The explanatory memorandum also refers, albeit briefly, the risk that Dutch passengers will choose to depart from other airports outside but in countries neighbouring the Netherlands. The risk is described as expectedly lower than during the course of the former Dutch air passenger tax, that lasted from 1 July 2008 to 1 January 2010, considering that Germany has in the meantime also introduced an aviation tax. Belgium has recently introduced an airline ticket tax, as per 1 April 2022 and hence not at the time of writing of the explanatory memorandum to the Dutch air passenger tax. The Belgian airline ticket tax is EUR 10 for all flights below 500 km, EUR 2 for all other (longer) flights with a European (EU, EER, UK and Switzerland) destination and EUR 4 for all flights with a destination outside Europe. The 500 km range would affect flights to Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Paris and London. The German aviation tax also differentiates the rate depending on destinations in three tiers amounting to EUR 12,77, EUR 32,35 and EUR 58,23 per passenger. The French air passenger tax also differentiates the rate depending on destinations in three tiers, amounting to EUR 5,70 to 7,95, EUR 10,80 and EUR 14,00 per passenger. A map reflecting other neighbouring countries and whether they have introduced or used to have an airport, air passenger or airline ticket tax is included in the explanatory memorandum and also included below.

Based on the aforementioned ticket tax prices, it could be reasonably expected that airline ticket prices to, again, London Heathrow would not vary greatly between the different departure locations in each of the countries that have introduced an airport or airline ticket tax. Table 2 reflects ticket prices and travel times again for a trip to London on 20 May 2022, and from London on 21 May 2022.

Table 3  Overview of ticket prices and travel details for air travel from different approximating airports in Europe to New York, United States of America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From/to</th>
<th>To/from</th>
<th>Stops</th>
<th>Travel time</th>
<th>Proximity to AMS</th>
<th>Ticket price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam AMS</td>
<td>New York JFK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8 h 05</td>
<td>0 km</td>
<td>EUR 2,797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels BRU</td>
<td>New York JFK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8 h 20</td>
<td>203 km / 2 h 01</td>
<td>EUR 1,047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt FRA</td>
<td>New York JFK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8 h 45</td>
<td>437 km / 4 h 22</td>
<td>EUR 918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris CDG</td>
<td>New York JFK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8 h 10</td>
<td>485 km / 4 h 52</td>
<td>EUR 2,403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: https://www.google.com/travel/flights and www.googlemaps.com, based on travel times to AMS by car with none to light traffic and economy fares.

While the expectation is supported by the ticket prices, it does not completely match with the air passenger tax rates outlined above. For example, the Belgian airline ticket tax is approximately 2 euros more per passenger than the Dutch air passenger tax, but the ticket to London is 21 euros less expensive for passengers flying from Brussels.

Contrary to the table comparing train and air transport above, the price differences in the above table comparing departure from proximity airports are not likely to provide sufficient incentives for Dutch passengers to depart from an airport outside the Netherlands. The same cannot be concluded if the comparison is however done for travel to New York, United States. Table 3 reflects ticket prices for a trip to New York on 20 May 2022, and from New York on 21 May 2022, without layovers. These prices can in no way be related to the airport or airline ticket tax rates applicable in each country of departure, and therefore it is also clear that airline ticket prices – at least long distance, but also shorter distance – are based on many other factors than airport or airline ticket tax rates alone. Also, based on this comparison, it is significantly more likely that Dutch passengers would travel to Frankfurt to depart to New York from there for a third of the ticket price of a flight from Amsterdam, provided the travel time concession is made and not taking into account fuel costs to drive to and from Frankfort airport.

While concluding that the tax rate differentiation that is applied by Belgium is in line with the objective to have an air passenger tax provide for (a negative) price incentive to encourage alternative transport modes for short distance, and the tax rate differentiation that is applied by Germany and France is in line with the objective to compensate environmental damage in the price of any ticket, the overall airline ticket prices are based on other factors and costs as well. Therefore, all current rates of airport and airline ticket taxes applicable in the Netherlands, Belgium, France and Germany do not meet the objectives of providing for a price incentive to steer passenger behaviour towards more environmentally friendly travels – in some cases even the opposite.

2.4.6 Airport Slot Retention

During the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, many newspapers23 reported on the ‘ghost flights’, i.e. empty flights that would depart from, particularly German, airports completely or near-empty.

The reason for departure would be suggested to the Slots Allocation Regulation.24 This Regulation, more in particular Article 10(5), prescribes that where airlines are unable to demonstrate 80% usage of the series of slots allocated to them, all the slots allocated to that airline would be placed back in the slot pool and thereby become available to (all) other airlines. The European Commission reportedly reduced the allocated slot usage threshold to 50% in January 2022.25 If an airline rather chooses to have an aircraft depart (near-)empty than to lose its allocated slots, the value of retention of allocated slots is apparently of such a significant importance that it should be considered while evaluating existing or future (tax) measures to reduce or compensate environmental damage caused by departing aircrafts.

2.5 Spanish Plastic Tax

2.5.1 Introduction

As per 1 January 2023, Spain introduced a PPT that is aimed at providing businesses a financial incentive to use recycled plastic materials in the manufacturing of plastic packaging that is used to bring goods to the Spanish market.

Member States of the EU are allowed to introduce other indirect taxes than those included in the Recast Horizontal Directive (see Section 2.4.1 above). The Spanish PPT is not considered to (indirectly) apply to excise goods that are exempt under the Recast Horizontal Directive. Furthermore, the tax is not understood to give rise to EU border formalities, and therefore considered allowed based on the Recast Horizontal Directive.

2.5.2 Scope and Tax Structure
The Spanish PPT is introduced by way of Law 7/2022 on Waste and Contaminated Soils (PPT Law) and its corresponding implementing regulations. The tax is payable by either the importer of plastic packaging materials in scope, by the acquirer of these goods when shipped from other EU countries or by the Spanish manufacturer. The taxable event is correspondingly either the import of in scope materials, the acquisition thereof when shipped from another EU country or upon the first supply to the purchaser in Spain. The rate amounts to EUR 0.45 per kilogram plastic material (by weight). Exemptions apply to the amount of plastic materials that is considered recycled (as per UNE-EN 15345:2008), plastic packaging used in the medical industry, plastic packaging components that are exported out of Spain, some designated plastic used in the agricultural sector and to any acquisitions or purchased that are destroyed, no longer suitable for use or returned for reuse or recycling. Furthermore, a registration threshold of 5 kilograms of plastic packaging per month applies to the intra-EU acquisition or imports. Importers or acquirers that remain below that threshold are not required to register for PPT, but they are however required to retain records allowing to prove that the threshold was not exceeded.

2.5.3 Targeted Climate Change
In the preamble of the PPT Law, reference is made to the first objective being ‘to minimise the negative effects of waste generation and management on human health and the environment’ – climate change and marine litter in particular. Furthermore, the policy must also aim to ‘make efficient use of resources’ in line with principles governing the circular economy. Particular references are made to Sustainable Development Goals number 12 (sustainable production and consumption), 13 (climate action) and 14 (life below water). The remainder of the preamble is extensive and refers to a number of specific goals in the light of the introduction of PPT, including ‘to prevent waste’ and ‘to encourage the recycling of plastic products’. All objectives reviewed together can be summarised as:
- Prevent (plastic) waste, in particular those often found in waters/oceans.
- Internalise costs of recycling or cleaning (plastic) waste.
- Encourage recycling initiatives.

The PPT Law is understood to transpose both Directive (EU) 2018/851 (on extended producer responsibility) and Directive (EU) 2019/904 (on single-use plastics) into domestic legislation. With respect to the Single Use Plastics (SUP) Directive, Spain is one of the few countries, if not currently the only country, that has converted the associated obligations into an excise tax. The Spanish tax authorities are expecting the annual revenue from PPT to amount to EUR 780 million. Spain expectedly owes approximately EUR 528 million to the EU budget in the light of the EU plastic levy that was introduced in 2021. The coverage of the expenditure to the EU budget is however not referenced by the preamble of the PPT Law as an objective to introduce a PPT or to convert SUP Directive obligations into an excise tax.

2.5.4 Recycled (Non-Virgin) vs. Recyclable (Single Use)
The Spanish PPT basically provides for an exemption for recycled plastic materials and for plastic packaging that is reusable or recyclable. The amount (weight) of recycled plastic in packaging materials is outside the scope of Spanish PPT without any applicable thresholds. Furthermore, the entire plastic packaging is outside the scope of Spanish PPT in case it can evidently be reused, i.e. if it was ‘manufactured, designed and marketed to perform multiple circuits or rotations throughout its life cycle, or to be refilled or reused for the same purpose for which it was designed’. This distinguishes Spanish PPT from for example the regime applicable in the United Kingdom since 1 April 2022. The UK exempts packaging components that are not predominantly (in weight) plastic and plastic packaging that comprises of more than 30% recycled content in weight. These two exemptions on the ‘input’ side of things provide for at least two perverse incentives: 1) to include unnecessary non-plastic packaging materials for the plastic to no longer be the predominant element and 2) to plan for 30% recycled content but not necessarily beyond that. By excluding both recycled content without a threshold and reuse of packaging materials, by scarcely applying exemptions and by including also semi-finished plastic packaging materials, the Spanish PPT actually entails a broad and extensive scope that is not unusually prone to evasive behaviour and may very well be effective when it comes to at least encouraging businesses towards recycling initiatives and preventing (plastic) waste.

2.5.5 Tax Rates and Compliance Burden
Such a broad, extensive and potentially highly effective scope however comes at a cost, and in this case that appears to be compliance. The abovementioned estimated revenue of EUR 780 million annually merely covers the cost of the PPT itself and not the compliance costs, both one-off and recurring, that companies would incur. The data that are required to comply with Spanish PPT may be extensive. Companies importing, acquiring or manufacturing plastic packaging materials may have to request information from suppliers that may be difficult to obtain, difficult to establish or difficult to provide in the light of confidentiality. Equally, businesses that are...

29 See also: www.ft.com/content/34de1931-3467-469c-bb69-5ba0e72d3308, in particular: A source from a large food company said the way the tax had been implemented was “hugely contradictory as there would be no incentive to use recycled content – the very aim of the plastic tax.”
entitled to a refund or exemption of PPT due to export, recycled content or (intended) medical use of the plastic packaging materials may have to collect details around the full supply chain, official certifications or intended use statements. Considering the current rate of the PPT, it would not be unthinkable that businesses would choose to, instead of incurring high compliance costs, simply pay the Spanish PPT and not change any behaviour towards the use of more recycled plastic materials. The combination of a high compliance burden and relatively low tax burden may cause the excellent nuances made in the scope as discussed in Section 2.5.4 to go to waste. As discussed in Section 2.4.4, also the Spanish PPT does not include an obligation for businesses to roll of the tax or the compliance costs to consumers. The legislation also does not include an incentive for the consumer to return plastic to the producer for recycling purposes. The legislation therefore seems to lack an important steering element towards the behaviour of consumers. Considering that one of the objectives of the PPT Law was to prevent (plastic) waste, in particular those often found in waters/oceans, and the legislation lacks clear incentives for consumers to return plastic packaging materials rather than to ‘waste’ those, producers may additionally have to look into developing an incentive to close this loop/circularity. As such, Spanish PPT legislation seems to solely rely on the response behaviour of producers, while in the supply chain of plastic waste from cradle to ocean, both producers and consumers play an important role.

3 Conclusions and Recommendations

3.1 Conclusions
The EU and Member States of the EU have introduced a number of new fiscal policy measures aimed to combat climate change in the past three years and will introduce more in the coming three years. In this article, the identified, potential and expected impact of the CBAM, the Dutch air passenger tax and the Spanish plastic tax are discussed in more detail, in particular the imminent risks that the legislation or its scope may cause tax subjects to respond to it in a way other than initially intended by the legislative objectives. This exposure to ‘avoidance’ impacts the effectiveness of the implemented or proposed measures. Based thereon, conclusions can be summarised as follows:

1. Having more than one (main) objective – and especially if these are conflicting – drastically challenges the success of legislation passing the overall effectiveness test, both in terms of structure and scope. That is, bearing in mind that all tax measures in essence already have dual objectives, i.e. state revenue objective too, which is why these objectives are by nature conflicting and not suitable to coexist as main objectives.

2. Limited scopes lead to greater exposure to tax avoidance and are therefore considered less effective. Expanding the scope however generally conflicts with the legislative execution complexity. Environmental tax legislation therefore appears to be a compromise between preserving, protecting or improving the quality of the environment on the one hand, and executional on the other. In line with general expectations and referencing the excise paradox, states may consider to further expand the scope of environmental tax measures gradually. This would meet the aim of stabilising state revenue as well as a phased approach towards including sectors or companies having to comply with the legislation.

3. None of the environmental tax measures discussed in this article include a legal obligation to pass on the costs of the tax to the consumer exhibiting the ‘taxed’ environmentally harmful behaviour. As can be particularly concluded from the Dutch air passenger tax, the combination of the absence of a roll off obligation and (relatively) limited tax rates do not provide for a negative price incentive for airline ticket prices compared to transportation alternatives. The same could be concluded for the Spanish excise tax on single-use plastic packaging materials.

4. Tax exemptions lead to a greater exposure to tax avoidance and are therefore considered to reduce the effectiveness of the tax legislation. In particular the current exemptions for transit passengers and cargo with the Dutch air passenger tax do not appear to serve any of the proclaimed objectives of this legislation.

Due to either the limited scope, conflicting objectives, the absence of a pass on obligations and inappropriate exemptions, the CBAM, the Dutch air passenger tax and the Spanish PPT can expectedly win in terms of expected and identified preserving, protection or improvement of the quality of the environment. Standalone, each measure is – as is – expected to or identified as a measure to have a limited effect on changing producer’s or consumer’s behaviour. Greater effects may expectedly be available through necessary amendments of the existing or proposed legislation, or by combining such environmental tax legislation with other measures. Suggestions for further research are included below.

3.2 Recommendations for Further Research
In the light of future research, the following fiscal and non-fiscal measures may be further explored.

3.2.1 Minimum Airline Ticket Pricing
Austria has announced an intention to introduce a minimum ticket price for particular (short haul) flights of EUR 40. The level of minimum airfares may be explored in combination with rate differentiation based on environmental damage and in particular to (significantly)
increase flights for which viable alternatives exist. Particular attention should be paid to Article 22 of the Air Services Regulation,\(^{30}\) that prescribes that EU air carriers are allowed to freely set their air fares and air rates for intra-EU air services.

3.2.2 Packaging Deposit Schemes
Extension of current and introduction of new packaging deposit scheme, compensating (part of) the 95% value loss as a result of using packaging materials on the one hand, and providing for an economic incentive for consumers to correctly collect and offer for recycling their used packaging materials on the other. The latter may assist in overcoming the current challenge of collection, sorting and recycling of (plastic) packaging materials.

3.2.3 EU Carbon Tax
Replace the EU ETS and CBAM legislation with a single EU carbon policy, including minimum unit prices and an excise duty. The use of a minimum unit price has been successfully implemented by Scotland and Wales in the light of alcohol units and may be suitable for copying to embedded carbon emissions. The minimum unit price ensures that costs are recharged to the final consumers and not incorporated in other, ‘green’ products that better allow for premium pricing. The excise duty would allow for equal treatment of EU and non-EU manufacturers; however, the scope of products subject to carbon excise may have to be increased gradually to manage compliance burdens for industries affected.
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This article examines the roles (local) taxes can play in pursuing climate goals. The authors analyse the factors within the Dutch context which are limiting, and which are contributing to the effectiveness of the use of local taxes in the pursuit of climate goals. On the one hand, (local) taxes can serve their primary purpose: funding government spending, for example the creation of certain sustainable facilities. On the other hand, taxes can give a financial incentive to influence behaviour by improving the business case for sustainable solutions or make unsustainable behaviour more expensive or sustainable behaviour financially more attractive. This article presents examples of both funding sustainable facilities as well as stimulating desired sustainable behaviour by means of a certain Dutch local tax measure. Despite the examples presented, we conclude that under the current legislative restrictions, in the Netherlands local taxes can play a modest role within the sustainability policy of local governments. The research into the current legal restrictions and possibilities for achieving climate goals with local taxes in the Netherlands leads to an analysis of insights that are also relevant outside the Dutch context.
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1 Introduction

Climate change is one of the most pressing societal issues of our time. To turn the demolishing consequences, in the Paris Agreement of 2015, the United Nations Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) formulated the long-term goal to limit global warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5°C, compared to preindustrial levels. Similar to any other national government that signed the climate agreement, the Dutch government translated these goals into policy resolutions, formulated in a National Climate Agreement, followed by a codification of the goals in a national Climate Act. The National Climate Agreement also addresses specific roles and tasks to local governments to limit climate change. In this way, the global climate goals trickle down through national policies towards local climate action.

In the Dutch Climate agreement, the Netherlands is divided into 30 so-called Energy Regions. Provinces, water boards and municipalities are working together in these regions to set up a "Regional Energy Strategy". In this strategy, the regional choices are developed for:

- the generation of renewable electricity;
- the heat transition in the built environment; and
- the required storage and changes in the energy infrastructure.

Local governments, through their umbrella organisations, have endorsed the national Climate Agreement and the climate goals included therein. Many local governments have also concluded local climate agreements and formulated their own climate goals.

---

2 Klimaatwet, Stb. 2019, 254, https://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0042394/2022-03-02 (last visited 31 October 2022). The goals are regulated in Art. 2 Climate Act of which the first clause states: ‘This law provides a framework for the development of policies aimed at irreversibly and step-by-step reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the Netherlands, to a level that is 95% lower in 2050 than in 1990, in order to limit global warming and climate change. Art. 2(2) states: ‘In order to achieve this target for 2050, our Ministers who are concerned aim for a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of 49% by 2030 and a full CO2-neutral electricity production by 2050.’
4 The role of local governments in the achievement of SDGs is also acknowledged by the EU Commission: see https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_22_5395 (last visited 31 October 2022).
5 See the website of the National Program Regional Energy Strategy: www.regionale-energiestrategie.nl/default.aspx (last visited 31 October 2022).
To achieve their climate objectives, local authorities not only need policy space, but also legal powers and financial instruments to fund these policies, such as taxes. In this article, we explore if and how existing taxation by local governments in the Netherlands could play a role in achieving climate goals. In 2021, it was estimated that the implementation of the tasks assigned to local governments in the National Climate Agreement will cost them around € 1.8 billion, the funding of which is currently being discussed.

In this article, we will investigate the following questions:

1. What roles can (local) taxes in general play in pursuing climate goals? (Section 2)
2. Which factors within the current Dutch context are limiting and which are contributing to the effectiveness of the use of local taxes in the pursuit of climate goals? (Section 5)
3. What insights does this analysis provide and to what extent can these also be relevant outside the Dutch context? (Section 4)

The article ends with a conclusion (Section 5).

## 2 General Roles of (Local) Taxes in Achieving Climate Goals

Since ambitious goals are set to fight climate change, there is a wide search for instruments to achieve these goals. Not only technical instruments, such as CO2 capture and storage technology, but also legal and financial instruments are investigated. Taxation might be one of the financial instruments that could help achieve climate goals.

Firstly, taxes have a funding role: they are levied to generate revenue for public spending. Governmental measures and services to achieve climate goals could be paid for by the revenue of taxes. The role of taxation in helping achieving sustainability goals (the UN SDGs) by its revenue has been broadly acknowledged and also recommended by several international organisations, including the UN, OECD, World Bank and IMF. Climate goals are amongst these SDGs. Prerequisite for this role of taxes in funding climate measures to meet the corresponding SDGs is a sufficient potential revenue of the taxes used. In case environmental taxes are used to raise revenue for climate goals, this could be difficult. Taxing polluting behaviour or environmental harmful events might lower the revenue if people adjust their behaviour. An effective environmental tax leads to less revenue in time unless rates are increased.

But there is another option regarding the use of taxation for climate goals, namely the possibility of influencing behaviour by fiscal incentives and disincentives in other taxes than environmental taxes. Desirable behaviour, such as business investment in less polluting technologies and private people’s choice for environment-friendly alternatives, could be stimulated by lowering rates or tax exemptions. Unwanted polluting behaviour could be discouraged by higher rates or by introducing a specific levy. There is not a widespread consensus about using taxes for social engineering. This role meets several ‘ifs, buts and maybes’. A major concern is the effectiveness of fiscal (dis)incentives in achieving the aspired goal. Vanistendael and Redonda conclude that a tax is not an adequate instrument to eliminate harmful environmental behaviour in an absolute way and that taxes are a very inaccurate instrument to achieve specific targets of social engineering. A more direct way to reach the goal of elimination of harmful environmental behaviour should be a legal prohibition sanctioned by fines and prison sentences. Regarding tax incentives to stimulate investment, Van Thiel remarks that taxation is only one of the potential conflict with state aid regulations, whereas the most crucial factor that influences an investment decision. Offering tax incentives to compensate for investment climate deficiencies may not be effective and is discouraged. Secondly, tax incentives might provide an advantage to an investment that would have also taken place without the incentive. Two other concerns, besides the question about the effectiveness, are the potential conflict with state aid regulation within the European Union (EU) and the issue of eliminating harmful environmental behaviour should be a legal prohibition sanctioned by fines and prison sentences. Regarding tax incentives to stimulate investment, Van Thiel remarks that taxation is only one of the potential conflict with state aid regulations, whereas the most crucial factor that influences an investment decision. Offering tax incentives to compensate for investment climate deficiencies may not be effective and is discouraged. Secondly, tax incentives might provide an advantage to an investment that would have also taken place without the incentive. Two other concerns, besides the question about the effectiveness, are the potential conflict with state aid regulation within the European Union (EU) and the issue of eliminating harmful environmental behaviour should be a legal prohibition sanctioned by fines and prison sentences.
or potential climate poverty.\textsuperscript{15} Firstly, government spending on climate goals and fiscal incentives for climate-friendly investments might conflict the state aid prohibition within the EU. Especially the selectivity criterion can be easily fulfilled when drafting a special sustainability incentive in an environmental tax. Secondly, fiscal incentives could lead to the missing out of specific groups of taxpayers with low income. If people are not able to take climate-friendly measures or to choose the more environmentally friendly option because of their poor financial position, they also miss the financial advantage of the fiscal incentives, like lower rates and tax exemptions. And if the government simultaneously increases rates for the more polluting options, the tax burden shifts to taxpayers who are not able to adjust their behaviour. Moreover, climate goals cannot be achieved effectively if not everyone can join in because of their financial position.

Given these concerns, tax influencing can only play a modest role in helping achieve climate goals. Vanistendael noted that taxes can help accelerate changes in behaviour, specifically when there are clear alternatives of desirable behaviour that can be facilitated by financial support.\textsuperscript{16} Redonda states that estimating and reporting the fiscal cost of tax exemptions should be a priority for governments worldwide. This would not only enhance transparency and accountability, but also help to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of these provisions, which should help governments to better target their policy objectives.\textsuperscript{17}

Local taxes are amongst the financial instruments that governments could use to help achieve climate goals and perform the tasks. For local taxes, all the above-mentioned concerns are applicable. Influencing behaviour through the adjustment of tax rates and the introduction of tax exemptions meets several concerns. The major concern, namely the effectiveness of tax measures, is even more important for local taxation. In the Netherlands, rates and therefore the potential revenue of local taxes are relatively low, related to tax rates and revenue of national taxes which could also hinder the effectiveness of tax measures for climate policies. The effectiveness of tax measures at the level of the local government can also be negatively affected if different neighbouring local governments implement different tax incentives and disincentives. People might avoid higher rates by moving polluting behaviour to the neighbouring municipality. Lastly, differences in local climate provisions and in local tax systems might also raise questions about the equality of citizens and companies.

\textbf{3 Limiting and Contributing Factors to the Effective Use of Local Taxes for Climate Goals}

As described in Section 2, the primary function of tax instruments is funding public spending. In addition, taxes can be used to achieve certain policy goals by using them as a price incentive. The price incentive is then intended to influence the behaviour of taxpayers. Based on both functions, respectively in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we discuss the current restrictions and possibilities specifically for municipal taxes in achieving climate objectives in the Netherlands. We will do the same for taxes of provinces and water boards in Section 3.5.

For a good understanding of our analysis, in Section 3.1 we will first describe briefly the decentralisation and financial position of local governments in the Netherlands. In Section 3.2 we will explain the legal limitations and possibilities of local taxation in the Netherlands in general.

\textbf{3.1 Decentralisation and Financial Position of Local Governments in the Netherlands}

The Kingdom of the Netherlands is a constitutional monarchy. The European part of the Netherlands consists of 12 provinces and 345 municipalities. The Dutch Constitution enshrines the fact that the Netherlands is a decentralised unitary state. On the one hand, provinces and municipalities have a general power of regulation and administration, which can only be limited by or pursuant to the law. On the other hand, provinces and municipalities are obliged to cooperate in the implementation of rules laid down by central government and may be subject to supervision by or pursuant to the law. The idea of decentralisation entails that some of the responsibilities of the central government are left to other public bodies and their agencies, which are more or less independent from the central government. Territorial decentralisation requires that provinces and municipalities have general legislative and administrative powers within their territory. Functional decentralisation means that one or more branches of central government functions are left to other public bodies.\textsuperscript{18} The central government, the provinces, the municipalities and the water boards all have their own independent competences to levy taxes. The taxes that provinces, municipalities and water boards can levy are determined and restricted by legislation that is incorporated in coordinating acts: respectively the Provinces Act, the Municipalities Act and the Water Boards Act. These acts contain both tax and non-tax provisions.

\textsuperscript{15} Villar Ezcurra (eds.), \textit{Energy Taxation, Environmental Protection and State Aids} (2016).


\textsuperscript{17} Vanistendael, above n. 12 pages 52-53 2.

\textsuperscript{18} Dutch water boards are regional governmental bodies charged with managing water barriers, waterways, water levels, water quality and sewage treatment in their respective regions.
The main funding of Dutch municipalities and provinces comes from the central government. In the total revenue of all levels of Dutch government, the revenues of local governments represent a share of only 3.4%. This puts the Netherlands far below average compared to the other OECD countries. To illustrate, in Denmark and Sweden this percentage is 25.7% and 35.5%, respectively. A relatively small part of the revenue consists of local governments’ own income. In budgetary terms, in 2021, municipal levies in the Netherlands amounted to €11,312 million in total, corresponding to 1.35% of the GDP. This is per capita €647. In the Netherlands, municipalities receive roughly one-sixth of their income from taxes. The main source of income of municipalities is financial transfer from the central government in the form of general and specific grants (see Figure 1). Property taxes account for 40.3% of the local tax income, other taxes (e.g. ‘parking taxes’) account for 16%; 34.4% of the municipal income comes from sewage and waste processing taxes and 9.3% from fees for services. In 2021, Dutch provinces received roughly one-fifth of their income from taxes amounting to €1,733 million in total. Apart from tax revenue and financial transfers from the central government, there are differences between municipalities in their financial position. For example, the city of Rotterdam sold its shares in the former municipal energy company Eneco and gained a substantial revenue by doing so, whilst other municipalities did not have such income. Rotterdam now has the opportunity to use this revenue for funding local climate initiatives, whilst other cities must raise their taxes. The main source of income of provinces is financial transfer from the central government in the form of general and specific grants (in 2021: €2,543 million). The main tax of the provinces is surcharge on the state motor vehicle tax (in 2021: €1,701 million). Dutch water boards do not receive any financial transfer from the central government. Their main source of income consists of their own levied taxes (in 2021: €3,138 million).

### 3.2 Legal Restrictions and Possibilities of Local Taxes in the Netherlands in General

In general, the legal framework of local taxation in the Netherlands is formed by four main pillars:
1. a closed system of taxes;
2. the obligation of compliance with higher rules;
3. the prohibition of taxing according to the ability to pay of the taxpayer; and
4. the autonomy to set tax bases and tariffs.

The first three pillars contain mostly restrictions for the taxing powers of a local government, whilst the fourth pillar states the (granted) tax autonomy of local governments.

#### 3.2.1 Pillar 1: Closed System of Taxes

Firstly, local authorities in the Netherlands can only levy taxes if and to the extent that the national legisla-
tor (defined in the Constitution as the Cabinet and Parliament acting in concert) has given them the power to do so.24 In the Dutch context, this is called a ‘closed system’.25 This means that the ‘menu’ of taxes which local authorities can introduce has been stipulated in an Act of Parliament and that they are bound by the restrictions set therein (principle of legality). Twelve Dutch municipal levies are based on the Municipalities Act.26 Two more municipal taxes have been made possible by separate laws.27 The taxes levied by water boards are based on the Water Boards Act and the provincial taxes are based on several laws.

If local governments in the Netherlands want to use their tax sovereignty to contribute to a more sustainable society, they must meet the rules and obligations of the Dutch local tax system. The closed system and the principle of legality involves a limitation in the taxable events that can be chosen by the local government. The same applies to the wording of the essential elements of a levy in a local regulation: the municipality council has to stay within the boundaries set by the national legislator.

In the Netherlands, local levies can be categorised into three types, each with its own characteristics, restrictions and possibilities:

1. **General taxes.** Can be characterised as forced payments to the municipality, whilst the municipality does not offer any direct, individual performance in return. Revenues go to the general funds of the municipality and can be spent by the municipality as it sees fit.28

2. **Fees (duties).** Can be distinguished from general taxes because they are levied regarding a specific, individual service rendered by the government, acting in its governmental capacity. There are no fees due when the government has not rendered any services. Furthermore, it is required by law that the tariffs are established in such a way that the projected benefits do not exceed the projected costs.29

3. **Destination-based taxes.** Can be distinguished from a general tax because destination-based taxes entail a form of cost recovery. The tax revenue is intended for a specific purpose. The costs of certain municipal facilities are allocated towards a group of benefiting taxable subjects or objects. Unlike fees, the service provided by the government of which the costs are recovered by the destination-based taxes does not have to render any individual profit.30 31 32

### 3.2.2 Pillar 2: Compliance with Higher Rules

Secondly, municipalities must stay within the boundaries of higher legislation and – written and unwritten – principles of proper legislation and good administration. Examples of higher legislation are Acts of Parliament (like the restrictions for the different taxes given in the Municipalities Act), the Constitution and Treaties. An example of a general principle is the principle of equality.

The obligation to comply with higher rules can restrict the leeway for local governments to implement more climate-friendly policies. For instance, varying rates to stimulate more climate-friendly behaviour must meet general legal principles, such as the principles of equality and proportionality. National legislation does, for example, not explicitly prohibit implementing a lower tariff for the sewerage levy for residential homes with a climate-friendly (sedum) roof and excluding other buildings from this tax incentive. Nevertheless, this is not allowed without an objective and reasonable justification for this selective preferential treatment. This justification can be tested by the judiciary.33

### 3.2.3 Pillar 3: Prohibition of Taxing According to Carrying Capacity of Taxpayers

Thirdly, the taxable amount may not be made directly dependent on personal income, business profit or capital/wealth.34 The reason for this legal restriction is that income policy in the Netherlands is reserved for the central government only. It is considered undesirable that local taxes could distort central income policies.

In general, less wealthy taxpayers are sometimes less able to adjust their ‘polluting behaviour’ because more climate-friendly alternatives are too costly for them. For example, partly because of rising energy prices, there is

---

24 Art. 132 Constitution of the Netherlands in conjunction with Art. 219 Municipalities Act.
26 These are taxes on immovable property (Arts. 220-220h); taxes on movable property (Art. 223); taxes on commuting (Art. 223); a tax levied from tourists (Art. 224); parking taxes (Art. 225); dog license taxes (Art. 226); advertising taxes (Art. 227); sufferance taxes (Art. 228); sewing charges (Art. 228a) and fees on utility, pleasure and amusement rights (Art. 229).
27 These are the waste tax in respect of the disposal of household waste, which is levied based on the Environmental Protection Act, Art. 15.33, and the BIZ- Contribution in Bi-Zones (Business Investment Zones), based on the Bi-Zones Act.
28 Dutch municipalities can levy the following general taxes: property taxes (onroerende-zaakbelastingen), taxes on movable residential and business premises (roerende-woon- en bedrijfsruimtebelastingen), commuter taxes (forensenbelastingen), tourist tax (toeristenbelasting), parking taxes (parkeerbelastingen), dog tax (hondenbelasting), advertising tax (reclamebelasting) and sufferance tax (precariobelasting).
29 Art. 229b Municipalities Act.
30 The following fees are i.a. levied in the Netherlands: cleaning fees, funeral services fees, burial fees, fire department fees, fees for permits and official documents, harbour fees and market fees.
31 In this way, destination-based taxes are an instrument of allocation: the tax burden is distributed among those who benefit of the corresponding municipal service (‘profit principle’) or who cause municipal costs (‘the polluter pays-principle’). Another characteristic is the relation between costs and the tax, which limits the rates: the tax income may not exceed the related costs.
32 Dutch destination-based taxes are the betterment levy (baatbelasting), the sewerage tax (rioolheffing) and the household waste tax (afvalstofheffing).
34 Art. 219(2) Municipalities Act and Art. 221(2) Provinces Act.
a societal debate regarding the risk of ‘energy poverty’ among certain population groups.35

3.2.4 Pillar 4: Autonomy to Set Tax Bases and Tariffs
Despite the above-mentioned three main restrictions, Dutch local authorities have considerable freedom in drawing up their local tax regulations.36 Municipalities and provinces are explicitly allowed to set the taxable amount and tariff, if not yet laid down in a specific legal provision regarding the concerned tax. The same applies to the indication of the taxable person, the taxable object and exemptions. In that way, municipalities are capable of certain taxation policies. Furthermore, using a municipality’s tax or fee as a policy instrument is allowed. In fact, in the latest grand revision of the substantive local tax law provisions in the Dutch Municipalities Act, the national legislator explicitly stated that a more instrumental approach of local taxes not only is permitted, but even be stimulated.37

The fourth pillar gives local governments the power to vary the amount of tax to fit their climate policies. Within the boundaries set by the national legislator concerning the possible levies and the essential elements of the tax (such as the taxable object), local governments have a certain autonomy. Nevertheless, local authorities must also consider higher laws, regulations and legal principles when exercising this policy freedom. For example, for the municipal advertisement tax the national legislator already codified the taxable object, namely ‘public announcements, visible from the public road’.38 Within the boundaries of this definition, the municipality may choose to vary the rate for various kinds of advertisements. The council could for example set a higher rate for neon signs, which could be justified by the higher carbon emission.

3.3 Restrictions and Possibilities in Funding Climate Goals with Municipal Taxes
In this section, we describe some examples of possibilities of funding climate goals with different municipal taxes. Based on the type of levy (as described in Section 3.2.1), the possibilities of using tax revenue for funding of climate policies can vary. In theory, the possibilities of general taxes are wider than with fees or destination-based taxes since the rates of general taxes are not legally restricted or bound by the costs of rendered services. To fund climate initiatives, the (potential) revenue has to be substantial. The question is whether local tax revenue in the Netherlands meets this requirement. As described in Section 3.1, the revenues of all types of local governments combined represent a share of only 3.4% of the total revenue of all levels of Dutch government.

3.3.1 Property Tax
Dutch municipalities have limited possibilities of using property tax to fund climate mitigation measures. This is due to the extensive regulation of this tax.39 The property tax is limited to three categories of tax subjects: 1) owners of non-residential properties, 2) users of non-residential properties and 3) owners of residential properties. Other forms of tariff differentiation are not allowed. For example, the tariffs cannot be made dependent on an energy label that is linked to the property. The amount of tax is mandatorily related to the value of the property. However, municipalities can decide how the revenue of the property tax will be spent. For example, municipalities can decide to increase one or more rates of the property tax to invest the additional revenue in a climate fund. In various Dutch municipalities, there are already so-called ‘revolving funds’ that are financed in this way with an increase in property tax rates.40 The property tax, which in itself qualifies as a general tax, thus partly acquires the character of a destination-based tax.

Within this framework, the effects of making real property more sustainable for the valuation must be mentioned. International research shows that investing in making real estate more sustainable leads to higher values and thus to higher property tax revenue.41 In principle, this effect of an increase in value leads to higher taxation of property tax. This effect is undesirable, given the fact that many municipalities, such as the city of Rotterdam, have established their own local climate policy, which is aimed at making real estate more sustainable. We therefore find that the system of the most important own municipal tax undermines local climate policy. The municipal taxation of properties forms in that sense a financial impediment to investing in making real property more sustainable. Previous research conducted by us into the possibilities of local taxation to facilitate efforts in making port-related industry more sustainable confirms this observation.32

3.3.2 Baatbelasting (Betterment Levy)
To lower carbon emissions, the Dutch government has concluded that the natural gas connection in residential homes should be replaced by an alternative (low emission) heating solution. Homeowners are responsible

35 In 2021, for example, the central government made 150 million euros available to municipalities to take measures in residential areas with less wealthy residents aimed at saving energy, www.rijksoverheid.nl/actueel/nieuws/2021/10/15/150-miljoen-euro-voor-aanpak-energiearmoede-kwetsbare-huishoudens (last visited 31 October 2022).
36 For a more detailed analysis, see de Jonckheere, Schep & Monsma, above n. 26, Pages 469-473.
38 Art. 227 Municipalities Act.
40 For example Leiden: www.ondernemersfonds.nl (last visited 31 October 2022), and Utrecht: www.ondernemersfondsutrecht.nl (last visited 31 October 2022).
themselves for the replacement and for the insulation, which is often needed for the usability of the alternative heating facility. It is not yet forbidden to use natural gas, but as part of the municipality’s Regional Energy Strategy (as mentioned in Section 1), the municipality can set a deadline in future for disconnection of the gas supply. Municipalities in the Netherlands have been identified as the competent authority to create the conditions for citizens to replace their natural gas connection. Besides the availability of an alternative solution, a major condition is affordability. The estimated replacement costs, including the necessary insulation, for a residential home are high: €40,000 on average.\(^3\)

One option for the municipality to create the conditions for the transition is to provide for a public heating solution for the whole district. An example is an environment-friendly underground heat network that uses the residual heat of industrial plants nearby. The construction costs of this public heating network can be recovered by a municipal tax: the ‘baatbelasting’ (betterment levy).\(^4\) The levy is imposed on the owners of all immovable property in the vicinity, on the condition that the property can be connected to the network. To keep this solution affordable, the levy can be spread over 30 years. Using this tax, the (extra) tax burden can be put specifically on the benefiting group and not, as is the case with the property tax, on all taxpayers.

Another option that is currently being investigated is funding adjustments in private property. Homeowners are responsible for the adjustment of their property, which is necessary to (technically) connect to an alternative heating solution. The costs of these adjustments, like insulation and solar panels, could form an obstacle to the owner to make the adjustments. Financial instruments for private persons, such as mortgages and borrowings, could help. But for a part of the homeowners, those financial instruments are not an ideal solution, due to borrowing restrictions and interest rates. In a recent report, we investigated on behalf of the Utrecht Province whether the betterment levy can be used in this case.\(^5\) Advantage of the betterment levy over a mortgage or borrowing is the long payback period of 30 years, the low interest and the connection between the mortgage or borrowing is the long payback period of 30 years, the low interest and the connection between the mortgage or borrowing and the property tax, on all taxpayers.

In this section, we describe some examples of the possibilities of using municipal taxes for stimulating more climate-friendly behaviour.

### 3.3.3 Parking Taxes

It is conceivable that municipalities could use the parking tax to pay for climate initiatives. Local authorities could decide to invest the revenue of the parking tax (after increasing the rates) in environment-friendly alternatives to driving. For instance, one can think of investing in a mobility fund or a bicycle programme for the city.

### 3.3.4 Sewerage Levy

Municipalities are responsible for the ground water level. Due to climate change, periods of exceptional levels of rainfall are to be expected. To collect a huge amount of water in a brief time, big water collection reservoirs can be built underneath public squares, playgrounds and parks. The construction costs of these facilities can be recovered by the municipal sewerage levy. This levy can also be used to subsidise various private or business investments to prevent the amount of rainwater reaching the sewerage such as barrels to collect rainwater for households or the installation of a so-called green roof or living roof.

### 3.4 Restrictions and Possibilities of Influencing Behaviour with Municipal Taxes for Climate Goals

In this section, we describe some examples of the possibilities of using municipal taxes for stimulating more climate-friendly behaviour.

#### 3.4.1 Waste Collection Levy

The municipal waste collection levy is an example of a highly effective tax for both cost recovery of municipal costs of collection and handling of household waste as well as an instrument for influencing behaviour of taxpayers. A municipality is allowed to introduce a ‘reversed’ collection policy: the collection of recyclable waste (such as glass, cardboard and vegetable, fruit and garden waste) is free of charge, whilst the collection of residual waste is paid for (by taxing the waste collection). This system has been proved to be effective in re-
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43 J. Arnoldussen e.a., Proeftuinen aardgasvrije wijken. Een maatschappelijk-economische analyse van de proeftuinen (2021); www.elr.nl/publicaties/proeftuinen-aardgasvrije-wijken/.


ducing waste.\textsuperscript{47} In addition to a rate depending on the amount of residual waste offered, a fixed amount per collection location is often also used in most municipalities. In this way, the cost-effectiveness of the levy can be combined with the reduction of residual waste.

\subsection*{3.4.2 Property Tax}
It is possible for municipalities to include exemptions in the property tax regulation. These exemptions may include certain sustainable investments. In our before mentioned research in the context of making port-related and industrial real estate more climate-friendly, we suggested altering the legislation to make an exemption for wastewater treatment plants.\textsuperscript{48} We consider such an exemption to be a meaningful and justifiable option.\textsuperscript{49} Apart from making port-related and industrial real estate more climate-friendly, it is also conceivable, for example, to disregard the value of solar panels when determining the tax base for the property tax.\textsuperscript{50} For homes, the legal possibilities for this are currently being explored by the Dutch government.\textsuperscript{51}

\subsection*{3.4.3 Parking Taxes}
In the Netherlands, municipalities can levy parking taxes for parking regulation purposes. That parking taxes are intended as an instrument for municipalities to regulate parking follows from the literal text of the law.\textsuperscript{52} In view of that regulatory objective, municipalities can choose to levy the parking tax only in a certain part of the municipality, or to differentiate rates per area. Where and under what conditions the tax is levied must be indicated in the municipal regulation. Several municipalities are currently responding to the climate change challenge by means of the parking tax. For example, by introducing an exempt for the parking of shared cars at designated places in the city, thus stimulating sustainable mobility.\textsuperscript{53}

Other examples of environment-friendly parking taxes can be found in municipalities where no parking tax is due on parking spaces for charging an electric car, for example, in Haarlem. The parking tax rates can be set depending on parking duration, parking time, occupied surface and location of terrains or road sections.\textsuperscript{54} Other forms of rate differentiation than those mentioned in the law are not possible. Dutch municipalities can therefore not differentiate according to the degree of emission of a vehicle, also called ‘green rate differentiation’. We know that green rate differentiation is being applied in other countries, such as Norway and the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{55}

Parking taxes in the Netherlands were not originally created to respond to the climate challenges of municipalities. However, setting a price to parking with parking taxes can become an incentive for alternative less polluting forms of transport such as public transport. From this point of view, parking taxes are environment-friendly taxes, although this was not the reason to introduce them.

\subsection*{3.4.4 Sewerage Levy}
Dutch municipalities can introduce two types of sewerage levy side by side: a sewerage levy for the disposal of wastewater and a sewerage levy for the drainage of rainwater. Regarding climate adaptation in the form of making cities rainproof, another possibility is stimulating households to uncouple rainwater drainpipes from the sewer and to green their garden by varying the tariff of the sewerage levy for rainwater. A tariff of sewerage levy dependent on the percentage of the garden surface that is tiled is another possibility.

\section*{3.5 Promoting Climate Goals by Taxes of Provinces and Water Boards}

\subsection*{3.5.1 Provinces}
Provinces in the Netherlands have traditionally played a coordinating role when it comes to the spatial layout of the country. They could for example decide where industrial plants, agriculture and living areas are allowed. Together with municipalities, they are also responsible for making the regional energy plans, to switch off gas in living areas. Like municipalities, provinces receive most of their funding from the central government, as described in Section 3.1. By far the most important provincial ‘own’ source of tax revenue comes from surcharges on the motor vehicle tax, levied by the central government. In the National Climate Agreement, it was decided to introduce a 0-rate in the motor vehicle tax for electric vehicles.\textsuperscript{56} As a result of this central government decision, provinces miss tax revenue. In time, the motor vehicle tax will be replaced by a kilometre-based charge. A revision of the provincial tax area is therefore under consideration.\textsuperscript{57} This could be an opportunity to introduce new taxes or rate differentiation options aimed at achieving climate objectives. Because of the dependence on the state regarding their own tax revenue, provinces lack experience and an executive office for the execution of taxation. Using their regulation powers in spatial planning and granting permits are likely to be more effective measures in achieving climate goals.


\textsuperscript{48} The current legal exemption is limited to government-managed wastewater treatment plants.

\textsuperscript{49} Monsma et al., page 5, above n. 43.


\textsuperscript{52} Art. 225(1) Municipalities Act.

\textsuperscript{53} See www.share-now.com/nl/nl/ (last visited 31 October 2022).

\textsuperscript{54} Art. 225(8) Municipalities Act.


\textsuperscript{56} See National Climate Agreement, above n. 2, at 64-68.

3.5.2 Water Boards

Water boards in the Netherlands have specific tasks related to water management. Part of that task is building and keeping dikes to protect the areas below sea level in the Netherlands. Due to longer periods of drought, water boards have to inspect more often the quality and strength of the dikes. Also, water boards may have to do more in order to keep a proper water level in the water system. These adjustments might lead to higher costs. Since water boards pay their tasks completely by own levies (without grants from the central government) these levies will probably increase.

Water boards in the Netherlands are also responsible for turning wastewater into drinking water through purification. This purifying process can be made more circular by using green energy for the machinery. The wastewater treatment process itself yields energy, which can be converted into green energy, biogas to power cars or electricity to be supplied to households. The raw materials that can be recovered from wastewater include phosphate, which is used to produce fertilisers. Finally, the residual silt can be recovered and turned into bioenergy. Water boards are currently setting up an ‘Energy and Resources Factory’ to enhance these circular initiatives.\(^58\)

We have researched the legal possibilities and restrictions of funding these initiatives within the rules set by the national legislator for the water treatment levy.\(^59\) The main conclusion is that as long as these initiatives remain a side effect or by-product of the execution of their public task, they are allowed according to the Water Boards Act and its legal history, and the costs and benefits can be incorporated in the corresponding levies.

In 2022, a draft law was made to confirm this option by an explicit legal article in the Water Boards Act.\(^60\) In the draft there is also a proposal to enable water boards to use substances for measuring the pollution load of discharged water that are less harmful to the environment than the substances that are now prescribed by law. It also proposes the possibility of paying industrial companies for supplying their wastewater, in case this water contains valuable substances or makes the purifying process more effective. By doing so, water boards hope to keep receiving this wastewater. Industrial companies are not obliged to discharge their wastewater into the purifying system of the water board; they are also allowed to purify the water themselves. Two more proposals were made concerning climate adaptation. The first proposed amendment enables the water boards to impose an extra rate on a specific group that requests or uses an extra clean water supply in case of drought. Secondly, the draft law ensures the option for water boards to take measures to prevent rainwater drainage into the purifying system of the water boards.

4 Analysis: Relevant Insights Outside the Dutch Context

In addition to the insights on the role that taxes in general can play in achieving climate goals, as described in Section 2, in this section we specifically analyse the roles that taxes from local governments could play. We will focus on insights that can also have relevance outside the Dutch context.

First, we note that the global climate objectives are not only reflected in national legislation, but also in new tasks and responsibilities for local authorities. In addition, we note that large cities in particular have also formulated their own climate plans that sometimes go beyond the national climate objectives. We also note that the new tasks assigned to Dutch local authorities in the context of the climate goals have not yet led to legal adjustments to the local tax systems.

If we look at the current possibilities and limitations that apply specifically to the Netherlands, the following conclusions can be drawn from this, which may also have relevance for systems other than the Dutch local tax system. First, the observation that the revenue from local taxes is relatively insignificant compared to other OECD countries. If a larger part of the total funding of local governments would come from local taxes, there could be wider opportunities to stimulate or finance climate goals fiscally. In addition to financial space, local governments are also dependent on the central government for the extent to which they are empowered to make autonomous choices. In the Netherlands, local governments are prohibited to levy according to the ability to pay of taxpayers (see Section 3.2.3). In countries where this restriction does not apply, there may be broader possibilities in directing behaviour. Then, the ability of taxpayers to pay when taxing climate-unfriendly behaviour can also be considered in the taxation. In the Dutch context, taxing undesirable behaviour at local level means that the well-to-do can adjust their behaviour by, for example, purchasing an electric car, so that the tax burden mainly falls on the less well-off.

Furthermore, the Dutch system is determined by the fact that it is a closed system (see Section 3.2.1). Local authorities in the Netherlands are not authorised to design and introduce their own taxes, unlike the open system of local taxes in Belgium, for example.\(^61\) New specific local environmental taxes are only possible in the Netherlands after the central government makes this legally possible. This also has implications for the pace at which local governments can adjust their tax policies.

In the Dutch context, it is therefore essential that municipalities and provinces are allowed to set the taxable
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58 See www.efgf.nl/english (last visited 31 October 2022).
60 See www.internetconsultatie.nl/wijziging_waterschapsbelasting (last visited 31 October 2022).
amount and tariff, the taxable person, the taxable object and exemptions. This competence extends to limited, but concrete possibilities for the use of local taxes for climate goals, as described in Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. Then there is the distinction between funding measures on the one hand (Section 3.3) and steering behaviour on the other (Section 3.4). In the Dutch context, we note that general taxes in particular can be used both to finance climate measures and to steer behaviour. Examples are the general taxes whose revenues are used for certain investments that lead to more climate-friendly behaviour. An example is using the parking tax revenue to fund climate initiatives, such as environment-friendly alternatives to driving a car with an internal combustion engine. Another example is to use the revenue of the tourist tax to stimulate sustainable tourism by subsidising sustainable initiatives of the tourism industry. Another example is the ‘revolving funds’ mentioned in Section 5.3.1, funded with the revenue of the property tax. From these funds, various environment-friendly initiatives could be subsidised or funded.

The observed effects of making immovable property more sustainable on its value also have consequences for property taxes in countries other than the Netherlands. This is a general consequence of sustainability, according to international research, mentioned in Section 3.3.1. The local taxation of real properties forms in that sense, a financial impediment to investing in making real property more sustainable. We can imagine that in various countries specific exemptions from property tax will arise for investments in making real estate more sustainable.

International research into parking taxes shows that green parking taxes can have a positive impact on the climate.62 However, the greatest climate impact is achieved within a broader package of measures.63 As an example of this type of measure, environmental zones can be mentioned. There are also points of attention. For example, foreign parkers can be disadvantaged compared to domestic parkers. This is because foreign vehicles are not registered in the national vehicle registration, so these vehicles – which are often driven by foreigners – do not receive a green discount or exemption. Potentially, this is contrary to European law.64

The examples we have described of the use of water boards’ taxes for climate goals illustrate, on the one hand, the need of local governments to actively contribute to climate objectives and, on the other hand, that the active participation of the legislator can lead to successful adjustments to the tax system.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we first investigated the roles (local) taxes in general can play in pursuing climate goals. The role of taxation in helping achieving sustainability goals by its revenue has been broadly acknowledged and recommended by several international organisations. At the same time, in the literature there is not a widespread consensus about using taxes for social engineering. This role meets several ‘ifs, buts and maybes’. A major concern is the effectiveness of fiscal (dis)incentives in achieving the aspired goal. Given these concerns, tax influencing can only play a modest role helping achieve climate goals. For local taxes, all the above-mentioned concerns are applicable. The major concern, namely the effectiveness of tax measures, is even more important for local taxation. In the Netherlands, rates and therefore the potential revenue of local taxes is relatively low which could also hinder the effectiveness of tax measures for climate policies. The effectiveness of tax measures at the level of the local government can also be negatively affected if different neighbouring local governments implement different tax incentives and disincentives. People might avoid higher rates by moving polluting behaviour to the neighbouring municipality. Given these concerns, we described several restrictions, possibilities and examples for both funding climate goals and influencing behaviour with local taxes in the Dutch context. This led to an analysis of relevant insights outside the Dutch context. The examples we describe illustrate that local taxes do offer opportunities to contribute to the achievement of climate goals.

64 Art. 18 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.